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As the earth bringeth forth her bud . . .  so th| 
Lord God will cause righteousness and praise 
to spring forth before all the nations.
Isaiah 61:11
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HOLISTIC MISSIONS 11
A TIME FOR SOWING 14
THE PASTOR AS MISSIONS LEADER 16
GOD S PROTEST AND CELEBRATION 36
guitable 
Framing
God, You are shaking us and 
shaping us into 
a springtime people 
with Easter in our eyes.
. . . Robert Raines
We Get Phone Calls Too
A recent phone call from Dr. Geren Roberts brought to our 
attention these concerns regarding the article “Those Naza- 
renes Really Cared" in the Nazarene Heritage insert of the 
September/October/November 1983 issue of the magazine:
“1. Rest Cottage at Pilot Point was not owned and oper­
ated by the Church of the Nazarene, but by the Rest 
Cottage Association.
2. Dr. John Ed Roberts was never superintendent; he as­
sisted, but Dr. Geren Roberts succeeded his parents, 
Rev. John F. and Mrs. Grace Roberts.
3. Geren’s wife Kitty Roberts was director of child place­
ment from 1955-1975, at the same time as Geren was 
director of the whole thing.”
★ ★ ★
Great Compliments on “ Greatest Issue”
My heartiest and sincerest congratulations to you for pro­
ducing by far the greatest issue of the Preacher’s Magazine 
ever to appear. You are a superb editor!
As you know, I have been rather familiar with this periodical, 
having had an article in practically every issue for the past 40 
years. This issue has everything!
What an appropriate commemorative issue for the church’s 
75th anniversary. It should whet the appetite of those who 
have neglected Wesley to get with him. And I appreciate your 
featuring the holiness giants since his day. I read everything 
thoroughly and with great delight. I did drop Tom Findley a 
letter of appreciation for his “Profile of John Wesley.” God 
bless you!
—Ralph Earle
Professor o f New Testament Emeritus 
Nazarene Theological Seminary
★ ★ ★
Just a word of commendation for the beautiful issue on our 
heritage. I think this is one of the finest publications that has 
come out in this anniversary year. You and your staff did a 
splendid job-----
I refer to the wonderful articles on our history and the fur­
ther history of the Wesleyan movement. Thank you so much.
— Charles H. Strickland 
General Superintendent 
Church of the Nazarene
★ ★ ★
Upon my return this week from preaching at the Canada 
West Camp Meeting I found in the mail the recent issue of the 
Preacher's Magazine. Just a cursory glance through plus 
reading your editorial and one article made we want to write 
you.
I have rejoiced many times as I have carefully read the 
magazine since you assumed editorship. You are doing a 
good job, the magazine is contemporary, unique, and right to 
the point. I deeply appreciate it even in retirement. I should 
have written sooner.
—Edward Lawlor
I just received my copy of the heritage issue of the 
Preacher’s Magazine and have quickly scanned it. It is excel­
lent!
You have dealt very skillfully with the sensitive mix between 
non-Nazarene and Nazarene holiness history to satisfy the 
broader readership of the magazine. I am looking forward to 
careful study of the entire issue. I just wanted you to know 
that I am impressed with the way you have addressed the 
whole heritage subject.
—Eugene Stowe
General Superintendent 
Church of the Nazarene
★ ★ ★
A Treasure
The “Holiness Heritage” issue of the Preacher’s Magazine 
is absolutely outstanding! I want to commend you and those 
who have worked with you in the production of this special 
issue. You have done a commendable job in covering our 
heritage all the way from James Arminius to the present time.
I will personally treasure my copy and it will have a prominent 
place in my library. I am encouraging our pastors to read it 
carefully and digest its contents.
Of course, all the Preacher’s Magazines since you have 
started the new format have been very good, but I just wanted 
to let you know that this issue excels them all. Thanks again 
and keep up the good work.
—Reeford L. Chaney 
District Superintendent 
Virginia District 
Church of the Nazarene
★ ★ ★
Best Since ’26
Greetings! Briefly, may I state that I have been reading the 
Preacher’s Magazine since 1926. I think that is the year Dr. 
Chapman came out with the first issue. The current issue on 
holiness and the holiness movement with its leaders is the 
best copy ever put in my hand. Keep up your good work.
—C. T. Corbett 
Bradley, III.
Need Reemphasis
I take this opportunity to write you my reaction to recent 
issues of the Preacher’s Magazine, particularly the spring and 
fall 1983 issues; but particularly the latter, which is devoted to 
holiness heritage. Though all of the issues since the magazine 
appeared in its present format have been excellent, this one in 
particular struck me as perhaps the best in relation to the 
need for the reemphasis of the holiness message for our day.
I highly commend you for the excellent work that you are 
doing on this magazine, and the attractive format which it 
presents.
—Charles W. Carter
★ ★ ★
How Free Is Independence?
Your magazine has, for many years, been a source of help 
and insight to me, but I feel I must comment on the article by
Robert Hudson in the June/August 1983 edition titled “I Am 
Not Afraid of Denominationalism."
To begin with, Rev. Hudson evidently compared an ex­
tremist “independent” position to a denominational view as 
espoused by his church. Granted, there are extremes in any 
point of view. But what Rev. Hudson failed to consider in his 
discussion was the “independent” church that still has ties to 
fellowship, publishing, and missions but in which the hierarchy 
is not empowered to intervene in the affairs of a local church 
without being invited to do so. Such churches often refer to 
themselves as “independent,” meaning that their local work is 
autonomous, but they still may have collective interests of a 
voluntary nature.
In all fairness, I believe he should have discussed a broader 
spectrum of what is considered “independent thought.” The 
truth is, most holiness churches started with more indepen­
dence than they enjoy today, and slowly over the years such 
functional freedoms at the local level have been eroded.
—Evangelist Bill Tucker 
Kansas City, Mo.
★ ★ ★
Every Page Fantastic
Greetings from the Philippines.
I've had the privilege of reading your magazine and, as a 
pastor, I really would give commendation to your good work.
Every page is fantastic . . .  one that would always “push” 
every preacher to do his best for the Lord.
—Rev. Vallante Encarnado 
Tacloban City, Philippines
★ ★ ★
Ark Rocker“Rocked”
I have just completed reading the Ark Rocker of the S/O/N 
edition of the Preacher's Magazine. Normally this is a pleasant 
experience. Today my soul is troubled and my dander is up. I 
normally enjoy the somewhat caustic (?) style of the Ark 
Rocker but after just returning from Drew Theological Semi­
nary and work on my doctorate of ministry I find the recitation 
of Fowler, Steele, Shelden, et al., to be somewhat lopsided. 
Methodism has come a long way, baby, from this illustrious 
group. After listening to professors at this fine Methodist 
school tell me that the Incarnation meant there need no longer 
be a vertical relationship between man and God; that the hor­
izontal relationship was the essence of real “Christianity”; af­
ter it was implied that if one were concerned about sin one 
might better visit a psychiatrist; and after hearing that same 
professor “testify" that he was glad to be free from the old 
concepts of salvation, I want to declare that “oneness” with 
Christ is necessary before we can be one with one another. 
Methodism must become one with Christ before I personally 
could feel spiritual kinship with it. I applaud the suggestion 
that we move toward unity with all those who practice holi­
ness, but I despise the subtle suggestion that that is any more 
than a bleeding minority within United Methodism today.
I realize that those who have a sentimental view of the love 
of Christ would suggest that I am being unloving. I want to be 
clear that any brother of Christ’s is a brother of mine, and I 
love him. But I refuse to prostitute myself to those who use 
His name but have denied His Spirit. I am also thankful for 
“denominational fences” which help me to maintain my dis­
tance from the spirit of Antichrist.
It is true that Jesus desired unity for His followers. He did 
not desire uniformity. It is true also that He said that those 
who were not against Him were for Him. But He seemed to 
suggest too that being for Him was more than saying, “Lord, 
Lord.”
Our spiritual fathers in the Church of the Nazarene took a 
courageous stand. They parted company with empty re­
ligionists. They reached across their differences to those of
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kindred hearts. Would that we would do both! Let the celebra­
tion begin! If we don’t, perhaps the stones will cry out! If we 
don’t perhaps God will raise up someone else who will.
—Rev. Kenneth Culbertson 
Church of the Nazarene 
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
★ ★ ★
Fine, and Filing
First, I want to express my deep appreciation for the fine 
magazine you are giving us. I especially appreciate the forth­
right editorial positions you are taking—clear, incisive. The 
“Ark Rocker" is still great! Gearing the issues to a given area 
of need will make for a worthwhile file of the magazine for 
future use, as well as current enjoyment.
—J. Melton Thomas, Evangelist 
Nampa, Ida.
★ ★ ★
Cartoons Contradict
I just finished briefly thumbing through the March, April, 
May 1983 issue of Preacher’s Magazine. My attention was 
drawn to two of the cartoons published in the same issue. 
“Suitable for Framing” ..., and an even more cutting cartoon 
was found on page 54.
While I can understand the source of the humor, it disturbs 
me that an excellent and quality publication like Preacher's 
Magazine, which serves to equip and encourage ministers, 
would subtly reinforce the belief that church attendance is a 
valid criteria for self-evaluation. With as many pressures al-
SIM GLANCES by GM Fw
ready inherent in the calling, it would be good if P.M. would 
provide humor that did not augment those same struggles.
(Continued on page 35)
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EDITORIAL
Wesley Tracy
ASSISTANT MISSIONARY
by Wesley Tracy
Perhaps it is the greatest compliment in the Bible. At least it is a compliment that anyone would be pleased to receive. Some of us would scarcely dare even to hope to 
receive it. I’m talking about the compliment John the Apostle 
gave Gaius.
“I pray that all may go well with you and that you may be in 
health; I know that it is well with your soul" (3 John 2, RSV). 
When the people who know you best say ‘‘I know it is well 
with your soul," who cares about the car payment, a cash 
shortage, or a little arthritis. What a testimonial.
John went on to hint at the evidence in Gaius' life that 
caused him to say I know it is well with your soul. First, note 
that Gaius was dedicated to the truth. John says twice that 
Gaius follows the truth and then refers again to the truth of 
your life. Most commentators agree that the truth here is the 
revelation of Christ which brings salvation. Dedication to the 
truth in Christ—it apparently dominated the life of Gaius.
In this way Gaius is a contrast to many people today who 
do not seek the truth but merely certitude. If someone pats 
them on the head and says “I know the way, trust me,” they 
say, “Whew, I'm glad to be certain about something, lead on!” 
Surrendering their freedom and responsibility, they gladly 
trade away the search for truth in favor of mere certitude. If 
someone else will take the responsibility and make the deci­
sions, they will traipse along behind, never getting out of line. 
Sadly they will end up like Stephen Crane's “Wayfarer":
A learned man came to me once.
He said, “I know the way—come”
Together we hastened,
Soon, too soon, were we 
Where my eyes were useless,
And I knew not the ways of my feet.
I clung to the hand of my friend;
But at last he cried, “I am lost.” '
Too many today, like Crane’s Wayfarer, are ready to toddle 
down the path “most traveled by.”
The wayfarer,
Perceiving the pathway to truth, 
was struck with astonishment.
It was thickly grown with weeds 
“Ha," he said,
“I see that no one has passed here 
In a long time.”
Later he saw that each weed 
was a singular knife.
“Well,” he mumbled at last,
"Doubtless there are other roads.”2
The second spiritual indicator in Gaius’ life was love (v. 6). 
Koinonia failure is all too common in today's Christian commu­
nity. Instead of the right hand of fellowship, which John Wes­
ley (to say nothing of Jesus) so strongly stressed, suspicion, 
accusation, and innuendo are too often extended. You could 
mistake some Christians for the wife in Robert Burns' “Tam o' 
Shanter” who waited for her husband’s return “nursing her 
wrath to keep it warm.”
Several years ago at a religious convention in Kansas City 
a man was knocked off the platform and killed in a fistfight 
over the seating of delegates—a strong hint of koinonia fail­
ure, wouldn’t you say?
Then there is the newspaper report out of Chicago which 
Peter Wagoner talks about:
“There's Nobody Here but Us Christians”
A long simmering dispute over a church timetable broke out 
Friday when two priests were attacked by a crowd of wor­
shipers in the rectory of St. Nicholas Church. Father Glynn 
was cut and bruised: Father Bilinsky was pinned to the 
rectory floor by irate parishioners. Four persons, including a 
physician, were arrested as some 25 policemen quelled the 
disturbance. Two hundred persons threw snowballs at the 
rectory door, amidst shouts of police brutality. A policeman 
charged that the doctor had bitten him.
Last month I talked to a pastor who said that upon arrival at 
his new church he found in the church office several hundred 
“accusation forms.” The church had already printed up forms 
for you to fill out and hand in if you wanted to accuse a 
brother of any sin. A sort of “planned koinonia failure" I would 
say.
But Gaius served in love and John knew that it was well 
with his soul.
The third unmistakable sign of spiritual health in Gaius’ life 
was loyalty. We could use a lot of that commodity these days. 
Oh, not the kind that wears a blindfold, but the kind that cares 
enough to confront when loyalty demands it.
A district board of which I was the chairman once faced a 
tough decision. A young man had applied for a district 
preacher's license. He had not met the educational require­
ments. His father had made him a staff member at his church 
and was pushing the application. Avoiding the draft was, we 
believed, as much an issue as ministry. We voted not to li­
cense. Our rookie district superintendent came and pled with 
the committee on the applicant’s behalf.
After the superintendent left, one pastor said, “I think we 
ought to be loyal to our D.S. He’s new at this job and he has 
a chance to become a great superintendent. He needs our
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help if he is going to do that. Therefore, out of loyalty to him 
we should deny his appeal and keep him from making a basic 
mistake.’’
We voted down the application again. Several months later 
the board met again. The district superintendent said to us all, 
“Gentlemen, time has proved you right in this matter. I was 
wrong. Thanks.”
Gaius was a man of loyalty, especially to the traveling Chris­
tian preachers, many of them strangers to him. John told him 
that helping the brethren “is a loyal thing to do” (v. 5).
John shows us that Gaius’ truth, love, and loyalty were 
revealed through his service. There is a sense in which the
value of a person’s religion is seen in what it enables him or 
her to do.
As Shakespeare said, “If our virtues go not out from us, 
Twere all alike as though we had them not.” Gaius gave lov­
ing, loyal service, especially to the traveling preachers. I guess 
that makes him a sort of missionary’s helper. And in that we 
can all follow his example and become “assistant mis­
sionaries.” $
NOTES
1. Stephen Crane, “The Learned Man" in Modem American Poetry, Louis 
Untermeyer, ed. (New York: Harcourt, Brace, & World, Inc., 1958), p. 148.
2. Ibid., p. 147.
GUEST EDITORIAL
THE CHURCH'S TASK
by L. Guy Nees
Director, Division of World Mission, Nazarene Headquarters
Missionary outreach and effort is in­herent in a Spirit-filled church.Jesus said it very clearly just before 
His ascension. “Ye shall receive power, 
after that the Holy Ghost is come upon 
you: and ye shall be witnesses unto me 
both in Jerusalem, and in all Judaea, 
and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost 
part of the earth.” me coming of the 
Holy Spirit and missionary outreach 
were to be concomitant.
Jesus was not giving a priority list in 
Acts 1:8. He was not suggesting that 
evangelization of Jerusalem and Judea 
were to be completed before the 
Church moved on to Samaria and the 
rest of the world. It was not a one, two, 
three procedural process but a state­
ment, in one sentence, of the whole 
task. It includes those nearby and those 
far away, in the same breath.
The Early Church heard that message 
and obeyed. As local churches were 
formed, they heard and obeyed. A prime 
example is of the church in Antioch 
(Acts 13), and so it has ever been in the 
church that is filled with the Holy Spirit.
After the Early Church was swal­
lowed up by political dominance and in 
theological controversy, the life of the 
Spirit vanished and the world mission 
task was forgotten. Most of the expan­
sion of the Church for many centuries 
was the result of military exploration 
and colonization. But with a few excep­
tions, it was void of the Spirit.
Following the Reformation and the 
Wesleyan revival the fires of the Spirit
again began to burn and missionary in­
terest was reborn.
When the Church of the Nazarene 
was formed in 1908 by independent ho­
liness bodies, missionary work was al­
ready being fostered by each of the 
groups. We began then with 19 mis­
sionaries in six world areas. The Spirit 
made it so.
In these 75 years our purpose has 
been to keep alive to the Spirit. As we 
have, He has led us to continued mis­
sionary growth. Today we can be justly 
proud of our record— more than 550 
missionaries in 70 world areas, and 
pushing on to 75.
Jesus models for us what a Spirit- 
filled person and church should be. 
When He began His ministry, He started 
in the power of the Holy Spirit. In Luke 
the fourth chapter we read, “And Jesus 
being full of the Holy Ghost . . . ” (v. 1), 
“And Jesus returned in the power of the 
Spirit. . . ” (v. 14), “The Spirit of the Lord 
is upon me . . (v. 18).
None of us can really understand or 
explain the relationship of Jesus and the 
Holy Spirit, but it is sufficient to say at 
this point that if Jesus, the only- 
begotten Son of God, was required and 
felt it necessary not to begin His minis­
try without the living presence of the 
Spirit filling His life, how much more is it 
so for us. And when this happens, the 
missionary spirit lives and moves within 
us.
The presence of the Spirit in the life of 
Jesus meant at least three things.
First of all, the Spirit would not leave 
Him unmoved by the needs of people. 
When Jesus looked out on the crowd 
around Him, “He was moved with com­
passion on them, because they fainted, 
and were scattered abroad, as sheep 
having no shepherd” (Matt. 9:36). There 
are many modern illustrations of this 
same moving, compassionate spirit at 
work in the church today.
Secondly, the Spirit would not leave 
Him immobile. Jesus was constantly on 
the move. It was not just human rest­
lessness but the motivation of the Spirit 
that kept Him “on the go.” He said, “I 
must work the works of him that sent 
me, while it is day: the night cometh, 
when no man can work” (John 9:4).
Jesus lived under a sense of divine 
obligation to reach as many people as 
possible in His lifetime. He could not do 
this by staying in His boyhood town of 
Nazareth, and neither can we. I speak 
here of the church and not just individu­
als.
Finally the Spirit would not leave Him 
nonproductive. He came to sow and to 
reap. Although it is true that many for­
sook Him and fled, He did develop a 
following, and after the day of Pentecost 
they “went every where preaching the 
word” (Acts 8:4).
The missionary task of the church is 
not for a selected few who feel the call 
and go. It is rather an obligation laid 
upon the entire Spirit-filled Church for all 
time, till Jesus comes again. $
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MISSION
Charles Gailey
Is your church afflicted with this recurrent malady?
Compassion 
Fatigue
by Charles Gailey
Professor of Missions, Nazarene Theological Seminary
Greg banged his fist on the table in the church board meeting, “Well, I just don’t see why we 
have to send so much money overseas when we have 
so many needs right here!”
Many laypersons today are suffering from compas­
sion fatigue. They have heard it all. They have seen it all. 
Challenges to mission move them about as much as a 
toothpaste commercial on television. Then the Faith 
Promise convention comes along! The lay people don’t 
even show up.
There are a number of reasons why compassion fa­
tigue is affecting the church today:
1. Nationalism. We have a nagging feeling, with all the 
talk of independence movements and the self- 
determination of nations around the world, that 
mission is not really needed (or wanted).
2. Television. With blood and guts, famines, and di­
sasters being spilled all over the screen daily, psy­
chological fatigue has set in. Nothing the visiting
missionary says, no matter how shocking, really | 
moves us.
3. Inadequate understanding o f the purpose o f the 
church. Mission is seen as an “add on” or a “tack 
on” to church, rather than central to the purposes 
of a missionary God. Under this guise of thought, 
the program of the church is rather like a smor­
gasbord; the activities of the mission society may 
be taken or left at the whim of the member. We 
even call the missionary society an auxiliary. The 
sense and calling of mission is central, not auxiliary 
to, the dynamic, growing Body of Christ.
4. Lack o f knowledge. Whatever it is, if it is overseas 
it is happening “out there,” which is an amorphous 
blob to most Americans, even educated ones. Like 
my friend who asked me the day after I returned 
from our first term in Africa, “How was everything 
in India?”
5. Erroneous theology. Many churches of the WCC 
have adopted a radically “new” theology which is j
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largely shorn of its supernatural roots. Traditional 
theological terms have been radically redefined. 
Salvation is not eternal, it is “here and now,” it 
comes through revolution, not through the Church. 
As the students cried at the Strasbourg WSCF 
meeting,
Karl Barth has had his day! We don’t want 
high churchmanship; we want high world- 
manship!1
The significant movements, they believe, are those 
leading to the humanization of individuals within 
societies. Following the sociological theorists of 
the 1940s and 1950s and their “salvation by bricks 
and mortar” approach (which is now seen by soci­
ologists themselves as a failure)2, liberal theolo­
gians of the 1960s began to espouse a “this 
worldly” gospel: Change the structures of society 
and you will change man; men have within them­
selves to perfect society. All religions, they say, 
have some truth. There is no essential difference 
between Christian and non-Christian. You can 
imagine what this kind of thinking does to mo­
tivation for mission! No wonder fatigue quickly 
sets in and declines begin!
6. Selfishness. This is “telling it like it is.” We live in a 
very materialistic culture, with more than 50 per­
cent of wives working in order to pay for the sec­
ond car, the color TV, the game cartridges, the new 
microwave. “We’re just barely making ends meet 
here, we can’t really afford to send any money 
overseas” (in spite of Jesus’ words in Luke 14:27 
and 33).
A Replay o f the Past?
Actually, fatigue in mission is not new. We have seen 
it before in the history of the church. Hocking, in his 
1933 volume Rethinking Missions, said that the days of 
Christianizing were over. In the early 1960s liberal theo­
logians began to echo this old sentiment. Many mainline 
denominations became so fatigued that they decided to 
either pull out or greatly reduce their operations over­
seas. In the early 1970s there was a widespread call for 
a moratorium on missions activity.
In concert with the “death of God” theologians, there 
was talk of the “death of mission” and the “post­
missionary era.” Books were published such as Mis­
sionary, Go Home. The accompanying graph from Time 
magazine demonstrates the extent to which the main­
line Protestant and Roman Catholic church actually re­
duced the number of missionaries deployed overseas.
But what in fact happened? As the large churches 
were bringing their missionaries home, the evangelical 
churches were rapidly increasing deployment of theirs. 
For every missionary dropped by the Protestant main- 
liners in the last 30 years, the evangelicals have added 
three, until they far exceed the former in mission out­
reach. The evangelicals are the reason why, in 1984, 
there are a record number of missionaries overseas with 
the highest budgets ever recorded. Rather than the 
“death of mission,” we are experiencing a “rebirth of 
mission” in the mid 1980s.
SPREADING THE WORD
U.S. overseas missionaries in thousands
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The Results
The results of these events are extremely interesting. 
The determination of the evangelicals has sparked a 
Christian movement overseas that is achieving fantastic 
growth in many areas. We are beginning to hear talk of 
a “worldwide revival” in our time.
Consider these facts:
— The largest numerical increase in the history of 
Christianity (16,000 new members a day, 6 million a 
year) is now taking place in the independent na­
tions of Africa.
— The Church has achieved remarkable growth in 
postcolonial Indonesia.
— Revival is sweeping South America.
— Startling church growth is occurring in Korea, the 
Philippines, and other areas of Asia and the Pacific.
— 1,000 new churches are opening their doors every 
Sunday outside North America.
— David Barrett predicts that if present trends con­
tinue, Africa may become the most Christian con­
tinent in the world.
— This modern-day expansion of Christianity is now 
being recognized by the secular press.
—  Time magazine recently devoted an eight-page 
cover story to “The New Missionary.”
— Students are increasingly interested in missions. 
18,000 or more are attending the Urbana con­
claves.
— Leighton Ford has said, “We may be on the verge of 
a movement comparable to the great waves of stu­
dent volunteers at the beginning of the century.”3
— Perhaps even more important, the Third World na­
tions are themselves sending missionaries. Fifteen 
thousand have already been deployed, including 
some to the U.S.A.
Instead of mourning the demise of mission, we find 
that we are seeing a new “morning of mission”; a new 
amplification of God’s great missionary outreach to 
mankind.
What happened? Rather than the predicted “pull out,” 
why did just the opposite take place?
In the firs t place, conservative theologians never pre­
dicted the death of the modern missionary movement. 
They knew that mission is an integral part of the gospel.
Evangelical scholars were never taken in by the “death 
of mission” idea.
Secondly, independence has proven in most cases to 
be a “friend” to the gospel rather than an “enemy.” The 
Church has grow n much fa s te r in m ost p o s t­
independence environments than it did during the colo­
nial period. Independence and the spiritual liberation of 
the gospel seem to mix well together.
The Track Record 
Meanwhile, what was happening back at the ranch, in 
the sending churches themselves?
The “mainline” churches who had yielded to “fatigue”
“In Africa people are coming to 
Christ at the rate of 16,000 per 
day.”
in their mission endeavors experienced large-scale 
losses in membership. As they declined in mission, so 
they declined in size.
According to the 1983 Yearbook o f American and 
Canadian Churches, between 1970 and 1981 the Epis­
copal Church lost 518,000 members, the United Church 
of Christ a quarter of a million, the United Presbyterians 
718,000, and the United Methodist Church lost 1 million 
members.4
As usual, declining missionary vision results in de­
clines in the sending churches. Revising the chief tenets 
of the gospel to include the death of traditional (and 
biblical) mission seems to be an effective way to empty 
the pews of your church.
In great contrast to the “mainliners” is the track record 
of the evangelicals during the same time period. As the 
evangelicals increased the size and scope of their mis­
sion programs, often at great cost to themselves, they 
also enjoyed great growth in membership. From 1970 to 
1981 the Christian Missionary and Alliance Church 
nearly doubled, ending the decade with 195,042 mem­
bers. The Church of the Nazarene grew by 108,919 
persons, the Salvation Army by 88,000, and the South­
ern Baptists by more than 2 million.5
Several evangelical churches nearly doubled during 
the 1970s. The evangelicals have grown so fast that a 
recent New York Times front page story (March 14, 
1982), declared that they are now “the most powerful 
new force in American protestantism.” In recognition of 
this great growth, Harvard University recently estab­
lished a chair of evangelical studies.
What does this track record say to us as we gear up 
for the 1990s? I think several conclusions can be drawn:
1. Yielding to compassion fatigue can be fatal to the 
Church.
2. A program of costly outreach is absolutely essen­
tial for a healthy, growing local church.
3. The only way to keep the gospel is to give it away. 
If you hug it to yourself, it will shrivel and die.
4. Or, as Jesus himself said even more succinctly,
“For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but 
whosoever loses his life for me and for the gospel 
will save it” (Mark 8:35, NIV).
Where Do We Go from Here?
Now that we evangelicals have grown fat and are 
flourishing, watch out for compassion fatigue! Under the 
burden of paying off the mortgage on our grand sanc­
tuary, located now (of all places!) in the best section of 
town, we begin to have our Gregs banging their fists on 
the church board meeting tables, wondering “why we 
have to send so much money over there.” It would be a 
lot easier to begin to pull back, to “cop out.”
John F. Alexander put it well in his recent “Mid-Life 
Crisis” editorial for The Other Side:
Recently I was in Haiti and took a walk through a 
market in a very poor section. It was a shantytown 
and shantytowns don’t have sewers. The stench was 
unbearable. And food was being sold. The crowd was 
so dense I could hardly move. Some of the kids had 
red hair, and black kids usually don’t have red hair 
unless they're starving. . . . Now I'd seen all that be­
fore. A lot of times. But this time I couldn’t stand it. I 
went home and took a nap.
Sometimes I’d like to take a nap for the rest of my 
life. Not that I’m suicidal. But I’d sure like to shut the 
truth out, somehow. It's too costly. And that, of 
course, is the problem.. .. The problem is that almost 
everyone is taking a nap.6
The easiest way out of fatigue is to simply take a nap. 
But, as in wartime, such a response can be fatal. This is 
no time for evangelicals to be caught napping!
What Can Be Done?
What can we do when compassion fatigue threatens 
our congregation?
F irs t o f all, stay awake you rse lf! As leaders we must 
be alert for the first signs of creeping malaise in the 
church. Watch out for the small attitudes in committee 
meetings that in little ways begin to say, “We’re already 
overextended; we really can’t do anything else”; “Surely 
our local program is more important.”
Second, educate  the membership. They should 
know, for example, that most independent nations of 
the world welcome the “new missionary” with his non- 
ethnocentric views. (A few years ago the Republic of 
Zaire turned the nation’s educational system back over 
to the missionaries, saying, “We want you to do this for 
us.”)
Facts like these will require study on the part of the 
pastor and other leaders. Except for the occasional 
Mother Theresa, such examples do not usually appear 
in the popular press.
Don’t discount the importance of missionary reading 
books. Regardless of what you may think of their literary 
quality, they remain extremely valuable compendiums of 
what is happening “out there.” They will help to expand 
the horizons of the world to your people.
Third, in s tru c t board members and congregations as 
to the biblical basis for mission.
It is a mistake to think that the only scriptural basis for
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missionary work is to be found in the “Great Commis­
sion” passage of Matthew 28. The whole romance of 
the Bible is centered around God’s reaching out to man 
and the reconciliation He provides.
The Abrahamic covenant was an early step toward 
the redemption of all men (cf. Gen. 12:3). Yahweh lav­
ished His great love on Israel but witnessed again and 
again the failure of His chosen instrument. God then 
sent Jesus, that “other Israel,” into the world to establish 
a new covenant of salvation and grace.
Jesus, having been sent into the world, gathered dis­
ciples around Him who were then sent into the world, 
establishing the concept of mission that persists to our 
day. Great missionary messages can be found not just in 
Matthew, but in Genesis, Jeremiah, Jonah, Psalms (cf. 
96), Isaiah (especially chapters 9, 42, and 49), Acts, 
Romans . . .  in fact, all through the Bible. The apostle 
Paul intimately relates his missionary call to the “servant 
songs” (chapters 40— 50) of Isaiah (cf. 13:47). Verkuyl 
has a fascinating discussion of the Book of Jonah as 
describing vividly the biblical basis of mission.7
Fourth, lead the flock in understanding the linkage 
between outreach to others and growth at home.
One outstanding example is Harold John Ockenga’s 
request at one of his first board meetings at Boston’s 
Park Street Church that the church sponsor a great 
missionary offering. The congregation of the struggling 
old church could hardly afford to keep the building 
painted! But they accepted Ockenga’s challenge and 
went on to become one of America’s most influential 
churches, largely on the crest of an ever-expanding mis­
sionary program.
Paul Cunningham had a vision of a great missionary 
offering in the early days of his first pastorate of a tiny, 
struggling Nazarene congregation in Olathe, Kans. His 
desire to lead his flock included getting a loan from a 
banker so that he could give a sizable amount to a major 
missions offering. Today that same church is 1,425 
members strong. As always, mission must be done out 
of love for the Father rather than any material or numer­
ical motive. The motive must not be pragmatism, but 
love. There is a connection between unselfish outreach 
and a healthy church. You will need to lead your flock in 
understanding this linkage.
Fifth, hold concise missionary meetings. Some­
where back there the5 missionary meeting became 
known as the longest service in the church.
With all those societal stimuli and family pressures in 
this technological era, people will not (happily) sit 
through a two-hour missionary service. This is es­
pecially so if it is an ad-libbed (“that’s Rev. Brandon 
second from left in the back row") slide presentation.
Have missionary speakers as often as possible. Your 
church will be the poorer if you do not. Take the time to 
find out where the missionary is and call him or her long 
distance before the arrival date. Find out his or her 
strong points. Don’t force the speaker into slides if he or 
she doesn’t really want to show them. On the other 
hand, slides may be the speaker’s forte, and there are 
some excellent presentations being made.
Don’t hesitate to be frank with the missionary. When I 
was missionary president at College Church of the Naz­
arene in Wollaston, Mass., I used to tell visiting mis­
sionaries, “You can talk as long as you want, but we are 
all going to leave at the end of a 60-minute service.” The 
pastor or missionary president, however, must share 
responsibility here. The missionary m ust be put up to 
speak at least 30 minutes before the end of the service 
(better 35 or 40).
If missionary programs are concise, attractive, and 
meaningful, interest will be aroused and attendance will 
increase.
Sixth, pray for worldwide outreach and revival. Prayer 
is our most effective tool, but one that is perhaps least 
used because it is “invisible.” Probably this is especially
“Revising the gospel to include 
the death of mission has 
proved to be an effective way  
to empty the pews of your 
church.”
true in our materialistic and technological society (we 
like to see what is happening).
Prayer is the neglected instrument of revival and out­
reach as we move into the last decade of the 20th 
century. Invariably, great missionary outreach, like great 
revival, has begun when people have prayed. Revival 
and mission balance the church on a fulcrum of growth 
and advance.
David Bryant, in a recent issue of Mission Frontiers, 
recounts the relationship that exists in these “twin” con­
cepts:
In any prayer movement, dynamic tension must al­
ways be maintained between church renewal and 
world evangelization. Each thrives on the other and 
drives us to the other, if kept in proper balance. Re­
newal prevents “burn-out” in the task of missions. 
And missions challenges “cop-out” on the fruits of 
renewal. If we maintain this tension, the ministry of 
intercession will be our most effective step in pio­
neering faith for Christ’s global cause.8
Let us pray.
Seventh, awaken your members with “hands on” 
projects. As I travel around America to speak in Faith 
Promise conventions, I find that Work and Witness 
teams have transformed many churches.
Laypersons who formerly were afflicted with the “ho 
hum” or “so what” attitudes of compassion fatigue have 
told me with tears in their eyes of their “missionary 
journeys.” More enthusiastic boosters of mission (and, 
almost invariably, of their home church and pastor!) you 
will not find.
In church after church, I have found missionary bud­
gets tripled and quadrupled when “hands on” mis­
sionary projects were being pursued.
It doesn’t even have to be overseas— there are in-
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MISSION IN THE EIGHTIES
Some missiologists are saying today that we are on the verge of a new American burst of missionary outreach. 
They point to many possible signs 
within American churches and Ameri­
can Christian youth organizations. And 
there are indeed some important paral­
lels between what happened at the be­
ginning of other periods of new mis­
sionary advance and what seems to be 
happening today.
Let’s assume we are on the thresh­
old of just such an advance. Can we 
project the probable nature and shape 
of missions in this decade? What needs 
to be communicated to the American 
church so that it can be prepared to fully 
support a new burst of missionary activ­
ity?
First of all, it is clear that missions in 
this decade will be working within the 
context of turbulent world history. 
Wherever the Church seeks to pene­
trate and propagate itself, it will be 
called on to take a clear stand for social 
justice. To have any kind of credibility in 
our world, missions will have to institute 
meaningful and tangible programs of 
social action. This will not mean a re­
treat from a commitment to evangelism. 
However, the missionary task force will 
find itself focusing on the whole man 
and this will have to include an empha­
sis on relief and on human rights. Re-
by Howard Culbertson
Missionary, Haiti
lated to this will be an increasing insis­
tence that Christians in all cultures 
adopt simple life-styles.
Second, Christian mission will be­
come increasingly universalized in the 
next 10 years. Leadership development 
and maturation is accelerating in Third 
World churches. As a result, the mis-
There will be a grow­
ing insistence that 
Christians in all cul­
tures live simple life­
styles.
sionary force is already being trans­
formed from something predominantly 
Western into a multiracial and multi­
national team. Thus American mis­
sionaries will more and more find them­
selves a part of a team, which may 
include Africans, Asians, or Latin Ameri­
cans. We will hear less and less of a 
world that has been neatly divided into 
“sending” and into “receiving” countries. 
Missionaries will be coming from all six 
continents and will be sent into all six 
continents.
Another characteristic will be an in­
creasing use of solid research to pin­
point evangelistic targets and to develop 
and refine evangelistic strategies. “Un­
reached" people groups will become the 
focus of missionary activity rather than 
whole nations. “Broadcast sowing” 
techniques will be abandoned in favor of 
developing specific strategies to evan­
gelize identifiab le  homogeneous 
groups. Attention will be focused on 
reaching Muslims, Jews, the Chinese, 
refugees, secularized peoples, nominal 
Christians, traditional religionists, Marx­
ists, Buddhists, Hindus, the urban poor 
and many, many other such groupings.
Para-church groups such as the Lau­
sanne Committee for World Evangeliza­
tion, World Vision International, Campus 
Crusade for Christ International, the 
U.S. Center for World Mission, and 
many others will continue to play a cata­
lytic role in world evangelization.
None of these are, of course, pro­
jections of revolutionary changes in the 
type of missionary work now being car­
ried on. Rather, they are projections 
based on a historical perspective. They 
are the fruit of post-World War II secular 
and missions history. And they outline 
what could well be one of the most in­
teresting and exciting decades in which 
to be involved in the worldwide expan­
sion of the Church of Jesus Christ.
creasingly large ethnic populations in the U.S. among 
which one can enjoy a transcultural ministry.
The important thing is that your people are not just 
studying and listening, but that they are doing. All peo­
ple can pray, and there are many other activities of po­
tential involvement— all the way from ham radio to pack­
ing those Christmas present boxes for MKs like they do 
at Indianapolis Westside Church. Make it interesting and 
challenging, and His people will wake up and respond.
Finally, guard against a b lase a ttitude. We should 
not forget that we are talking about life-and-death 
matters.
The U.S. Center for World Mission has enumerated 
16,750 people groups in the world who still need the 
gospel. Even as the “new missionary movement” is at­
tracting the attention of the popular press, we need to 
recognize that the task is great.
This is no time to succumb to drowsiness.
Compassion fatigue is fatal to the church!
Let’s wake up and become part of the new thrust 
forward in mission! 1
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The renowned Dr. Paul S. Rees has been widely read 
through his many contributions to journals and periodicals in 
the United States and Great Britain. He has also authored 14 
books. The most recent include Don’t Sleep Through the Rev­
olution and Men of Action in the Book of Acts.
For many years he was a minister to ministers for Billy 
Graham Crusades here and abroad and was vice-president- 
at-large for World Vision International. He has directed pas­
tors’ conferences in this connection and is a frequent speaker 
and lecturer
Though he has retired from many of his involvements, Dr. 
Rees presently serves on the board of trustees of Asbury 
Seminary and is editor-at-large for World Vision. We are hon­
ored to have his contribution to this issue on mission.
Dull as it may be, we begin with a bit of word study. The 
year was 1926. The man was General Jan Christian Smuts, 
prime minister of South Africa. Smuts, in addition to his mil­
itary and political skills, was a scientist/philosopher of sorts. 
He developed the theory that there is in nature a tendency to 
bring elements together to form whole organisms. He called 
the concept “holism.” Today your Webster will introduce you 
both to the noun and to the adjective “holistic,” the latter being 
defined as that which emphasizes “the organic or functional 
relation between parts and wholes.”
Almost half a century later, in Springfield, Ohio, we find a 
man by the name of Granger Westberg who, after years of 
experience as a hospital chaplain, is teaching practical theol­
ogy in Wittenberg University. A clergyman himself, he is work­
ing out a training program for future hospital chaplains. On the 
medical side many doctors have become familiar with such a 
phrase as “psychosomatic illness,” the reference being to a 
disorder in which emotional factors, as well as physical, con­
tribute to illness.
“The Healing Arts”
Dr. Westberg was now convinced that the healing arts must 
ook upon health and ill health from the point of view of the 
whole person. In 1973, at Hinsdale, III., he established at
S. Rees
Union Church “The Wholistic Health Center.” His use of the W 
in wholistic was deliberate. This spelling, he felt, gave it a link 
with the common word whole. Hinsdale, as time proved, was 
only the beginning. Now there are centers in a number of 
cities from Minneapolis to Washington, D.C.
With that slice of history before us, suppose we reflect on 
the difficulty most of us have in thinking holistically. We are 
more interested in the parts—especially our part—than we 
are in the whole. Because this narrowness, this tendency to 
think exclusively rather than inclusively, afflicts so many of us, 
Professor Elton Trueblood in his The New Man for Our Time 
devotes the entire opening chapter to what he calls “Our Po­
larized Generation.” One contemporary polarity that he dis­
cusses is that between “activists” and “pietists.” Are you into 
Christian service, perhaps daring to call it “social service”? 
Then we have a label for you. You are an activist. Do you 
stress prayer and worship and holy living? We have a tag for 
you. You are a pietist.
Dr. Trueblood says, in effect, “A plague on both your 
houses,” adding, “Service without devotion is rootless; de­
votion without service is fruitless.” In those well-chosen words 
Trueblood reflects his concern for the wholeness of truth.
It is this holistic concept that most evangelicals, throughout 
most of the 20th century, have found it difficult to entertain 
and apply. Before me at the moment is an evangelical paper in 
which a famous annual missionary conference is reported. 
One speaker is quoted: “Sixteen thousand people a day are 
accepting Jesus. . . .  The action is there. . . .  Social action will 
not do it.” I have reproduced the quotation exactly as it ap­
pears in the text of the report. Although I am curious as to the 
words that have been omitted, it seems clear enough that the 
speaker wishes to exclude social action from evangelism. 
That, among American evangelicals, is a fairly typical way of 
thinking. It has become an automatic reflex: you put missions 
and social action in separate pigeonholes.
“Separate Pigeonholes”
The question should be raised: how did we come by it?
“Why do w e go on fracturing what God has fused?”
Surely we did not get it out of the New Testament. Consider 
our Lord himself. Although He had an abundance of critics, 
none of them, if we study the records, tried to browbeat Him 
with the charge that He failed to separate His works of com­
passion from His words of proclamation. Take the case of the 
man at the Pool of Bethesda as recorded in John 5. The 
Pharisees criticized Jesus for healing the man on the Sab­
bath, whereas many a contemporary evangelical would have 
said, “Master, You are confused. You looked after the man’s 
physical needs before, and not after, You spoke to him about 
his ‘sinning.’”
On the other hand, we see in Matt. 9:1-8 the case of a 
paralytic whom Jesus healed, but not until He had first for­
given the man's sins.
This would have afforded immense relief to many a 
20th-century evangelical, who could now say, “Lord, now You 
are on the right track: the soul first and then the body; per­
sonal salvation first and then compassionate service."
Let it be said, carefully but confidently, our Lord's concern 
was not for souls (as if they could be rigorously severed from 
bodies); His concern was for persons. True enough, on any 
scale dealing with ultimate values we must say that what is 
indestructible in us rates higher than what is destructible. The 
temporal dissolves; the eternal endures.
At this point the question may well be asked, How did 
American Christians in the 20th century become so polarized 
over the issue of “personal gospel” versus “social gospel”? An 
in-depth answer is beyond the scope of this article. I want, 
however, to make a comment on one factor that contributed 
strongly to the creation of a gap that, viewed in biblical per­
spective, should not have been formed. In no small measure 
my comment will be based on my own remembrance of what 
took place in the second, third, and fourth decades of this 
century. The German school of historical criticism of the Bi­
ble had come to full flower. It was dubbed “modernism." It 
dimmed the trustworthiness of Scripture, diverted theology 
from God to man, diminished the person of Jesus Christ, and 
thus dissolved the essence of the gospel. Such famous 
churchmen as Walter Rauschenbush (who was not a mod­
ernist) and Shailer Matthews (who was) began promoting 
something that quickly caught on as the “social gospel." The 
Church, they said, if it would stop harping on personal conver­
sion and address itself to the enormous social issues of the 
day—racism, segregation, political corruption, callousness to­
ward poverty, exploitation of the working man—could bring in 
the kingdom of God.
“ Emotional Hangover”
Unfortunately there was a vacuum in the circle of funda­
mentalism. (This is denied by some, but the evidence is weak 
from lack of substance.) The fundamentalists were heavy on 
doctrine and light on social concern. The modernists were 
heavy on social concern and light on, if not contemptuous 
toward, the gospel.
It was this particular chapter in American church history, 
with its shattering clash between modernists and funda­
mentalists, that in my view left so many of today’s evangeli­
cals with a kind of emotional hangover of fear and prejudice
with respect to social service and social action.
Let me put the same point in a different way. If the mod­
ernists had not been scornful of the foundations of faith and 
the fundamentalists had been more responsive to vast soci­
etal needs, contemporary evangelicals would be far more 
positive toward social ministries. .
The polarization, however understandable historically, was 
unnecessary. One is grateful that in the case of leading evan­
gelicals today it is being overcome. Let two considerations 
underscore this imperative for a holistic view of the church's 
mission.
First, the God of biblical revelation is shown to be a God 
who is concerned about people in community and not simply 
about the individual in privacy. What was Israel under the Old 
Covenant? A people in community. What is the church in the 
context of the New Covenant? A people in community. So 
importantly true is this that in his epistles the apostle Paul has 
much more to say about what we are in our community rela­
tionships than he does about what we are in our personal 
individuality.
“The Human Community”
Israel! The church! Is that all? No. There's the widest com­
munity of all—the human community. Now listen to Paul: 
“Therefore, as we have opportunity, let us do good to all 
people, especially to those who belong to the family of be­
lievers” (Gal. 6:10, NIV). True, Paul is emphatic in summoning 
Christians to serve the needs of fellow Christians, but the fact 
remains that he begins with the “good" we are able to do to 
“all people.” Putting the two obligations together we arrive at 
something holistic—not exclusive, not inclusive.
If it be asked what good it is that we are to do, surely the 
answer is hinted at in Paul’s clause “as we have opportunity.” 
Take the story of the Good Samaritan. What was the “good” 
most urgently needed by the beaten-up traveler whom the 
robbers had left by the roadside to die? Was it for someone to 
sit down beside him and read him an evangelistic tract? 
Hardly. Certainly Jesus did not appear to think so. What he 
needed was first aid on the spot and transport to the nearest 
shelter. An evangelistic opportunity might then be given.
In other circumstances the evangelistic opportunity might 
be there at the start and a supportive “social service” ministry 
might follow. One thinks of the British Methodist, William 
Knibb, who in the 19th century went to Jamaica as a mis­
sionary. The island was a British possession, and it was one 
of the world’s greatest slave markets. Here was a Christian 
missionary from a “Christian” nation trying to proclaim Christ's 
love and righteousness to black people who greeted his ef­
forts with embittered resistence. He was getting nowhere. 
Back to England he went, not as one discouraged and disillu­
sioned but as a man of determination and courage. He gained 
access to some of the influential members of the Parliament. 
He became a sanctified lobbyist. The gross inconsistency of 
no slavery in Britain but slavery in British possessions must 
end, he argued. And end it did in 1833.
Knibb returned to Jamaica, set up a huge celebration in 
Spanish Town that reached its climax at the stroke of midnight 
when Jamaican slavery was pronounced officially dead. The
John W esley’s stated purpose was “to reform the nation . . .  and 
spread scriptural holiness.”
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change in the receptiveness of the people to Knibb’s mis­
sionary efforts was stunning. People came to Christ by the 
hundreds and formed congregations by the scores.
“The Evangelical Cliche”
Fortunately William Knibb refused to be dominated by the 
evangelical cliche: “Evangelism first and then social action.” 
That may be true in most cases but not always, as our Lord 
himself demonstrated.
The point is that William Knibb, with a firm grasp on the 
gospel and fervent love for the people, acted holistically. His 
lobbying before members of the Parliament was not 
evangelism—and yet it was. In terms of its motivation it cer­
tainly was. Call it preevangelism, if you will. What made Knibb 
different from the “social gospel” advocates of 20th-century 
American churchmen was the totality of the vision that blazed 
before his eyes: black Jamaicans not only legally and bodily 
free but inwardly and transformingly free in Christ as Savior 
and Lord.
It was John Wesley who, responding to the question “What 
may we reasonably believe to be God’s design in raising up 
the preachers called Methodist?” said:
Not to form a new sect; but to reform the nation, particularly
the Church; and to spread scriptural holiness over the land.
Countless times I have heard this quotation given with 50 
percent accuracy. Spreading holiness was highlighted; re­
forming the nation was curtained off by silence.
Let me remark, concludingly, on a second incentive that we 
Christians have for bringing mission and social concern to­
gether in a functional blend. The ancient Scriptures support it,
as we have seen. Beyond that, the current situation begs for
it.
As a member of a communion that is not affiliated with the 
World Council of Churches, I was presented as an official 
“Visitor” at the WCC Assembly in Uppsala, Sweden, 1968, 
when that remarkably poised, courageous John Stott was 
given the platform for about five minutes. This was his pene­
trating complaint:
The Assembly has given its earnest attention to the hun­
ger, poverty, and injustices of the contemporary world. 
Rightly so. I have myself been moved by it. But I do not find 
a comparable concern or compassion for the spiritual hun­
ger of men . . .  The church’s first priority . . .  remains the 
millions and millions who (as Christ and His apostles tell us 
again and again) being without Christ are perishing . . .  The 
World Council of Churches professes to acknowledge 
Jesus Christ as Lord. Well, the Lord Jesus Christ sent His 
Church to preach the Good News and make disciples. I do 
not see this Assembly as a whole eager to obey His com­
mand. The Lord Jesus Christ wept over the impenitent city 
which had rejected Him; I do not see this Assembly weep­
ing any similar tears.
Those are the words of a leader who sees the gospel and 
sees it as whole. His plea was not for less attention to “hun­
ger, poverty, and injustice,” but for a matching attention to 
God’s redeeming mercy and regenerating grace in Jesus 
Christ.
Why do we go on fracturing what the Bible has fused? Why 
do we continue to disengage what God has joined? $
A Double Dose
The Monday night prayer meeting was charged with God’s presence as students reported how He had 
moved through their mission teams dur­
ing services of the previous day. God 
was dealing with me as I listened. Would 
I follow His guidance? Even into mis­
sionary service? Would I break off with 
my unsaved boyfriend?
My idea of “missionary” was being a 
doctor in “deepest, darkest Africa.” How 
could I say yes to that? What would 
Mom and Dad think of their only daugh­
ter traipsing off across the world?
These questions and concepts 
bounced around in my head, but God’s 
warm presence was easy to trust. I 
prayed, “Yes, Lord, whatever You want,” 
and His Spirit gave peace to my heart.
From that freshman-year experience 
throughout college I learned that mis­
sionaries are not always doctors, nor do 
they always work in Africa!
When I made the decision to turn my 
life and my future over to the Lord, He
sanctified my heart. My total consecra­
tion, I concluded, must have been what 
God was calling me to; not to missions.
Jon Scott and I were both seniors and 
we planned to be married right after 
graduation. But then what? We had job 
opportunities. Classmates were accept­
ing positions and getting settled. But we 
were dissatisfied with the idea of set­
tling!
We applied to the Peace Corps, then 
became disinterested. We prayed daily 
for God’s direction, yet for several 
weeks we did not think to consider mis­
sionary service. We considered a two- 
year, short-term missions assignment, 
sought out such a possibility, and came 
up with nothing (though there are thou­
sands of such opportunities). It was 
frustrating.
Sharing this frustration with a friend 
one day I suddenly remembered my 
freshman prayer meeting experience 
and willingly accepted it as God’s call to 
missions as well as to total consecra­
tion. I told my friend we would be going 
into career missionary service, and I 
trusted God to tell Jon the same thing.
He told him. A week later in prayer 
meeting, flipping through the pages of 
an old Bible, Jon found Ps. 2:8 which he 
had underlined as his “Life Verse" when 
he was a child:
“I shall give thee the heathen for thine 
inheritance, and the uttermost parts 
of the earth for thy possession.”
As I read it aloud, Jon whispered joy­
fully, “God has called us to full-time mis­
sionary service!"
The Lord combined our inner desires 
and feelings, external opportunities, and 
a specific passage from His Word to 
make His direction very clear. The cer­
tainty of that call and the promise from 
Ps. 2:8 have strengthened us many 
times as we have ministered in the field 
of our calling.
—Margie Scott 
Portugal
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A Time
Gene Williams
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by Gene Williams
Pastor, First Church of the Nazarene, Wichita, Kans.
Being raised in a Church of the Nazarene I heard of missions all my life. Maybe that was part of my 
problem. I heard the missionaries’ messages and read 
their stories (all good obedient sons do), but nothing 
ever really clicked to cause me to get personally in­
volved or excited about it. Everything concerning mis­
sions was thousands of miles away so far as I was 
concerned.
That same trend carried over into my pastoral experi­
ence. I scheduled the missionaries on tour, paid the 
General Budget and, in all but 2 of my 26 years as a 
full-time pastor, my churches achieved the 10% for mis­
sions goal. I did what was expected, and since I was 
content to be loyal, faithful, and go through the motions, 
so were the churches I pastored.
In August 1979 everything changed. A group of teen­
agers from our church went to the Dominican Republic. 
They had raised a lot of money by preparing and selling 
a cookbook. Plans were carefully laid to make this a vital 
experience in the lives of these 25 teenagers. I did not 
suspect it would also change my life.
The plan was for them to visit a different town each 
day. They would meet with people from the local church 
and canvass the area with invitations to an evening rally 
at the church. Our youth leader was not a preacher, and 
Louie Bustle, then missionary to the Dominican Repub­
lic, wanted someone to preach. That made it easy for 
me to accompany the kids. It was also the beginning of 
a great change in my life. For one thing, I learned to 
preach a 30-minute sermon in 15 minutes. It may be a
good investment for every church that thinks their pas­
tor is long-winded, to set up an occasion for him to 
preach through an interpreter.
The great change came on Sunday afternoon in a 
Haitian church set many miles back in a sugar cane field.
The teens had sung and I preached through two inter­
preters. At the close of the message, as I was prepared 
to open the altar, people began to move en masse. I was 
not sure for a moment what was happening. As they 
knelt to pray and the Holy Spirit met their hungering 
hearts, something happened to me. I saw world mis­
sions as never before. World missions became flesh and 
blood, hungry to know Jesus. I have not been the same 
since that day.
Wichita First Church had been a sleeping giant where 
missions were concerned, and I was providing the “soft 
music.” Oh, we paid our budget and were 10% plus, but 
there was potential for much more.
Before I came to Wichita First they had gone through 
a period of 12 years when they sent money to Kansas 
City to be used in building a church on a foreign field. 
There were 12 churches in 12 years. Then the program 
stopped. It was time to once again get turned on to 
missions. We had talked about “Faith Promise," but 
since we always met our obligations by taking the 
Thanksgiving and Easter offerings, why pressure our­
selves? For anyone who really wanted to sacrifice there 
were Alabaster and self-denial offerings.
Upon returning from the Dominican Republic I felt the 
need to send some equipment to them to help with the
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work. One of my laymen caught my vision and together 
we challenged the church to raise an extra $10,000. He 
and I made a quick trip to see what was needed. He saw 
what I had seen. Missions does not mean budgets, it 
means people. Raising the money came easy, so easy in 
fact that there was no sacrifice. We had to do more!
Finally, it became apparent to me that we really 
needed to try the Faith Promise way. This would give our 
people opportunity to give sacrificially, stretch their faith, 
and make some sacrifices.
Our excellent m issionary president, Mrs. Irene 
Brandt, quickly took hold of the idea and got the Mis­
sionary Council involved. The timing was right. Dr. and 
Mrs. Pat Page, missionary doctors in Africa, were 
spending a year’s furlough in Wichita. Our people loved 
the Pages so much that we knew they would respond 
positively to doing something special for them.
Plans were laid carefully for our first Faith Promise 
convention. The previous year we had given $57,000 to 
World Missions. We set a goal we felt was challenging, 
yet reasonable— $108,000. This was a great increase 
and would give us the opportunity to do several special 
projects.
Excitement built as we approached Faith Promise 
time. In their excitement the people asked if we could 
bring Walt Crow back from Europe to join H. B. London, 
a pastor who had proven that Faith Promise worked in 
his church; Jerome Richardson, a layman; and the 
Pages, our returning missionaries. To bring Brother 
Crow to the United States would be expensive, but 
since the laypeople were excited about it, the move 
could increase the promise. We decided to spare no 
expense. This was a time for sowing.
We knew that we were launching an entirely new 
concept as a church and that we must have God’s bless­
ing. This led us to weeks of special prayer for our new 
commitment. In every service, attention was called to 
the coming opportunity.
The atmosphere of revival prevailed. Perhaps there is 
revival spirit wherever people seek God’s leadership for 
their lives. One thing is sure, revival comes when people 
begin to obey the Lord and step out in faith.
We asked H. B. London to come and share the story 
of Salem, Ore., and the Faith Promise concept of mis­
sionary support.
Mr. Jerome Richardson, a layman who has found real 
satisfaction in missions work, could help inspire the idea 
of Men in Missions work teams. He, too, agreed to 
come.
The Pages were already here. As our people realized 
that this skilled surgeon bypassed a lucrative practice to 
return to Africa, the sacrifice became a real point of 
inspiration. The Pages needed transportation to return 
to the field. We would provide it.
I really think that one of the keys to the success of our 
efforts was the relationship between Pat and Chris 
Page, their kids, and our people. We could make an
investment in their service as missionaries and we 
would.
As the convention was almost upon us, one of our 
laymen remembered the response of our people to Walt 
Crow. The only problem was, he was in Europe. It would 
be expensive to bring him, but it might be worth the 
investment. We decided to spare no expense. An over­
seas phone call paved the way for Walt Crow to come.
Months of planning became activated. Friday evening, 
October 29, 1982, our gymnasium was converted into 
an African village with huts, drums, a meal of peanut 
gravy over cornmeal mush, and African stew. We
“Many people are out of work 
in Wichita. But the people in 
this great church are in touch 
with God.”
wanted our people to sense what the Pages would ex­
perience. Dr. Page spoke on the need for compassion­
ate ministries.
Saturday morning at a men’s breakfast, Mr. Jerome 
Richardson challenged our men with the idea of work 
teams. Men in whose minds “missions” had been a 
foreign word, became keenly interested.
Saturday afternoon our ladies went to an African tea 
with Chris Page.
Saturday evening at an informal service with H. B. 
London, many questions on Faith Promise, missions 
work teams, and the effect on the local church were 
answered. Again on Sunday morning during the Sunday 
School hour, Dr. London spoke to the adults. Walt Crow 
challenged us in the morning and evening worship ser­
vices.
We had decided to fill bushel baskets with corn to 
visualize the fulfillment of our commitment. At the close 
of the morning service we ran the $81,000 basket over. 
As the corn spilled out over the floor, the blessing of God 
came on His people. That evening we totally eclipsed 
our goal of $108,000 and there were shouts of joy 
among God’s people.
We decided to rearrange our signs and see where the 
final tally would reach. In three weeks all of the 215 
pledges had come in and we reached $201,000 for 
World Missions!
This was one of the most exciting things that ever 
happened to me. To see my people so turned on that 
their missions giving grew from $57,000 to $201,000, 
and to see the church reveling in the blessings of God, 
was one of the highlights of my many years of pastoral 
ministry. There is a “great new spirit” on this “grand old 
church.”
That this happened in a city where the predominant 
industry, manufacturing airplanes, is in deep trouble, 
makes the experience even more beautiful. Many peo-
(Continued on page 19)
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WHAT IS THE PASTOR 
THE MISSIONARY
The pastor is the LEADER in the missionary en­deavor of the church. As president of the cor­
poration and, therefore, “in charge" of all phases of the 
church organization, the pastor provides leadership to 
the missionary organization. But, there are particular 
leadership roles the pastor needs to exhibit in the mis­
sionary enterprise of the church; namely, his abilities as 
communicator, administrator, and facilitator.
The Pastor as Leader— to Communicate the Task 
“The gift of leadership is the special ability that God 
gives certain members of the Body of Christ to commu­
nicate those goals to others in such a way that they 
voluntarily and harmoniously work together to accom­
plish those goals for the glory of God.”1 Translating this 
definition of leadership, we understand that the pastor is 
needed, then, as a communicator to help define and 
structure the task of the mission education program of 
the church.
Peter Drucker says effective leaders “. . .  look up from 
their work and outward toward goals.”2 What are the 
goals the pastor is trying to communicate in missions? 
Dr. Gordon Wetmore wrote:
The task of a pastor— and the task of the local 
congregation— is to fulfill the Great Commission by 
developing leaders and soul-winners, then by nur­
turing them in the faith. We, as pastors, have at our 
fingertips one of the most effective instruments for 
this (the missionary organization).
You are the shepherd to serious-minded people 
who really want to fulfill their responsibility to win the 
world for Christ. They need to hear and see in you and 
in the local church the vision that will stimulate this 
personal vision of theirs.
Get the word out: that the zeal of a local world 
mission program is fundamental to the health of the
congregation— and to the personal development of
you— the pastor.3
The task, according to the objectives of the mis­
sionary organization in our church, is:
1. To encourage our people to pray for all the activ­
ities of world evangelism through the missionary 
arm of the church.
2. To provide an informative program to increase the 
knowledge and understanding of the needs of the 
world and the efforts of the church to reach all with 
the gospel.
3. To inspire and challenge our youth to keep their 
lives available to God’s will.
4. To help raise funds to support the missionary out­
reach of the church.4
It is vital that the pastor’s concept of missions be 
holistic in scope. In her book Survival Skills for Manag­
ers, Marlene Wilson suggests that in conceptualizing 
and administering, the difficulty we often encounter is 
being overly influenced by segments of a problem or 
situation and losing sight of the total picture. We need to 
try to see the whole before concentrating on the parts. 
“What we want to strive for is synergism— the concept 
that the whole is greater than its parts.”5 In mission 
education, it is sometimes easier to provide leadership 
in promoting a fragment of world missions (here and 
there) than to keep before the congregation the needs 
of a world without Christ and the church’s responsibility 
to make Him known in the measure we have received 
Him.
Seeing the needs of the world in relation to the local 
situation is part of communicating the “whole.” An article 
in The Arizona Republic, July 8, 1983, reprinted from 
The Washington Post, illustrates this idea. In “Visionary 
— Buckminster Fuller: Above All Other Descriptions, a
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by Phyllis H. Brown
General Director, Nazarene World 
Mission Society
OSED TO DO ABOUT 
5ANIZATION?
Futurist,” Colman McCarthy describes a meeting be­
tween Fuller and a group of youth gangs in New York’s 
Lower East Side several years ago. The speaker and 
audience were hardly matched: “Fuller, the courtly and 
cosmic-thinking genius who believed that man remains 
a technological cave-dweller, and the students whose 
lives were freighted by ghetto poverty.”
That night Fuller caught up those students in his own 
enthusiasm of what could be done in the world and in 
their neighborhood. He suggested they build geodesic 
domes on top of tenements; the space is there.
McCarthy reflected, “The miracle of the evening was 
in the bonding of Fuller’s comprehensive thinking with 
the specific solutions sought by his audience to its 
neighborhood problems. His message was that thinking 
globally and acting locally are not different.”
So in the missionary organization of the church, think­
ing and responding globally and thinking and acting lo­
cally are part of the same “whole." The pastor, as 
LEADER to communicate the task, needs to hold and 
present a holistic concept of missions in his pulpit minis­
try, in his administrative functions, and in his person-to- 
person encounters. Otherwise, it is almost impossible to 
transmit a meaningful concept of missions to the next 
generation and to new members.
The Pastor as Leader— to Adm inister the Program
In the latest management book you read or seminar 
you attended, you were reminded that administration 
involves: planning, organizing, implementing, and evalu­
ating, or similar terms. Those processes are certainly 
involved in administering the missions program of the 
church.
I recently undertook to assess needs of mission soci­
eties in my denomination. I used grounded theory re­
search methodology to generate a mission education
curriculum theory. In the process I held informally struc­
tured interviews with pastors, local missionary presi­
dents, and other selected members of mission societies 
in several states (in churches with less than 50 members 
up to churches with more than 1,000 members).
Findings indicated that pastors and presidents were 
concerned adm inistratively w ith scheduling, pro­
graming, resources, and leadership in mission educa­
tion. The crowded church calendar, the lack of continuity 
in program strategies, the coordination of resources, the 
quality and quantity of adequate leadership— all were 
vital concerns to pastors and volunteer leaders.
Furthermore, pastors were concerned with their ef­
fectiveness in administration of the mission education 
program. From the study, three pastors said:
1. I am trying to make it happen through a few folks. 
Trying to get the concept of “others” across in a 
holistic manner. My role as pastor is to teach the 
total congregation from the pulpit as well as in 
personal ministry. I serve the president to the ex­
tent that he has the biblical concepts of ministry.
2. The pastor really carries the ball on mission educa­
tion here. The council does the nitty-gritty. If the 
pastor is not involved in it, it won’t go as well. I like 
to sit down and plan with the missionary council. I 
want to teach them to think through their goals 
and desires. I want them to do a quality job. The 
pastor needs to be involved in the decision-making 
part of missions at all levels.
3. I think there will be a direct relationship between 
the interest of the congregation and the interest 
the pastor shows in missions. . . .  I see what has 
happened here. After I went to a mission field, I 
saw; then after I saw it for myself, it was a whole 
new ball game. As I became turned on, then this
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congregation did. . . .  In three years, we have gone 
from $45,000 to over $200,000 in missions. Lots of 
involvement. People were there and ready. The 
pastor is key to the whole thing. I believe that a 
church over a period of years takes on the person­
ality of the pastor, if he stays long enough. The 
same thing happens in a Sunday School class with 
a teacher— almost any area— leadership colors 
the mood of the thing.
Three missionary presidents stated:
1. The pastor has a lot to do with it. I don’t know how 
you could have an active missionary society with­
out your pastor’s cooperation.
2. The pastor is a strong leader; we depend on him. It 
was easy just to let him do everything, but the 
people need to hear from me as president. He is 
giving more responsibility to different ones. I didn’t 
know what he wanted at first.
3. Leadership in our church for mission education is 
not a one-person thing. It has to be a team thing 
with a committed pastor and certainly a missionary 
council that really understands. If the pastor is in­
terested, then it goes.. . .
According to the study cited, pastors need to: (1) 
create a suitable climate for mission education; (2) com­
municate mission education concepts to membership; 
(3) train and support volunteer leaders; (4) facilitate plan­
ning and program activities. If they are able to perform 
these functions, they can meet the expectations ex­
pressed by volunteer leaders in this denomination.
The study also found that missionary presidents 
need: (1) clear understanding of their tasks (including 
job descriptions); (2) adequate skills and training; (3) 
rapport with other volunteers and the pastoral staff; (4) 
initiative.
Administering mission education in a local church is a 
cooperative effort among pastoral staff, missionary 
president, and council. How they team will be dictated 
by their personalities and skills, the management styles 
they adopt, and the needs and expectations of their 
membership.6
The Pastor as Leader— to Facilitate Volunteer Leaders 
Again, Marlene Wilson quotes Peter Drucker in his 
book The Effective Executive:
One of the most consistent and important traits of 
successful executives is that they build on the 
strengths (as opposed to the weaknesses) of them­
selves and their superiors, colleagues, and subordi­
nates. They acknowledge and accept their own 
strengths and weaknesses and are able to accept the 
best in others without being threatened. They also 
recognize their opportunity and responsibility to help 
others grow. “They feed opportunities and starve 
problems.”7
Helping people grow is an ever-challenging goal for 
pastors. Helping volunteer leaders (missionary presi­
dents and council members) grow in their mission edu­
cation responsibilities may call for some analysis and 
creativity.
Walt Disney, one of the most creative and productive 
leaders of this century, had some interesting ideas 
about leadership. He compared the job of the effective 
leader/manager to that of an excellent mother. He felt 
they both spend all of their time training. One-half of 
their time is spent in nurturing people through these four 
levels of learning (beginning with Level IV) until they 
know what they are doing and are competent:
I. Unconscious Competence: Knowing how to do 
something so well it becomes second nature and 
no longer requires conscious thought.
II. Conscious Competence: Learning to do it well, 
but needing to concentrate.
a
III. Conscious Incompetence: Knowing what you 
don’t know.
IV. Unconscious Incompetence: Being dumb without 
knowing it.
The other half of a manager’s time should be spent on 
“recycling people”— giving them new challenges and 
assignments so they can start through all four steps 
again. That is one of the best ways to avoid “burnout” 
and keep growing. (When did you last recycle your­
self?)8
In his book Helping Church Workers Succeed: The 
Enlistment and Support o f Volunteers, D. B. Heusser 
suggests that “we in the church have assumed that a 
person will serve, no matter what the position or job, 
because of a personal commitment to Jesus Christ. A 
quick glance at most churches will reveal that not all 
persons have this type of commitment or serve for this 
reason.”9
In his second chapter, titled “A Beginning Theology for 
Workers with Volunteers,” Heusser states that theology 
of volunteerism has at its core a positive and alive rela­
tionship with God. Moreover, a theology of volunteerism 
takes seriously the fact that God calls persons to ser­
vice and the place of the church is a very important 
place for volunteer Christian service.
A theology of volunteerism sees Jesus as a life-style 
model. Jesus (1) had a relationship with God, (2) was 
person centered, (3) viewed persons as alive, active, 
and responsible, (4) was perceptive of persons’ needs, 
(5) respected persons, (6) used a variety of teaching and 
leadership techniques, (7) did not run from conflict situ­
ations, (8) delegated responsibility, (9) gave persons ap­
preciation, praise, and encouragement.10
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These concepts serve as guideposts to the pastor 
who is trying to facilitate volunteer leaders. Very often, 
particularly in small churches, the pastor must act as 
supervisor to the volunteer leader. Heusser points out 
that
a great deal of the volunteer’s response, whether pos­
itive or negative, has to do with the help, direction, 
assistance, encouragement, and support that the vol­
unteer receives. It is the supervisor, directly related to 
the volunteer, who provides the needed help, direc­
tion, assistance, encouragement, and support.11
Sometimes, the pastor works with volunteer super­
visors who in turn train volunteer leaders.
We must remember that volunteer supervisors are 
the keystone to the complete organizational function 
and the motivational climate of volunteerism. This cli­
mate and organizational function will determine pro­
duction level and whether or not the volunteers will 
continue to do their jobs. Therefore, supervisors are 
the key to effective and meaningful work for volun­
teers.12
Virginia Marks in “Commitment of Volunteers and the 
Work of the Church," says:
1. Mobilization of organizational striving depends 
upon members’ knowing how to take appropriate 
initiative to accomplish organizational goals and 
learning to attribute the outcome to their efforts.
2. A member’s ability to assume responsibility for the 
outcome of the group’s efforts varies with how he 
perceives himself in relation to influencing mean­
ingful group behavior within the context of his 
goals for the group.
From the foregoing, it appears that the pastor as facil­
itator is responsible to see that the volunteers are 
trained for their jobs. Good volunteer training is based 
on the following nine concepts:
1. People want to learn.
2. All new volunteers need training.
3. Training is one of the benefits you offer to potential 
volunteers.
4. Training builds teamwork and commitment.
5. Staff and experienced volunteers reinforce their 
skills by training new volunteers.
6. Ongoing training is necessary.
7. People learn by doing.
8. Learning is a two-stage process: First we imitate, 
then we “make it our own.”
9. There must be two-way communication between 
trainer and learner.
Specific content, length of training, and methods used 
will depend on who is training whom for which jobs.13
Terry C. Much, in “Training Volunteers: A Leadership 
Survey,” says, “Canned programs save time but rarely
meet the unique needs of each organization.” Therefore, 
he suggests that training programs need to be tailored 
to fit the particular needs of a church. Basically, the 
trainer or pastor should: (1) know the ultimate purpose 
before starting training, (2) determine the right time for 
training, (3) find the right pace for trainer and volunteers. 
Much reminds us that “Jesus selected ordinary men to 
be his disciples. And they made plenty of mistakes. But 
they ended up spreading the gospel of Christ across the 
breadth of the known world.”14
In summary, the pastor’s relationship and responsibil­
ity to the missionary organization of the church is to be 
a LEADER: a LEADER to communicate the task holis- 
tically, a LEADER to administer the missionary program 
cooperatively, a LEADER to facilitate volunteer leaders 
creatively. $
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pie are out of work in Wichita, but the people of this 
great church are in touch with God.
Holy excitement has a way of infecting other areas of 
the church. Our giving for local needs has increased. 
Attendance at every service is increasing. We have more 
new people than at any other time in my 12 years here. 
There is something “in the air” that has made this church 
better than ever.
I can never again be content with meeting “obli­
gations” in missions. I do not believe my people will ever 
be content to do just their “fair share." World missions 
has become full of life and excitement. Thank God for 
those hungry, Haitian cane cutters in the Dominican 
Republic, who opened my eyes to World Missions. $
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WHY MISSIONS?
by John M. Smee
Assistant Administrator. World Mission. Church of the Nazarene
You’ll enjoy preaching to our people, they just love to hear stories about other lands.”“You’ll be pleased with the deputation offering; every 
year our people give a good offering for missions.”
“Be sure and tell some stories about snakes, we really 
like to hear about foreign missions.”
“Do you have any pictures of real natives?”
“This is the day we show our concern for missions.” 
These are words often heard by the missionary on fur­
lough, but do they really reflect the purpose of missions? 
Does the man, woman, boy or girl who sits in the congre­
gation see “missions” as more than an extracurricular ac­
tivity . . .  an auxiliary to the main work of the church . . .  an 
annual appeal for the “lost over there”?
It is not sufficient to be able to say our church is “inter­
ested in missions,” nor even that it is taking some part in 
the promotion of missions. A good deal of missionary inter­
est and effort falls short of being satisfactory because it 
rests upon an altogether inadequate conception of what 
the missionary enterprise is all about. Mere pity for the 
people of other lands, called forth by some heartmoving 
tale of dire need or some instance of cruel suffering, is not 
enough, commendable though this may be. Something 
deeper and broader is needed to constitute a solid founda­
tion for worthy and enduring missionary effort.
Perhaps we need to be reminded and to remind the
church that the missionary enterprise is no human concep­
tion or undertaking, no modern scheme, program, or inven­
tion, no mere philantropy even of the finest kind. It did not 
originate with men . .. not even a William Carey or apostle 
Paul. Its source is in the heart of God himself. Jesus Christ, 
God’s great Missionary to a lost humanity, is the supreme 
revelation of God’s heart and expression of His love.
It is often called the central text of the New Testament 
.. . John 3:16, “For God so loved the world, that he gave 
his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him 
should not perish, but have everlasting life.” It is the heart 
of the gospel. . .  the redeeming God gives all for lost and 
fallen mankind. And then He turns to those who have been
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redeemed and are now followers and says: “as my Father 
hath sent me, even so send I you” (John 20:21).
If we are going to remain true to the Bible concept of a 
disciple/follower/missionary, we must go back to the 
source— he is one sent by Jesus Christ even as He was 
sent by the Father. The great dominating note is not first 
the needs of men, but the command of Jesus Christ. Con­
sequently, as Oswald Chambers says: “The real source of 
inspiration is always behind, never in front.”1 Our tendency 
is to put the inspiration in front; the great ideal is to sweep 
everything in front of us and bring it all out in accordance 
with our concept of success. In the New Testament the 
inspiration is behind. It is in Jesus Christ himself. We are 
called to be true to Him, to be faithful to Him, to carry out 
His enterprises.
Perhaps the greatest danger in missionary enterprise is 
that God’s call may be effaced by the needs of the people 
until human sympathy overwhelms altogether the signifi­
cance of Jesus Christ’s sending. We are apt to forget that 
the great reason for mission is not first the elevation of the 
people nor first the education of the unlearned, but first 
and foremost the command of Christ: “Therefore go and 
make disciples of all nations” (Matt. 28:19, NIV).
The New Testament clearly lays down the reason for 
“missions” . . .  it is to disciple all nations according to the 
command of the risen Lord. The method of missions is 
clearly stated in each of the four Gospels. Matthew records 
the farewell command Jesus gave His disciples and that 
command is to teach and disciple all nations; not to make 
converts to our ways of thinking, but to make disciples of 
Jesus. In Mark’s Gospel the method is defined as preach­
ing the gospel to every creature, with Luke noting that 
Jesus calls for the preaching of repentance and remission 
of sins, unto all the nations. In John’s Gospel the method is 
described by the Savior as feeding His sheep and tending 
His lambs. It would appear that the methods through which 
the life-giving truth is to be presented are as varied as the 
needs and conditions of the nations among whom the gos­
pel is preached, but the central purpose and reason for 
“mission” remains clear. “As my Father hath sent me, even 
so send I you” (John 20:21).
The call is “go ye.” To Jesus there was not a home 
church and a foreign church. It is all one great work . . .  
beginning from Jerusalem and going elsewhere . . .  to the 
ends of the earth. Jerusalem was not the home of the 
disciples; Jerusalem was the place where the Master was 
rejected. And the call is “begin there.”
Missions . . .  it’s more than a night to roll bandages for a 
mission hospital . . . it’s more than an annual offering for 
“those in need” . . . it’s more than listening to a returned 
missionary give a deputation sermon . . .  it is at the heart of 
the purpose of the Church. Dr. John Seamands, missionary 
evangelist and professor of Christian missions writes in his 
book The Supreme Task o f the Church: “When any church 
loses the spirit of the Great Commission, it surrenders the 
very reason for its existence.”2 The Church of Jesus Christ 
exists for the sole purpose of carrying on the work that 
Jesus came to do, namely, to seek and to save those who 
are lost. Missions is not a sideline . . .  it is the lifeline. It is 
the essential character of the Church.
It is, therefore, not surprising to note that in those coun­
tries where the Christian Church is growing most rapidly,
local congregations do not distinguish between “missions 
over-there” (foreign) and “the work of the church here at 
home.” All is a part of the mission of the church. The sub­
ject matter of evangelism is the life, death, and resurrection 
of Jesus Christ for one purpose: “that repentance and the 
remission of sins should be preached in his name among 
all nations” (Luke 24:47). The subject matter remains an 
unchangeable truth, a historic fact— “the Lamb that hath 
been slain from the foundation of the world.” Once men get 
away from the teaching of the New Testament, the first 
thing that happens is that sin is minimized and the meaning 
of the cross of Christ is departed from.
Strange as it may seem, our human tendency is to asso­
ciate the “heathen” and the “lost” with those whose culture 
and appearance are most different from our own. There­
fore, we can look at the video-slide presentation of a fur­
loughing missionary and speak of “those lost souls.” But 
what about those who appear very much as we appear? 
Are they not lost too, unless they have been redeemed by 
the Master? When our television shows us a sports sta­
dium filled with thousands of cheering people who look like 
us, do we stop to consider that they are lost without the 
Savior? Are they really lost? Could it be that the reason the 
local congregation does not deeply sense the “mission” 
concern is because it has lost a sense of being able to 
distinguish between that which is sin and that which is not. 
Holiness theologian H. Orton Wiley wrote:
In every religion there is a principal truth or error 
which, like the first link of a chain, necessarily draws 
after it all the parts with which it is essentially connected. 
In Christian theology this first link is the fact of sin. Chris­
tianity is a religion of redemption. Any tendency to min­
imize sin has its consequences in a less exalted view of 
the person and work of the Redeemer.3
Those churches today that are experiencing dramatic 
growth anywhere in the world have kept alive the truth that 
the “mission of the church” is to preach the gospel to those 
who are in sin . . .  whether they be living within a mile of the 
local church or half way around the world.
The cross of Christ is the historic manifestation of the 
inherent nature of the Trinity. Through the ages the per­
plexity in the minds of men without the Spirit of God arises 
because the Bible presents something utterly unlike what 
the natural heart thinks it wants. “According to the Bible, 
things do not go as we expect them to, either in individual 
life or in history, but always at cross purposes.’’4 The sym­
bol of the nature of God is not a circle— complete and 
self-centered— it is the symbol of a cross.
Perhaps our greatest danger is to counterattack the phi­
losophy that all is growing better and better. The Bible does 
not look forward to an evolution of mankind; the Bible talks 
of a revolution— “Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must 
be born again” (John 3:7). We must sustain the preaching 
of the Cross and the remission of sins through the death 
and resurrection of Christ.
Dr. Karl Menninger laments in his book Whatever Be­
came o f Sin? that “sin was once a word in everyone’s mind, 
but now rarely is ever heard.”5 Does that mean that no sin 
is involved in all our troubles? Is no one any longer guilty of 
anything? Guilty perhaps of a sin that could be repented of 
and repaired and atoned for? Is it only that someone may
(Continued on page 61)
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When No Means Yes
During my junior year in high school my pastor took me to a 
zone missionary rally. I don’t recall 
who the missionary speaker was, 
but one statement stuck with me. 
She said God has a job for each of 
us to do and if we are willing to ask 
Him He will tell us what it is. I kept 
thinking about that.
I had already decided during my 
sophomore year of high school that 
after graduation I was going to Ol­
ivet Nazarene College. I began ask­
ing God what He wanted me to be. I 
kept hearing Him say, “Be a mis­
sionary.” I guess because this came 
more as an impression than as a 
clear audible voice I thought it was 
just Rod Trim telling himself what he 
wanted to be. I had been to a mis­
sionary rally a few nights earlier, so it 
was naturally on my mind. I dis­
missed the thought until my senior 
year of high school.
In the fall of my freshman year at 
Olivet, I went to my dorm room to 
have my personal devotions one 
morning. I was reading Matthew’s 
Gospel, the 28th chapter, verses 19 
and 20, and they seemed to leap off 
the page. I reread them several 
times:
“. . .  go and make disciples in all 
nations . . .  and then teach these 
new disciples . . . ”
I asked, “Lord, is that what You want 
me to do?"
I decided to talk it over with Dick 
Burdette, a senior ministerial stu­
dent. I just knew Dick would be able 
to help me. He listened and said, 
“Just say no to it. Just keep saying 
no to it as long as you can. If God is 
really calling you into the ministry, 
the more you say no the stronger 
the call will come, until finally you 
can’t say no anymore.”
I soon found that what Dick told 
me was true. The more I said no to 
God, the stronger the call came. Fi­
nally I said, “Yes, Lord, I’ll prepare for 
the ministry.”
Feeling that God at that time was 
calling me to the pastoral ministry, I 
thought no more about the impres­
sions I had in high school. I was will­
ing to accept the pastoral calling, 
though there were aspects of it that 
really scared me, such as the re­
sponsibility of keeping a congrega­
tion highly motivated— to pay bud­
gets, to go calling, to grow in grace, 
et cetera, et cetera. I didn’t even like 
thinking about some of those kinds 
of duties. The Lord impressed me 
that I didn’t need to worry about 
those fears for I would be traveling 
to other countries. I wondered if I 
was hearing Him right.
Now I really was puzzled about 
what God’s full plans were for my 
life. I believed He had called me to 
the ministry.
During my sophomore year at Ol­
ivet Franklin Cook came to talk 
about missions. By now I was just 
sure God wanted me to be an “evan­
gelistic missionary,” someone who 
would travel to different mission 
fields holding revivals for the mis­
sionaries as well as the people they 
served.
I talked to Franklin Cook about 
the idea. “Well, I can’t really say for 
sure. I’ve never heard of anything 
like that being done. But we don’t 
know now what we’ll be needing in 
missions in a few years. Keep pray­
ing about it though, and I’ll pray with 
you. Maybe God just wants you to 
be a missionary,” he said.
Soon after our missions emphasis 
week it was time for our fall revival 
with Chuck Millhuff. I tried attending 
all the services and wanted to listen 
to everything; however, God and I 
were already locked in battle. I knew 
He was calling me to be “just a mis­
sionary.” I was trying very hard to 
convince Him that I was to be an
“evangelistic missionary” as I was 
now terming it.
I went to one of the evening ser­
vices but didn’t hear much of what 
was said that night. The only voices 
I could hear were mine and God’s. 
His arguments were stronger than 
mine. Finally I just heaved a sigh and 
said, “Okay, God, I give up. Just tell 
me what it is You want me to be.” He 
quietly said, “Drop the word evan­
gelist from the call and just accept 
missionary.” “Lord, is that really what 
You’ve been trying to call me to be all 
along?” “Yes, I want you to be a mis­
sionary,” He said. So that’s when I 
finally settled the call to become a 
missionary.
Early in my seminary training I 
filled out the intermediate applica­
tion for missionary service. Rich 
Gammill had been asking my wife 
and me to fill out our formal applica­
tions before we left seminary. For 
some reason we just d idn’t feel 
ready. I was troubled by my lack of 
interest.
I decided to talk to Dr. Paul Orjala 
about the matter. He asked me one 
question, “ Is the call to be a mis­
sionary on the back of your mind?”
“Yes, it’s on the back of my mind 
still. But it bothers me that it isn’t in 
the forefront,” I replied.
“It doesn’t matter. As long as it is 
on the back burner, you’re still called. 
When the time is right for you to go 
to the field God will put the call back 
on the front burner and turn up the 
flame.”
Dr. Orjala was sure right about 
that. In the second year of my first 
pasto ra te  there came an over­
whelming sense of urgency to get 
our formal applications in. We re­
sponded quickly to God’s prompting 
and before long were appointed to 
the field.
— Rod Trim 
Republic o f South Africa $
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KEEP YOUR CHURCH ALIVE 
THROUGH MISSIONS
by W. C. Dishon
Pastor, Lake Avenue Church of the Nazarene, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Though some of us may have set­tled for something less, most pas­tors have an inner longing to see their 
churches become the spiritually alive 
and vibrant bodies the New Testament 
portrays. We long to see the Spirit of 
God working in and through people who 
are responsive to His leading.
It's exciting and rewarding to see a 
positive faith expressed in obedience, 
and the Spirit of God blessing people as 
He works through them, building the 
Church of Jesus Christ. Becoming ac­
tively involved in Christ’s worldwide mis­
sion is a key element in seeing this hap­
pen. And it is essential to the fulfillment 
of the commission Christ has given us: 
"Therefore go and make disciples of all 
nations, baptizing them in the name of 
the Father and of the Son and of the 
Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey 
everything I have commanded you” 
(Matt. 28:19-20, NIV).
It was a rewarding experience to 
watch this evolve in two churches I 
served. These churches were in differ­
ent world areas and were vastly differ­
ent in many respects. But the experi­
ence was basically the same.
One church had announced the same 
dollar goal for both Easter and Thanks­
giving offerings for several years. 
Though it was a rather modest goal, it 
had not yet been reached. One January, 
after an inspiring missions film, the con­
gregation was asked to seek God’s 
guidance concerning their participation 
in the Easter Offering. As a starting 
point it was suggested that each pray 
about the possibility of giving an 
amount equal to one week's income. No 
dollar goals were announced. When the 
Easter Offering was totaled that year, 
the church had given more than double 
the amount of that longstanding goal!
This achievement in faith produced an 
atmosphere of excitement and ex­
pectancy. What other victories did God 
have in store for them if they really 
trusted and obeyed? What could they
accomplish as “partners in faith” with 
God?
Plans were then announced for the 
church’s first missionary convention. 
The Faith Promise concept was intro­
duced. People were continuously en­
couraged to pray for God’s guidance 
and to respond in appropriate faith. At 
the close of that weekend, commit­
ments for missions giving for the next 
year totaled almost five times more than 
former goals!
Following years saw further increases 
in Faith Promise giving for missions. A 
project to pay for a church on a mission 
field was underwritten and a Work and 
Witness team went to the field to help 
build. All this helped to produce the at­
mosphere of openness, obedience, and 
positive, expectant faith, so important 
for church growth.
In the years that followed that church 
took bold steps of faith. As they re­
sponded to the challenging leadership 
of the Spirit, God enabled them to ac­
complish together with Him things far 
beyond former hopes and dreams.
These experiences do not take place 
in a vacuum. Their influence touches vir­
tually every other aspect of the church’s 
life and ministry—and in a dynamically 
positive way! The lessons learned in 
faith and obedience influence re­
sponses in many other areas. It’s true in 
the individual's spiritual life as well as in 
the life of the church. Proving the faith­
fulness of God to “make a way” in one 
area inspires faith to respond in others. 
As that faith grows, the Christian grows 
stronger—and so does the church!
This atmosphere of faith has direct 
bearing upon the church’s future and its 
finances. Contrary to some opinion, giv­
ing for missions does not siphon off 
funds from the local church. Experience 
shows that the opposite is true. This 
may be attributed to two things. First, 
God blesses those who take seriously 
His mission of redemption for the whole 
world. This is the heartthrob of a loving
God. It's natural that He would look in 
favor upon those who identify with Him 
in that mission.
Second, obedient response to God’s 
guidance in giving for missions encour­
ages people to respond similarly to giv­
ing in other areas. Scripture says, “Give, 
and it will be given to you. A good mea­
sure, pressed down, shaken together 
and running over, will be poured into 
your lap. For with the measure you use, 
it will be measured to you” (Luke 6:38, 
NIV). This principle applies not only to 
the individual; it is equally valid for the 
church.
Not only does missions giving have a 
direct bearing on the chucch’s finances, 
it also affects its outlook for the future. 
The worldwide mission of the church 
cannot be emphasized without calling 
attention to the mission of the church 
locally. As the Great Commission is 
lifted up as its purpose, the church is 
reminded that that means “us and our 
world.”
When this challenge is made in the 
atmosphere of optimistic faith and of 
new openness and obedience to the 
Spirit, the combination is dynamic! The 
Spirit can inspire and guide His people 
more readily. The eyes of faith perceive 
fresh visions of God’s goals for His 
church. The results are rewarding to any 
pastor’s heart.
Faith then stimulates obedience and 
the acceptance of the challenge:
“Expect great things from God.
Attempt great things for God.”
He is the One who ultimately makes the 
difference between life and death, effec­
tiveness and ineffectiveness, growth or 
the lack of it.
The pastor’s task is to lead his people 
into greater openness and responsive­
ness to the Spirit’s leading and working 
through the Church as the Body of 
Christ. The missions emphasis can be 
instrumental in creating the climate of 
faith that accomplishes this. $
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IS THERE MAGIC 
IN MISSIONS?
by Helen Temple
Editor, World Mission Magazine, Church of the Nazarene
In Guatemala there are more than 12 churches in which at least 500 people worship every Sunday. One church has enlarged its building three times, the last time to accommo­
date 2,000 people and 2,005 showed up for the dedication.
In Mexico, pastors and superintendents say, “Give us 100 
church buildings and we will fill them all in a few months.”
In the Dominican Republic, two missionary couples starting 
with only the Spanish Nazarene broadcast as their intro­
duction, established 72 organized churches in seven years, 
with Dominican pastors in all of them.
Last year, Nazarene overseas districts reported a 7.18 per­
cent increase in membership. The Wesleyan Church reported 
a 4.09 increase. At the same time churches in the United 
States recorded a 1.27 percent growth. Those U.S. churches 
showing good growth records were overshadowed by the 
ones showing no growth or a decline in membership.
What is the key to the kind of growth reported on the over­
seas districts? We could theorize: the attraction of hearing the 
gospel for the first time; great physical need making people 
receptive; political insecurity; uprooting of populations. All 
these may have some impact, though it would be difficult to 
prove that any were capable of producing the church growth 
that is taking place.
There is only one sure source of evidence—the growing 
churches themselves. What are they doing to produce such 
healthy growth?
What, for example, has produced such encouraging growth 
in Martinique, West Indies, in the few years missionaries have 
been there? Certainly not a holiness foundation already laid by 
others, for holiness was never preached on the island until the 
Seamans and the Smiths arrived. Nor was it accomplished by 
taking over groups of independent Christians looking for a 
denominational home. They began, as someone has said, 
from itch. They had nothing to scratch.
In the beginning it was one to one, making friends, learning 
customs, sharing fellowship, expressing concern for the prob­
lems and burdens of their new friends. As they made friends, 
they introduced them to Jesus Christ. They invited their 
friends to their homes for fellowship, for Bible study. These
grew into preaching services. And from the beginning they 
formulated a plan that has been right for Martinique.
1. They set out to be equippers o f the laity. As soon as 
there were a few converts they formed a School of 
Disciples—weekly training, Bible study, prayer, discipleship, 
stewardship, finding one’s spiritual gifts, doctrines of the 
church, holiness, and Bible introduction for lay members. New 
converts were drawn immediately into these training groups, 
which were also fellowship groups, and given work to do in 
the church.
It was not long until some of the young men professed a 
call to preach the gospel. What should the missionaries do? 
Send them away to another country for three years of training 
while the church in Martinique marked time waiting for them 
to return? Or put them into new communities to begin a 
church and train them as they worked? The missionaries 
opted for the latter. A Bible Institute was opened to train 
preachers on the job in Martinique, while they dug out new 
churches.
2. The missionaries developed a strategy for entering a 
new area. First a sociological survey is made of the commu­
nity: the need, the character of the area— middle class- 
lower economic area— high rise apartments— single 
homes— educational level of the community— young 
families—middle-aged workers—retirees. After learning all 
they can about the community they study what kind of church 
program will reach their needs; what kind of pastor can minis­
ter to them meaningfully; what needs do they themselves 
feel?
When the missionaries are ready to launch a church, lay 
Christians are enlisted to call in the area and invite people to 
church and Sunday School. Publicity is provided in a variety of 
ways, but always with joy and enthusiasm. Often the commu­
nity that is chosen for a new church is one in which one of the 
members of an already organized Church of the Nazarene is 
known, or has relatives.
New Christians are enlisted in some activity for the church 
from the day they are converted. They are not given the 
chance to learn to say no, so they agree enthusiastically to do 
whatever they are asked.
What Third World Pastors Are Teaching Us
Or consider just one of the new churches in the Dominican 
Republic. The Santiago church began with a group of young 
people. For quite a few months they did not reach any adults. 
The superintendent gently advised a new pastor who was 
sent to the church that he needed to get some adults con­
verted.
The young pastor called all the faithful young members 
together every afternoon for prayer and an in-depth study of 
the Book of Acts. After several months, they located a build­
ing they could rent that gave them room to grow and had a 
revival. There were 36 new converts, many of them the par­
ents of the prayed-up young people. The church grew to 100 
members and 200 in Sunday School. Six new churches were 
organized from the outreach of that one, and they now have 
several more extension churches meeting, some of which will 
become organized churches.
When asked how he produced this growth the pastor said:
1. We have lively, emotionally expressive church 
services—not wild fire, but an enthusiastic atmosphere that 
gives the Holy Spirit room to work.
2. We nurture the new converts, keeping them active in 
church. On Saturday nights the young people hold evan­
gelistic services in which they preach, sing, and give altar 
calls. From this experience they have grown spiritually and 
some have been called to preach.
3. We give every layperson something to do, either in the 
regular services, or in conducting new extension missions. 
They become excited about seeing new people converted.
4. I preach tithing, and I preach holiness.
I believe a growing church is a healthy church and if a 
church is not growing, it is sick.
But these are examples of new, young churches. What 
about old churches? Can they find new life, too?
A young pastor fresh from Bible college in Zambia was sent 
to pastor a church that was old, and quite literally dead. He 
found a church building and a parsonage but no congregation. 
It took him two weeks just to clean up the two buildings to get 
ready for a service. The first Sunday one family and a few 
neighborhood children and youth came. The attendance went 
down from there.
Caravaners in Martinique
After four discouraging months, the pastor challenged the 
few who were coming to discover their spiritual gifts. He or­
ganized a one-day seminar and invited his people and the folk 
from a small preaching point he was trying to develop. About 
30 curious people came to see what this new thing was.
Out of that meeting the pastor discovered five people with 
the gift of evangelism. He knew that evangelism was a central 
key to church growth. He began to teach these five the “how 
tos” of winning people to Christ.
It was not instant success. There were discouraging weeks 
when nothing seemed to reach people. But two young men 
got a burden for lost men and women. They took literally 
Jesus’ words in Matt. 7:7, “Seek, and ye shall find.” To them 
this meant looking for people who need God. They began 
witnessing to people daily. After presenting the gospel they 
asked for the address of the new person and set up an ap­
pointment for the pastor to visit in the home. Within the next 
week the pastor called on the new prospects. God blessed 
this approach. Most of the time there are more people to call 
on than the pastor can reach, and he has trained lay members 
to help him. The church now averages three or four new 
people each Sunday.
They have formed an evangelism committee. It is the goal 
of each person on the committee to win one or two people to 
Christ and bring them to church each month. They have mem­
bership classes and baptism services every three months. 
The secret of that church’s growth is no secret. Lots of hard 
work, evangelist first, and sticking to it when it was discour­
aging.
When that pastor began his work the church had two 
members—the pastor and his wife. One year later he re­
ported 50 full members, 47 probationary members, and 122 
enrolled in Sunday School.
Pastor Shih in the Shih Pai Church of the Nazarene in Tai­
wan reported a 24 percent gain and all budgets paid last year. 
When asked what he felt had generated this healthy increase, 
he answered, “Prayer. We have prayer for every activity. Out of
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those times of prayer come direction from God for activities 
that produce results."
Pastor Shih goes to the park every Saturday and plays his 
harmonica to draw a group of children. He teaches them 
Christian songs and leads them to his church for junior meet­
ings.
Because of the long and irregular work hours of his people, 
the telephone has become a major tool in building church 
unity. Church people call each other and the pastor often. 
They have prayer times on the phone for the needs of the 
church and for each other. Home meetings are held by lay- 
people who bring in neighbors and win them to Christ. Often 
a person does not attend the church at all until after he is 
converted. Pastor Shih uses Dr. Shaver’s Basic Bible Studies 
in Chinese to train new converts. He leads a thorough dis­
cussion of each point to be sure the new Christian under­
stands.
When asked how he gained the cooperation of the congre­
gation he said, “I work with them in everything, whether it is 
sweeping, giving, or serving. I set the example. They have 
eyes. They respond. We work together.”
How does a pastor find time to start new churches? In El 
Salvador they often don’t. The pastor may preach at a new 
mission once a week on Sunday afternoon or one evening 
during the week, but he is kept busy building his own church. 
Since laymen have many more natural opportunities to talk to 
people at work, in the schools, in shops, etc., they are ex­
pected to bring in the new people and help in the baby 
churches.
The most successful new churches in El Salvador begin 
with the pastor and a committee of laymen at the mother 
church. After prayer the committee discusses the possibilities, 
agrees on a location, usually a private home or a public park 
and they launch services. They start with modified regular 
services—much more music, especially special music, much 
shorter sermons, and many testimonies to the joy and 
progress in Christian living, by lay Christians. Sometimes the 
testimonies take more time than the sermon.
Much emphasis is laid on winning as many people as possi­
ble from the new area in the first month. The pastor has 
learned that the enthusiasm of the volunteers from the mother 
church begins to lag after a few weeks and they tend to go 
back to their own church. New converts are trained from the 
beginning in churchmanship so that they can fill the jobs left 
vacant when this happens. But some of those from the 
mother church usually love the new baby church and continue 
there. Often the one who loves it most becomes the first 
pastor of the new church.
Pastor Carlos tried an innovative program that succeeded 
in his community. The church was growing but Pastor Carlos 
felt the people needed to get excited about winning others. 
He also was disturbed that so many young people still pre­
ferred the local bar to the church. He decided to challenge the 
local bar patrons to a volleyball game: the Nazarenes against 
the Beer Drinkers. There were many athletic young men who 
were regulars at the bar. Carlos knew the emphasis would 
have to be on the spirit of the church youth, not on the winner 
of the games.
A rowdy crowd of 200 turned out, some bringing their beer 
with them. Carlos was nervous. He was only 21 and in his first 
pastorate. He knew he had to stay in charge of this event. The 
Beer Drinkers were thrown off guard when Carlos opened the 
event with prayer. Then the bar crowd saw, with surprise, the 
Nazarenes win the first game. The Nazarenes were defeated 
in the second game, but won a close third game by two points 
after five ties. But that was not the end. Over the next six 
months, the Nazarenes continued their evangelistic efforts 
with the Beer Drinkers. At last count, 40 Beer Drinkers had 
changed sides. They have discovered that their new faith in
Christ is more exciting to them than their old attachment to 
the bar
When Ramon found that he had a number of people in his 
congregation who had to work on Sunday, he launched a 
second Sunday School an hour before the evening service. 
Three morning teachers volunteerd to teach their lesson again 
for those who came. It is not a large school, only about 10 
percent of the morning Sunday School, but the people who 
work and the children of parents who take them elsewhere on 
Sunday morning can now go to Sunday School and study the 
Word of God.
What makes a small church, that has had its ups and 
downs over the years, begin to grow and become a dynamic 
force in the community? Almost every time, the pastor holds 
the key. It was true in the lizuka Church in Kyushu, Japan.
For 28 years the church grew slowly, if at all. In 1975 Rev. 
Shiro Tani became pastor. He felt the church needed some­
thing big enough to challenge their faith, yet small enough for 
them to accomplish if they really tried.
The church had grown up on the old system of the mission 
furnishing everything needed for a church. It was hard to think 
any other way.
The pastor’s home had for years been a tiny apartment at 
the back of the church. With his growing family it was much 
too small. But no one thought it possible to change.
With the pastor’s patient encouragement and the church 
board’s approval, a desire to “do something" began to rise in 
the congregation. Pledges were made, and eventually a beau­
tiful parsonage was built. Their success challenged them to 
do more. For years the church had talked about building a 
new sanctuary. Now Pastor Tani challenged the people to a 
life of service and sacrificial giving. Not everyone was happy 
with his new emphasis. A few left the church. But others 
found a new awakening and joy. The pastor scheduled addi­
tional prayer times. Some met in the morning; others met after 
work to pray. Out of these sessions came a renewed desire to 
build their church. Plans were drawn, a building fund started. 
But the need was so great the congregation despaired of ever 
getting the church done. They prayed that God would give 
them a sign that this was indeed His plan for them.
The sign from God was startling when it came. One of the 
members owned a construction company. He had contracted 
to dismantle a large building made with steel girders. He do­
nated all the steel girders needed, $80,000 worth, to erect a 
three-story building for a church. What a boost to their faith! 
They began to give. A young couple, soon to be married, gave 
the money they had saved for a honeymoon trip to Hawaii. An 
old grandmother gave the money she had saved for her fu-
African Christians giving tracts in Zambia
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neral. Some made personal loans from the bank to give.
Members gave hundreds of hours to help finish the interior 
of the building. And sharing in this gigantic enterprise united 
the church and produced growth that is still continuing. Al­
ready a member has donated land and a building in his own 
hometown and a new church has been started there.
In Panama, Pastor Gordon ministered to three churches, 
one rather isolated from the others. He was not able to give 
adequate service to all of them and launched a program to 
train laymen to be “copastors.” They took charge of the ser­
vices in one church when he had to be in one of the other two 
churches. Two of the men he trained are now full-time pas- 
tores. The three churches are now four. And five people are 
serving as trained copastors.
Fernando Angel is pastor of a small church in the Philip­
pines. In August 1981 he met with his local church board to 
discuss how to grow. The church was in an outlying area 
among a sparse population. They located a building to rent in 
the town and moved in with a congregation of about 20.
The pastor and the board launched a “Families Winning 
Families" campaign. Each family member was to seek to win 
other family members to Christ. In addition three church fam­
ilies would become a team and go out to win an unchurched 
family to the Lord and the church. Often these families were 
friends of long standing. The church held prayer meetings in 
the homes to let unsaved family members hear them praying, 
and know they were interested in them. Every contact by 
laymen was followed by visits from the pastor. The first year 
they added 21 members to the church.
Pastor Namangoma in the Chikumbi Church of the Naza­
rene in Zambia preaches forcefully about the power of God. 
He knows what he is preaching about, firsthand. When he 
came to Chikumbi he found a small congregation of faithful 
Christians, but no growth. The local witch doctor didn’t want 
the church there, and his threats had frightened the people 
away.
One night Pastor Namangoma wakened in the pitch dark 
night to the sense of an evil presence in his room. He said, 
“Every hair on my body stood straight up.” He knew from 
childhood experience that the power he was feeling was real 
and dangerous. He began to pray for courage and strength. 
The evil power became stronger. Pastor Namangoma 
thought, I have heard for years in Bible school that God is 
more powerful than Satan. Now I will know for sure. If God is 
stronger, we are on the right track. If not, I’m in the wrong 
business.
He prayed for a long time, then with all the spiritual strength 
he could muster, he prayed that God would defeat Satan right
at that moment and drive him away and protect His servant. 
Immediately the evil presence left the room, and Pastor Nam­
angoma was alone, calm and victorious. He publicly preached 
of his encounter, the word spread abroad, and people who 
had been timid began to come to the church.
The church grew. The members realized that their pastor 
needed a parsonage instead of the two rooms he and his 
family lived in. They asked the missionary for a new church. 
He told them he didn’t have the money to provide the whole 
church, but if they would make mud brick, which was com­
mon building material in that area, the mission would provide 
the roof. It looked like a big assignment. But they made the 
bricks and built the walls, and the mission put on the roof.
The Bank Hall Church is one of the oldest churches in 
Barbados. It has always been a good church but recently has 
been experiencing exciting growth. Reporting at district as­
sembly Pastor Schofield Eversley said: “If I were to employ all 
the languages and dialects of the world, I still would not be 
able to put into words what the year past was like for us at 
Bank Hall. During this year I have had experiences which 16 
years had denied to me. God took us onto the mountaintop 
during an evangelistic crusade that was planned for one week 
but had to be extended for another week because of the 
unusual way God was working.
“After the two weeks, our services became unusual. Souls 
were saved; believers were sanctified and strengthened. God 
was leading in some peculiar paths, and I was very careful to 
follow.
“Then came October 4. We were careful to obey the Holy 
Spirit when He said I want you to call an all-night prayer 
meeting and make a special prayer for the sick, anointing 
them with oil. This I did, and between the hours of two and 
four of Tuesday, October 5, 1982, God started performing 
miracles before our eyes. The blind were made to see, the 
lame were made to walk, and others with less physical in­
firmities were healed and are well today because God did it.
“Our second crusade was held in November. I beheld the 
power of God at work in the lives of our young people. Every 
department of the church has felt revival. We have taken into 
membership 29 members, and 7 more are preparing for mem­
bership. Our income reached an all-time high of $37,960, and 
we have paid our budgets in full.
“We plan to hold our first family/relative service in the dis­
trict tabernacle in May, and once every quarter after that. We 
believe many families will be reached as church families invite 
their unsaved relatives to join them in this family festival to­
gether.”
Is there magic in missions? No, not magic. But some ex­
citing examples of what can happen in any church, anywhere, 
using the same simple but profoundly important methods that 
brought growth to these churches:
Prayer. Obedience to the Holy Spirit’s direction, even when 
it was a little surprising. Training lay Christians and putting 
them to work in the church. Studying the community to under­
stand the people and determine what methods will work best 
to introduce them to Christ. And hard work—lots of hard 
work, perseverance, and patience. Plus a super-load of faith 
and a deep-seated, never-ceasing, genuine concern for the 
lost.
Nothing these men faced was different from situations that 
pastors face in any country where the church is at work. Not 
even the witch doctor. Every pastor, at some point in his min­
istry, has been confronted with some form of Satan’s power, 
against which he must take a courageous stand in sheer faith 
and trust God to deliver.
No, no magic in missions. What these men have done can 
be duplicated anywhere in the world. $
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
IN MISSIONS?
by Paul R. Orjala
Professor of Missiology, Nazarene Theological Seminary
A lmost 2,000 years of the Christian mission have elapsed as we approach the end of the 20th century, and it is 
almost 200 years since the modern missionary movement 
began in 1793 with William Carey. Where are we now in mis­
sions, and where are we going?
THE INCREDIBLE GROWTH STORY
Latourette called the 19th century “The Great Century” of 
missions. If he were writing today he would have to find a 
superlative to describe the 20th century. For the first time in 
history Christianity has become truly ecumenical with indige­
nous churches in some form in all nations, according to David 
Barrett in his monumental World Christian Encyclopedia (Ox­
ford University Press, 1982, 1010 pages). C. Peter Wagner 
reports that at least 78,000 people a day are becoming Chris­
tians (On the Crest of the Wave, 1983, p. 19). By the year 
2000, it is projected that almost a majority of the people of 
Africa will be Christian. The missionary enterprise, through 
evangelism and church planting, has become the most inter­
national, interracial, and intercultural movement in the history 
of mankind, and the first truly universal religion.
However, that is not the whole story. The world population 
— now at 4.7 billion— is growing faster among the non-Chris- 
tian populations. According to Barrett’s figures, the per­
centage of Christians in the world has actually diminished 
from 34.4% in 1900 (558 million) to 32.8% in 1980 (1.3 billion), 
while the percentage of Muslims and Hindus has increased. 
Buddhism alone of the major world religions has declined in 
percentage. The nonreligious and atheistic group has had the 
most fantastic growth of all from .2% in 1900 to 20.8% in 
1980, reflecting the spread of Communism. When statistics 
for Christians are broken down, we discover that Roman Ca­
tholicism has been growing in 80 years from 16.8% to 18.5% 
(now 809 million) while Protestants and Anglicans have dimin­
ished from 9.4% to 7.9% (now 345 million).
At least one tantalizing question needs to be asked of these 
statistics: How many of these people in all religions are nomi- 
nals? We know there must be a very large number of nomi- 
nals included in the Christian statistics—part of the field to be 
evangelized—and they increase the size of the task. We also 
know that there are growing percentages of nominals in other 
religions—much more open to the gospel than their fellow 
religionists—and they constitute a growing opportunity of re­
ceptivity for world missions.
MISSION AND MISSIONS
There is a shift in the usage of the terms mission and mis­
sions today. Until recently, missions was the most common 
term used. In many contexts it is being replaced by mission, to 
avoid its earlier association with paternalism and colonialism 
in this age of a world church of equal partners. The word 
mission also provides us with an inclusive term that avoids the 
contrast between world missions and home missions and 
helps us express the theological unity and wholeness of mis­
sion.
Some ecumenicals, however, have thrown out the baby 
with the bath water. They have not only wanted to avoid the 
colonialist associations that the term missions had in the 19th 
century, but they have also been interested in redefining mis­
sion so as to largely eliminate the evangelizing connotation 
that is no longer relevant to their thinking. The word mission 
has long had a comprehensive definition for theological use to 
indicate all that God intends His Church should do, including 
many concerns paralleled by the activities of other organ­
izations, such as care for the poor and the oppressed. As 
evangelicals, however, we not only want to retain these con­
notations but we especially want to highlight the distinctive 
mission of the Church—to make disciples—which no one but 
the Church will do or can do. Without this evangelistic aspect, 
no usage of “mission” can be genuinely biblical and holistic. 
Meanwhile, both terms will continue to be used.
LEADERSHIP IN MISSIONS
Historically the center of mission has shifted geographically 
from one place to another and from one group to another— 
from Jerusalem to Antioch to Rome, then to northern Europe 
and England, and then to the United States. The reason for 
this is found partly in the nature of mission—we are to give 
our faith away. Mission was never intended to be the monop­
oly of any nation or group. It is intriguing to notice what is 
happening today in this regard.
First, in North America the responsibility and capability for 
mission has largely shifted from the ecumenical denomina­
tions to evangelical denominations and missions. These main­
line denominations, related to the Division of Overseas Mis­
sions of the National Council of Churches (DOM-NCC), had 
an enviable history of mission outreach at home and abroad in 
the 19th century and kept going on their momentum until
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about two decades ago. At this point increasing influence 
from major shifts away from their heritage of evangelical the­
ology began a process that has virtually eliminated evan­
gelism and church planting as a major concern of mission in 
these bodies.
Samuel Wilson reports in the International Bulletin o f Mis­
sionary Research (April 1981, pp. 74-75) how significantly this 
trend has affected recent mission statistics. In the period 
1975-79 the denominational mission agencies related to 
DOM-NCC suffered a 22 percent reduction in mission person­
nel and an income increase of only 6.3 percent because of 
reduced giving, while in the same period the agencies rela­
ted to the Evangelical Foreign Missions Association (EFMA) 
experienced a dramatic increase of 30 percent in mission per­
sonnel and 89 percent in income. Major holiness denomina­
tions are members of EFMA, which is by far the largest of 
several evangelical mission associations. The result of these 
opposite trends is that the smaller denominations and mis­
sions of EFMA now have more than twice the income and 
personnel of the larger denominations’ agencies related to 
DOM-NCC. In this crisis of confidence, many evangelicals in 
mainline churches are redirecting their mission support to 
evangelical missions or starting their own missions.
Even more startling is the report that of the 44,442 total 
missions personnel overseas from North America (including 
short-termers factored into a full-term equivalency), more than 
one half are from unaffiliated evangelical mission agencies, 
which in the same period experienced a 45 percent growth in 
personnel and 123 percent increase in income. This gives 
them more than twice the personnel and income of even the 
EFMA-related agencies. Despite their huge membership fig­
ures, the mission involvement of the mainline denominations 
is dwarfed alongside that of the evangelicals of North Amer­
ica, and in a day of unprecedented access and respon­
siveness. Evangelicals must take up the slack in missions, 
and they are.
The second significant shift in leadership in missions, which 
may eventually be even more wide-reaching, is the snow­
balling development of Third World missions. There are now 
indigenous mission agencies in all Third World areas sending 
more than 15,000 cross-cultural missionaries around the 
world. This is already one-third of the number of missionaries 
from North America. In addition, there are no statistics avail­
able concerning the growing practice by North American mis­
sion agencies of developing multinational missionary teams 
that include missionaries from the Third World.
It is exciting to realize that the cycle of modern missions 
has been fulfilled and is beginning again in a massive way in 
our day through the converts of mission. The center of mis­
sion activity could someday shift from North America to the 
Third World both for income and the recruitment of missionary 
personnel. Third World Christians may even take a major in­
terest in the reevangelizing of not only Europe but also of 
North America. We are very far from entering into the pre­
dicted postmissionary age—we are entering the international 
missionary age.
MISSIOLOGY COMING OF AGE
Missions is escaping from the hands of the mission profes­
sionals and coming back into the hands of the laity, as thou­
sands of laymen are getting firsthand experience in cross- 
cultural ministry at home and abroad. Missions is also coming 
home to roost, as the worldwide phenomenon of massive
migrations is bringing peoples from many lands to our door­
step where they are accessible to our compassion and wit­
ness of the gospel. Will this be the age of just “tourist mis­
sionaries’’ abroad, and will we fumble the ball of golden op­
portunity for mission that exists in the multicultural society 
that is developing all around us?
Missiology has come to the Kingdom for such a time as 
this. Missiology is not just a study for those called to be career 
missionaries. The whole Church needs it. It is not necessary 
for individual laymen and pastors to reinvent the wheel—to 
learn only by trial and error what the Church has been pain­
stakingly learning and adding to the growing missiological 
consensus over the past 200 years. We need it for intelligent 
and committed participation in world mission, and we desper­
ately need it for help in adequately fulfilling our mission at 
home.
Missiology (or the “science of mission” as Europeans like to 
call it) begins with the theology of mission. What we believe 
biblically and theologically about mission determines whether 
there will be a mission at all and if so what it will be like. With 
an adequate theology of mission to guide them, missiologists 
then look to the social sciences for understanding of the 
world and how best to penetrate it to reach the lost with the 
message of the gospel. They especially draw on cultural an­
thropology, sociology, psychology, linguistics, communication 
theory, as well as on the history of missions and church 
growth studies. From the interaction of these two inputs (the­
ology of mission and the social sciences) a core of mis­
siological insights or principles has emerged that is primarily 
theological in nature and secondarily related to social science. 
We shall take a quick look at some key aspects of the evan­
gelical consensus in missiology.
THEOLOGY OF MISSION
The first issue in the theology of mission is how seriously 
one takes the authority of Scripture for determining what mis­
sion is. It is tempting to follow the ecumenical approach of 
letting the world decide the agenda of mission (and we must 
listen and respond to what the world is saying and feeling), 
but the nature of mission does not allow us to improvise on 
our own. All mission begins with the mission of God that the 
Bible reveals. He does not want anyone to perish but every­
one to come to repentance (see 2 Peter 3:9, NIV). He has sent 
His Son Jesus into the world to be our Savior, and Jesus in 
turn is sending us: “As the Father has sent me, I am sending 
you” (John 20:21, NIV). Our mission is an extension of the 
mission of God, and He has commissioned us to “make disci­
ples of all nations” (Matt. 28:19, NIV). True mission is always 
supernatural. It can only take place as the Holy Spirit works 
through us to draw people to Christ. Not every Christian is a 
missionary, but every Christian is to be involved in God’s mis­
sion to the extent of his calling and gifting.
The next crucial issue relates to whether a universal gospel 
implies an unconditional universalism—that all will be saved 
or are now saved through Christ regardless of their response. 
Evangelical missiology answers, “No—personal salvation is 
conditioned on repentance and faith in Christ.” Ecumenical 
missiologists tend to be hesitant in their reply, and many of 
them side with some Roman Catholic missiologists who hold 
that people of other faiths are really “anonymous Christians" 
who don’t know that yet. If there is no need or urgency to 
evangelize in the classical sense, then mission is reduced to a 
mere humanitarian endeavor in the struggle for social justice.
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Evangelicals are and must be concerned about social justice, 
but helping people come to know God in Christ is at the heart 
of their mission.
A parallel issue is whether or not salvation is uniquely 
through Christ, and whether or not one can have assurance of 
salvation. Evangelicals reply with a resounding affirmative, 
which many ecumenicals call arrogance, preferring to leave 
the door open for salvation to come to all sincere people in 
their own religions. Evangelicals do not deny that other re­
ligions have some insights of truth—they use these as points 
of contact for presenting the gospel—but they hold that only 
the Christian gospel has saving truth. Many ecumenicals be­
lieve that seeking the conversion of people of other religions 
is manipulative proselytism and that the goal of mission 
should be to help Hindus be better Hindus and Muslims better 
Muslims. It is no wonder that evangelism and church planting 
has just about disappeared in ecumenical circles at home and 
abroad. Evangelicals unashamedly want to help all people to 
come to know Christ as Savior and Lord, even Christian nom- 
inals, and gather them into His Body, the Church, where they 
can be nurtured and equipped for ministry.
One more significant issue concerns the relation of mission 
to the kingdom of God and the Church. Ecumenicals and 
evangelicals agree that the true function of mission is to ex­
tend the kingdom of God into the world. However, due to a 
weakened ecclesiology in which the church is seen to func­
tion best in diaspora in the world, ecumenicals generally inter­
pret this extension socially and politically as “evangelizing the 
structures of society” in order to achieve liberation, social 
justice, and humanization. Evangelicals see the church as the 
visible focus of the kingdom of God in the world and the 
primary agency through which God intends to fulfill His mis­
sion of reconciling His lost children to himself. The extension 
of the kingdom of God into the world, for evangelicals, takes 
place through evangelism (God’s reign in individuals’ heart) 
and church planting (the gathering of God’s people into the 
Body of Christ), then both individual Christians and the church 
collectively can be used by God to exercise an influence in the 
world toward social justice.
GOSPEL AND CULTURE
As Christians in mission attempt to penetrate societies and 
cultures with the gospel, they are immediately plunged into a 
paradox. If the gospel is to exist at all in any human society, it 
must be expressed in the forms of that people’s language and 
culture. And man’s language and culture, like man himself, is 
infected and affected by sin. Fortunately, while the gospel 
calls us to be separate from the world and sin, it also requires 
us to be ‘‘in the world” but not “of the world” (see John 
17:14-17). All cultures and societies are under the judgment 
of the gospel, and in this respect the gospel is countercultural. 
On the other hand, just as man is salvable, so cultures and 
societies are transformable by the gospel. Every human lan­
guage and culture can become an adequate vehicle for the 
expression of the gospel.
Perhaps the most difficult part of the whole process of 
mission is at the point of the cross-cultural communication of 
the gospel. Our understanding of the gospel is influenced by 
our own cultural expression of the gospel. We must learn how 
to distinguish the supracultural content of the gospel from the 
cultural expression of it and communicate a dynamic equiv­
alence of the content in the target language and culture. This 
overall process is called contextualization.
The young Church in Acts almost lost its way in mission at 
this point by first thinking that Gentiles had to become Jews 
like them in order to be Christians, but the Jerusalem Council 
(Acts 15) paved the way for the establishing of the principle of 
“conversion with minimal cultural displacement,” making it 
possible to develop truly indigenous churches in every tribe 
and nation—including ours.
An indigenous church has been identified for over a century 
as self-supporting, self-governing, and self-propagating. Actu­
ally, this defines a self-sustaining church that could still be 
very foreign to its own society. The additional quality that is 
needed to make it truly indigenous is “cultural fit,” so that it is 
not unnecessarily foreign to its environment. These principles 
are as necessary and valid for ethnic ministry as they are for 
world mission. God intends that the gospel should become 
incarnated in every cultural unit in all of its facets.
One additional dimension needs to be added: for the gospel 
to be adequately planted and contextualized in a given society 
and culture, there must be indigenous witnesses—examples 
and advocates. It is both exalting and humbling to realize that 
God’s purpose for His people is “Christ in you, the hope of 
glory” (Col. 1:27)—God’s glory expressed in our humanity! St. 
Paul says elsewhere, “We have this treasure in earthen ves­
sels, that the excellency of the power may be of God, and not 
of us” (2 Cor. 4:7).
For holiness people, this need for indigenous witnesses 
extends to living witnesses to God’s sanctifying grace. As the 
gospel is planted in a new cultural or social unit it is easier to 
get people saved than to get people sanctified. As people 
begin to understand what the holy life is all about they often 
protest that it is impossible for them because they are so 
different culturally. The highest priority must be given to doing 
whatever it takes spiritually to see indigenous witnesses of 
that society or culture not only born again, but also cleansed 
and filled by the Holy Spirit in His sanctifying grace. Then that 
cultural unit also is opened up to claim its “inheritance among 
all those who are sanctified" (Acts 20:32, NIV).
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Called of God— an Archaism? ^
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by J. E. Hunton J E Hunton
Pastor, Nall Avenue Church of the Nazarene, Prairie Village, Kans.
Me, be a preacher? I should say not! It’s hard enough to converse with my own family. A mis­
sionary? No way. Not for me! I have too many gifts and 
graces that fit well into the American culture, and I will 
make a place for myself in this land.
These were my youthful thoughts on the sure callings 
of God as pertaining to Jay Hunton, and I made plans to 
coincide with my reasoning. But God has never been 
known to fit His plans into ours. In spite of my reasoning 
I acknowledged God’s call to the ministry.
In my second year at seminary I married a lovely girl 
and earnestly prepared for ministry in the United States. 
I was studying for a theology exam when I picked up a 
record near my easy chair and placed it on the turntable. 
I needed some relaxing music to help me prepare for the 
test. However, it wasn’t that test, but one I hadn’t studied 
for that would produce a never-to-be-forgotten experi­
ence.
The recording was “Men of Texas," a medley of songs 
about the Cross. With my eyes closed and their melodic 
voices singing, the Holy Spirit began to deal with me. 
When I survey the wondrous Cross 
On which the Prince o f G lory died,
My richest gain I count but loss,
And pour contem pt on all my pride.
“All my pride”— why was the Holy Spirit revealing that to 
me? I was sure I was sanctified. I was in seminary pre­
paring for the ministry, wasn’t I? How much more could 
I do?
And what a plan I had for succeeding in my denomina­
tion! First, I would take a home mission church, and I’d 
make it grow. People would say, “ Isn’t that young 
preacher dynamic? His church is just booming!” They 
would be greatly impressed and would clamor to get me 
to be their pastor. Soon, I would be the pastor of THE 
FIRST CHURCH. Because of my preaching and admin­
istrative ability, the people would see that I ought to be 
their district superintendent. The general superinten­
dents would agree, and I’d become a D.S. After a few 
years, with all my grace, intelligence, good looks, and 
charm, I’d become a general superintendent!
Silly? Well, perhaps. But many of us have dreamed 
that way, haven’t we? The young must come to see 
(perhaps through us ministers) that it is God’s work, not 
theirs; and they must do it His way, not theirs.
That’s what God was revealing to me through the 
spinning of a record.
As I poured contempt on ALL my pride, the “Men of 
Texas” continued to sing:
Were the whole realm o f nature mine,
That were a present far too small.
Love so amazing, so divine,
Demands my soul, my life, my all!
God called me to be a missionary that moment: 9:30 
a.m., January 19, 1961. I could hardly believe it! Me! A 
missionary.
Oh, no! That means used clothes, box work, hair tied 
in buns, long dresses, yeah— the whole works! No. That 
wasn’t the way it was! I was called by Him to do work for 
Him, and when I said yes it was all for Him! I was 
submitted to the will of God.
Tears coursed down my cheeks as I heard:
M ust Jesus bear the Cross alone,
And all the world go free?
No, there’s a cross for ev'ry one,
And there's a cross for me.
I took up that cross that day, determined to carry it to 
the place of God’s choosing.
That afternoon my wife, Carol, came home to our 
basement apartment. As she walked through the door I 
was anxious but somewhat hesitant to tell her what had 
happened. I blurted out, “Honey, guess what.” “What?” 
she tiredly replied. “Honey, God’s called me to be a 
missionary!”
I wasn’t sure what her reaction would be, but Carol’s 
big, brown eyes filled with tears. She answered, “Jay, 
God’s been speaking to me about missionary service. 
I’ve been praying that if it were valid you too would hear 
His voice.” God had called us!
In August 1963 Carol, our two-year-old Heather, and I 
arrived in the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. 
The missionary sending service had strongly stirred our 
spirits. We felt the enthusiasm to do God’s work boom­
ing in our veins and in our hearts. Get us out there—  
they need us!
But when we arrived at the airport to be greeted by 
the grateful missionaries and nationals, they were not 
present. It was hot and humid. We did not understand 
the language. In the airport, I found a little bank and 
exchanged my American money so I could use the tele­
phone. The tiny coins were about the size of our dime. 
The man pointed out, “Those are tickies, 21/2<t pieces—  
you use them in the phone.” I went directly to the phone 
station, put my “tickie” in, and dialed the missionary’s 
number. “Hello!” answered the voice on the other end. I 
replied, “Hello.” She said, “Hello.” I said, “Hello.” She 
repeated, “Hello.” I yelled, “Hello!” And she hung up! 
Some welcome! I put in another “tickie” and the same
(Continued on page 60)
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How to Keep from Snoring 
During a Missionary Service
by Stephen M. Miller
Former Editor, Nazarene World Mission Society
BULLETIN: Not all missionaries are great speakers.Oh. You already knew that, huh?Well, then, maybe you also know not all missionaries can 
focus a camera. And that can make for one eye-tiring slide 
presentation.
Put these two bits of data together and what you’ve got is 
this cold, hard fact: good missionary services are not always 
easy to come by.
It's partly God's fault, you know.
He’s the one who gave a certain missionary the talent to 
stitch flesh back together instead of the ability to create pew- 
packing, three-point sermons, complete with short stories 
that jerk tears from sockets and jokes that make tummies roll.
And He’s the one who gave another missionary the rare gift 
of being able to translate the Bible into different languages, 
instead of the mechanical ability to focus a 35-mm camera.
So when we routinely have boring missionary services that 
tempt our people to stay home (or doze off, if they do come), 
it’s God’s fault.
Right?
Wrong.
It would be His fault, if we didn’t have any other avenues to 
explore. But we've got avenues all over the place. In fact, 
there are so many ways to make the most of a missionary 
visit that if we don’t routinely have super missionary services, 
somebody’s stuck in a ditch.
Here is a tow truck full of ideas and tips on how to get the 
most out of a missionary’s visit to your church.
TO SLATE A MISSIONARY
•  Book Ahead. The most popular missionary speakers are 
often booked 6 to 12 months in advance. So if you’re looking 
for someone who works well with a congregation and is a 
gifted speaker plan ahead.
In scheduling a missionary, you might want to check first 
with your district or regional mission leader to see if a mis­
sionary will be visiting area churches in the next year or so. It’s 
a whole lot cheaper to pay a missionary’s travel costs from a 
few miles down the road, than from halfway across the coun­
try.
Another option you have is to contact your denominational 
headquarters and ask for a listing of missionaries who’d be
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WE ARE CALLED 
TO GO, AND HE 
IS THERE
When God was directing Israel out of Egyptian bondage 
back to the land of Canaan under the leadership of Moses, 
Moses quivered under his burden and assignment and cried, 
“ Shew me thy way,”  and then added, “ W hom  w ilt thou send 
w ith  me?” (Exod. 33:12-13). Back came G od’s gracious reply, 
“ My presence shall go w ith  thee”  (v. 14). We have been taught 
that one of the unique characteristics o f our God is His om n i­
presence. “ The eyes of the Lo rd  run to  and fro  throughout the 
whole earth, to  shew him self strong in the behalf of them 
whose heart is perfect toward h im ”  (2 Chronicles 16:9).
As sanctified people we have the inner assurance of G od’s 
S pirit in having been redeemed from  all sin. We are called by 
H im  to penetrate the sp iritua l darkness and agnosticism of 
the world w ith  burning tru th  and the good news of full salva­
tion. As m issionaries— called and sent o f God, at home and 
around the w orld — we have the assurance of H is special pres­
ence, power, and enduement.
We have His special presence in our prayer life. When we 
really pray, God draws near. Prayer can give no greater benefit
by General Superintendent 
Orville W Jenkins
than this it brings God in to our lives! Prayer opens the sluice 
gates so that the river of God can flow  in to our souls. It is the 
widening and deepening of the channel through which His 
S pirit can flow in to  our hearts and lives.
When God moves in to  our hearts and lives, it is always to 
bless and make us a blessing to others. Sometimes God calls 
us to dangerous service, or to painful sacrifice, or to  humbling 
self-surrender; but always in order to purge us of all selfish 
p ride and de live r us from  our em pty  boasting and self- 
centered reliance He wants to possess us in such measure 
until out of us shall flow rivers of water that w ill bless and 
bring spiritual life to our world.
To have God w ith  us does not mean that we w ill always be 
spared from  pain, heartache, and reversals. Listen to His 
promise, “ When thou passest through the waters, I w ill be 
w ith  thee; and through the rivers, they shall not overflow thee: 
when thou walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be burned; 
neither shall the flame kindle upon thee”  (Isa. 43:2).
When Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego were cast into 
the fiery furnace, Nebuchadnezzar came and looked in to the 
furnace and was overwhelm ed w ith  wonder at seeing four 
instead of three. When he saw the fourth, he said, “ He looks 
like the son of God.”  G od’s presence back there disarmed the 
flames and quenched the fire.
God's presence is w ith  us in His plan and claim for our 
lives The prophet speaks of God secretly planning for His 
people. And His plan always takes in to account the ir defi­
ciencies and weaknesses. God knows all the contingencies 
and the difficulties.
But the God-called always hear and respond in the assur­
ance of His presence. Yesterday a young couple appeared 
before the Board of General Superintendents offering the ir 
lives to Christ and the church for m issionary service. There 
they sat - prepared and trained for the ir professional career, 
saved out of sin, sanctified wholly, from  an unlike ly back­
ground, ready to go and ready to serve. My heart and mind 
stirred as once again I saw the m ighty redeeming grace of 
G od— the call of God upon gifted and to ta lly  dedicated young 
lives. They w ill be going to serve Christ and the church!
We too are all called to go in the fullness of H is presence!
A complimentary subscription to the Preacher’s Magazine is sent to all 
ministers in the Church of the Nazarene from the Nazarene Publishing House.
y/rfegVg/ is for pastors
who want to keep current in their work . . .  
co ntinu ing education . . . personal en­
richment . . .  emphases on church manage­
ment, worship, sermon preparation . . . 
who want news of recent denominational 
developments . .  . programs to sharpen and 
equip their laity . .  . group discussion starters 
. .  . and much more.
Order by the month: $ 12.75
or by the year: $ I 38.00
Indicate format desired, either VHS or Beta.
Enter your subscription now with the
Nazarene Publishing House
Box 527
Kansas City, MO 6 4 14 1
NAZARENE BIBLE COLLEG
arene Bible Collage
•  Accreditation:
A.A.B.C. Leading to  A.A. Degree, 
O rdination
•  Financial Aid:
V.A., B.E.O.G., S tudent Loans
•  Flexible Program:
Biblical Studies 
Christian Education 
Lay Ministries 
Day or Evening Classes
•  Placement:
M ultip le Ministry O pportunities
For information write to:
Director of Admissions 
Nazarene Bible College
RO. Box 15749 
Colorado Springs, CO 80935
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ENSIONS AND BENEFITS SERVICES
'Since 1919, our church leaders have been 
working on the God-given vision o f providing 
retirement support for Nazarene ministers and 
their w idows. Since those early days, the v i­
sion has expanded to  include encouraging 
and assisting the local church in providing for 
ministerial support and also for appropriate 
employee benefits. Over these 65 years, much 
progress has been made tow ard accom­
plishing the vision."
Over 2,300 retired ministers and the ir w idow s 
are receiving pension checks each month.
The accumulative enrollment in the Nazarene 
Supplemental Retirement Program (TSA, IRA, 
KEOGH) has exceeded 3,400 employees of 
Nazarene churches and church agencies.
Approxim ately 10,000 
Nazarene ministers, 
church-employed laymen, 
and the ir families are cov­
ered under the Group 
Term Life Insurance p ro­
grams. Total volume ex­
ceeds 252 million dollars.
"A lthough progress has been made, we dare not be satisfied 
w ith  past accomplishments when the challenges o f the future 
are beckoning us for further advance. God's continued assis­
tance and guidance is necessary in order to  continue to  pro­
ceed in the right directions."
PENSIONS A N D  BENEFITS SERVICES
"S e rv in g  th o se w h o  serve th ro u g h o u t th e ir  m in istry'
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W O R L D  M IS S IO I
W H A T IS IT?
The Nazarene Hunger and Disaster Fund is a re­
source fund for instant aid to  victims o f sudden disaster 
or long-standing famine or displacement victims.
W H A T  DOES IT  DO?
It provides instant aid to  victims o f sudden disasters 
such as flood, fire, earthquake, hurricane, or typhoon, it 
provides aid to  refugees displaced by civil strife; to  suf­
ferers in fam ine-stricken areas; to  children in eco­
nomically depressed areas.
W HERE DOES IT  GO?
W herever disaster hits and Nazarenes are there to  
let us know and to  handle the distribution o f the aid. 
Funds have gone to  aid earthquake victims in Italy, Mex­
ico, Guatemala; hunger sufferers in South Africa, Peru, 
Haiti, Nicaragua, India; war refugees and displaced per­
sons in the Middle East, Central America, and South 
Asia; flood victims in Peru, Bolivia, Jamaica; victims of 
drought in South Africa, Cape Verde, Haiti, Peru. It has 
replaced burned churches, homes destroyed by flood or 
wind; provided food, blankets, medicine, shelter to  dis­
placed persons; aided the sufferers from  volcanic erup­
tions in the W indward Islands; provided food, medicine, 
aid in reconstructing homes lost in a typhoon in the Phil­
ippines.
W H O  DISBURSES THE FUNDS?
Hunger and Disaster Fund Aid is sent either to  the 
regional supervisor or the missionary or district superin­
tendent nearest the scene. It is supervised by the super­
intendent, missionary, o r a local pastor assigned that re­
sponsibility. Careful records are kept o f how the funds 
are used by those disbursing them.
During famine on La Gonave, Haiti, officials mar­
veled at how much farther Nazarene aid, distributed by 
Nazarene pastors, went, than that given ou t by disin­
terested persons from  government aid.
The NWMS in Cape Verde churches did so well in 
handling Nazarene aid to  drought sufferers that the gov­
ernment made them the official distributors o f govern­
ment aid also. Meticulous records were kept o f how 
much each family received and how often.
H O W  M UCH HUNGER A N D  DISASTER 
M ONEY GOES FOR OVERHEAD COSTS?
None. Every penny given to  the fund is used for 
relief o f need somewhere in the world.
W H A T DIFFERENCE HAS THE  
FUND MADE?
Before we had the Hunger and Disaster Fund, when 
missionaries called for aid in a sudden disaster, our only 
recourse was to  place a notice in the Herald or w rite  
letters and wait fo r the gifts to  come. It was usually 
weeks before the aid began to  reach the stricken area. 
Today, when a call comes for help in a disaster anywhere, 
the Hunger and Disaster Fund Com mittee is alerted. 
They approve the grant o f a specific sum for relief in that 
area and the W orld Mission Division places that amount 
in to the field account o f the area and telephones the 
missionary or superintendent or regional d irector that 
the money is ready for them to  draw on. In a matter o f 
hours the funds are being used in the disaster area.
W H A T AB O U T AREAS W HERE THERE 
ARE N O  NAZARENES TO  
HANDLE DISTRIBUTION?
If Nazarenes wish to  send gifts to  the Hunger and 
Disaster Fund designated for the boat people or Cam­
bodian refugees or any other disaster area where there 
are no Nazarenes, if we can discover an evangelistic 
agency that has proved it can get the needed relief sup­
plies directly to  the area o f need, we funnel the gifts 
through them.
H O W  DO I CONTRIBUTE?
Send your check to  Dr. Norman O. Miller, General 
Treasurer, Church o f the Nazarene, 6401 The Paseo, 
Kansas City, MO 64131, and designate it clearly fo r the 
Nazarene Hunger and Disaster Fund. Your church may 
receive 10 percent credit if you request it.
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EVANGELISTS 
DIRECIDEY
VISUAL ART DEPARTMENT, NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
(Monthly slates published in the first issue of the "Herald of Holiness" each month)
A _______________ ____
ADAMS, MICHAEL. (C) 1653 Guava Ave.. M elbourne . FL 32953 
ALLEN, JIMMIE. (R) 205 N. Murray, Sp. 244, C olo rado  S prings. CO 
80916
•ARCHER. DREX. (R) 411 S. C olo rado  No. 2, Spearfish . SD 57783 
ARMSTRONG, CHARLES. (C) 2614 E Yukon St.. Tampa, FL 33604
♦  ARMSTRONG, LEON, LINDA, AND FAMILY. (C) 3906 Pop la r Grove 
Dr.. V inton, VA 24179 
ATKINSONS FAMILY CRUSADES. THE. (R) c /o  N P H ' (Full time) 
ATTIG, WALTER W. (C) 21 L a rkspu r Dr.. Belleville. IL 62221
B ___________ _____ _ _
•BAKER. JOHN. (R) 9242 N. Texas Ridge. G osport. IN 47733
♦  BAKER, RICHARD C. (C) 3590 Coal Fork Dr, C harleston , W V 25306 
v  BALLARD, DON. 4671 P riscilla . M em ph is . TN 38128 
•BATERS, ROBIN, (R) c /o  Dennis Baters, 8725 Cord St., O klahom a
City, OK 73132 
BEARDEN, LES. (C) P.O. B ox 162. Xenia. OH 45385 
•BEATY, BRYAN, TRIO AND RANDY. (C) P.O. Box 8426. Jackson  MS 
39204
BEELER, LOWELL E. (R) P.O. Box 189. H am ilton, IL 62341
♦  BELL, JAMES 8 JEAN. (C) c /o  N P H '
♦  BENDER EVANGELISTIC PARTY, JAMES U. (C) P.O. Box 952,
S helbyville. TN 37160
♦  BERTOLETS, THE MUSICAL (FRED 8  GRACE). (C) c /o  N P H ' 
•BICKFORD, BERNADETTE. (R) 1315 W. Ave. I, Temple. TX 76501
♦  BLUE, DAVID 8 DANA. (C) PO. Box B, B radenton  Beach, FL 33510 
BLYTHE, ELLIS G. (C) 7810 S.W. 36th Ave., G ainesville . FL 32601 
BOCK, DON. (C) Box 412 W ash ing ton  C ou rt House, OH 43160 
•BOHI, JAMES T. (C) 1600 C ollege Way, Olathe. KS 66061
♦  BOND, GARY C. (C) 410 S. C lay St., S turg is. M l 49091 
BOONE, FORD. (C) 2232 S loane St., Jackson, MS 39204 
BOSHELL, JAMES T. (R) RR 2, Box 157, Eastw ood No. 10. P ark­
ersburg. W V 26101
•BOWERS, E. J. 8 LUCILLE. (C) 701 N. Buchanan. L ittle  Rock. AR 
72205
•BRAUN, GENE. (C) 4418 S ilk irk  Ln. E , Lakeland. FL 33803 
BREWINGTON, JANE. (R) C edarw ood A pts B-24, C edarw ood Dr., 
Lebanon, TN 37087
♦  BRISCOE, JOHN 8 FAMILY (C) B ox 78, Canadian, OK 74424 
BROOKS, GERALD 8 JUNE. (C) c /o  N P H '
BROWN, FRED. (R) P.O. Box 30743, G ahanna. OH 43230 
•BROWN, ROGER N. (C) Box 724, Kankakee, IL 60901 
BROWNE, CHARLES E. (R) 2532 P archm ount A v e , Kalam azoo, M l 
49004
BUCKLIN, GENE. (C) Box 228. O akes. NO 58474 
BUDD, JAY B. (R) 1385 H entz Dr, R eynoldsburg , OH 43068
♦  BURKE, BILL S JEAN ANN. (C) 6028 M iam i R d„ South Bend. IN
46614
♦  BURKHALTER, PAT, (R) P.O. Box 801. Atlanta. TX 75551
c .............................
V CARRICO, J. DONALD. 4174 B rookgrove  Dr., G rove City, OH 43123 
•CARROLL, LARRY 8  ROBERTA, (R) 2 0 9 '-  S. M aple. S turg is. M l 
49091
CASTEEL, HOWARD. fC) c /o  N P H '
CAYTON, JOHN, (C) B ox 675. M idd leboro . MA 02346 
♦CHAPMAN, W. EMERSON S LOIS. (C) Rte. 1. Box 115a. M iltonvale. 
KS 67466
CHASE, FRANK. (R) Lake Country, Box 25. M annford . OK 74044 
CHIPP, VERUN E. (C) 127 S. State Ave., Ind ianapolis . IN 46201 
CHRISTNER, JACK. (C) 27 P leasant St.. B rad fo rd. PA 16701 
CLAY, M. E. (R) P.O. Box 526, St. M a rys . OH 45885 
•COBB, BILL & TERRI. (C l Box 761. Bethany, OK 73008
♦  COFFEY, REV. 8  MRS. RUSSELL E. (C) 1841 128th Ave . Hopkins,
M l 49328
COLLINS, LUTHER. (C) 1215 Lyndon St.. South Pasadena. CA 91030
♦  CONE, ANDREW. (R) 173 E. Puenti. Covina. CA 91723
'. CONNER, BYRON B. 744 E M ain St., R ockw ood. PA 15557 
CONNETT, JOHN W. (R) 807 Fairoaks Dr. C ham pa ign . IL 61821 
vCOOK, LEON 8  MARIE, c /o  Rev L, Gene Cook, 3513 M t. Vernon 
Dr., Augusta . GA 30906
♦  COY, JIM 8  MARTHA. (C) 4094 B resee Ave H owell. M l 48843 
CRABTREE, J. C. (C) 3436 C am bridge. Springfie ld , OH 45503 
♦CRANDALL, VERNON 8 BARBARA. (C) 11177 S. 30th St.. Rte. 4,
V icksburg . M l 49097 
♦CRANE, BILLY D. (C) Rte. 2, Box 186, Walker, W V 26180 
vCREW S, H. F Box 18302. Dallas. T X  7 5 2 1 8  
CULBERTSON, BERNARD. (C) 100 N E 8th P l„ H erm iston , OR 97838 
CUNDIFF, G. R. “S C O T T (R) 6714 N.W. 43rd, B e thany OK 73008
D ___________________
•DALE, TOM. (C) Box 85. Hunters, WA 99137 
DARNELL, H. E. (C) P.O. B ox 929. Vivian, LA 71082 
DAWS, LEONARD. (C) 3286 W yom ing Dr. Xenia, OH 45385
♦  DEBOLT, TED 8 DOROTHY. (C) 4147 M idd le  Ct.. B loom ing ton , IN
47401
♦  DELL, JIMMY. (R) 4026 E F lower St.. Phoenix, A Z  85018 
DENNIS, CARL. (C) 123 Hwy. 70, M oun t Ju lie t, TN  37122
♦  DENNIS, DARRELL, BETTY. BETH, DWIGHT. (C) 1009 S Sheffie ld .
Ind ianapolis. IN 46221 
•DENNISON, MARVIN E. (R) 1208 S.E Green Rd.. Tecumseh, KS 
66542
DISHON, MELVIN (R) 911 Edgefie ld  Way, B ow ling  G reen, KY 42101
♦  DIXON, GEORGE 8  CHARLOTTE. (C) E vangelis ts and S inge rs  c /o
N PH -
•DODDS. LARRY. (R) Rte 5. Box 385, B u rling ton, IA 52601 
DODGE, KENNETH L. (C) 2956 R ollm gw ood Dr , San Pablo, CA 94806
♦  DOROUGH, JIM 8 CAROL. (R) c /o  N P H ' (Full tim e)
DOWTY, PAUL. (R) Rte. 3. Box 741, B roken  Bow. OK 74728 
DOYLE, PHILIP R. (R) 3468 W hite Pine Dr.. W a lnu tport. PA 18088
•DUNMIRE, RALPH 8 JOANN. (C) 202 G arw ood  D r. N ashville . TN 
37210
DUNN, DON. (C) P.O. B ox 132. B a rtle tt. OH 45713
E _____________________
♦  EASTMAN, RICK. (C) P.O. Box 278. E ureka. IL 61530
•  EBY, PAUL 8 MARTHA ANN. (R) P.O. Box 100441 Nashville . TN
37210
ERICKSON. A. WILLIAM. (C) 3714 O ak Rd. B a rtle tt TN 38134
♦  ESSELBURN, BUD (THE KING'S MESSENGERS). (R) S R. 60 N
Rte. 1 W arsaw, OH 43844
•  EVERLETH, LEE. (R) 300 A u ro ra  St.. M a rie tta . OH 45750 
EVERMAN, WAYNE. (C) PO Box 377. S tan ton  KY 40380
F ______________ _ _
•FADER, WESLEY. (R) 7093 C o lo rado  S p rings  Dr.. S p ringfie ld . VA 
22153
FILES, GLORIA; 8  ADAMS. DOROTHY. (C) c /o  N P H '
FISHER, WILLIAM. (C) c /o  N P H '
FLORENCE, ERNEST E. (C) PO Box 458. H illsboro . OH 45133 
FORTNER, ROBERT E. (C) Box 322, C arm i, IL 62821 
FREEMAN, MARY ANN. (R) B ox 139. G as City. IN 46933 
FRODGE, HAROLD C. (C) Rte 1. Geff. IL 62842
G ________________ _
vGADBOW, C. D. 1207 S. 2nd St.. M a rsha lltow n . IA 50158 
GARDNER, JOHN. (C) 4102 C arlis le  Rd.. Lake land . FL 33803 
GAWTHORR WAYLAND. (C) B ox 115. M o un t Erie. IL 62446 
GINTER, TIMOTHY, (R) 535 W. W arren St.. Bucyrus. OH 44820 
•GORDON, ROBERT. (C) 4601 B row n  Rd.. Vassar, M l 48768 
GORMAN, HUGH. (C) Box 3154. M e lfo rt, S aska tchew an, Canada S0E 
1A0
•GORMANS, THE SINGING (CHARLES 8  ANN). (C) 12104 Linkw ood 
Ct., Louisville . KY 40229 
•GRAY, BOB 8  BECKY. (R) c /o  N P H '
'. GRAY, C. PAUL. 4016 R ive rs ide  Dr., Bethany. OK 73008
♦  GRAY, DAVID 8  REBECCA. (R) PO Box 583 Tullahom a TN 37388 
♦GREEN, JAMES 8 ROSEMARY. (C) B ox 385. Canton, IL 61520 
GRIMES, BILLY. (C) Rte 2. Jacksonv ille . TX 75766 
•GRINDLEY. GERALD 8 JANICE. (C) 414 O liver St., O w osso . Ml 
48867
GROVES, C. WILLIAM. (C) 2558 S toney Way. G rove City. OH 43123
H ___________________
♦  HAINES, GARY, (C) c /o  N P H '
HALL, CARL (C) B ox 7086, C le a rw a te r FL 33518 
vHANC E, RAY. 7705 N.W 20th St.. Bethany, OK 73008 
HANCOCK, BOYD. (C) c /o  N P H '
•HANSON, BRIAN 8  CHERYL. (R) c /o  N P H '
HAYES, ALVIN B. (R) 1121 W esterfie ld  PL. O lathe. KS 66061
♦  HAYNES, CHARLES 8  MYRT. (C) P.O. B ox 3563. C leveland, TN
37311
VHEASLEY, JIM 8 FERN. 6611 N.W. 29th St., Bethany, OK 73008 
HEATON, KENNETH. (R) 800 M a rtin sb u rg  Rd , G a llow ay Residence 
MVNC. M oun t Vernon. OH 43050
♦  HELMS, MIKE 8  GLORIA. (R) c /o  N P H '
HICKE, S. F (R) 6655 H ubbard  Ln., Tm ley Park, IL 60477
♦  HIGGINS, CHARLES E. (R) 307 W  Sherm an, Nampa. ID 83651 
HOOTS, BOB. (C) 309 A da ir St. C olum bia. KY 42728 
•HORNE, ROGER 8 BECKY. (R) P.O. B ox 17496. N ashville. TN 37217 
HOWARD, RICHARD. (C) 7901 N.W. 28th Terr., Bethany, OK 73008 
HUBARTT, LEONARD. (R j 6309 S a lisbu ry Dr.. Fort Wayne. IN 46816 
HUBBARD, MRS. JEFFIE. (R) 3213 W  Ave. T  . Temple. TX 76501 
HUFFMAN, W. D. (C) 1450 C ard ina l Dr., B o u rbonna is , IL 60914 
HUGHES, MRS. JOYCE. (C) Rte 1. Box 231, Dover. TN 37058
I  ____________________________
INGLAND, WILMA JEAN. (R) 1170 P rince ton  Rd., M onroeville, PA 
15146
(C) Commissioned (R) Registered ♦Preacher &  Song Evangelist *Song Evangelist 
*Nazarene Publishing House. Box 527. Kansas City, MO 64141.
Note: N a m e s  w ith  n o  c la s s if ic a tio n  (R  o r  C )  a re  re c e iv in g  m im s te n a l p e n s io n  b u t a re  a c t iv e ly  e n g a g e d  in  th e  f ie ld  o f  e v a n g e lis m . 
A n  adequate budget for evangelism  at the beginning o f  each church yea r is im perative fo r each  congregation. 
A  revival savings accou n t is useful in building toward ad equate support for the evangelist.
J ______________________
•JACKSON, CHUCK & MARY. (C) P.O. B o x  1003 0 8 . N as h v ille . TN
37210
•JACKSON. PAUL & TRISH. (C) B o x  739. M e a d e , KS  6 7 86 4
♦ JANTZ. CALVIN & MARJORIE. (C) c /0  N PH *
JAMES, RICHARO W. (R) W. G a m b ie r, M o u n t V e rn o n . O H  4 3 0 5 0  
•JEFFRIES, JEFF & JAN. (R ) 3 1 40  Tess Ave. N.E., No. 220. S a le m . 
OR 97301
. JOHNSON. EDWARD. R te. 1 B o x  164. C le a rw a te r, M N  5 5 32 0  
•JOHNSON. RON. (C) 3 2 0 8  E ig h th  St., L e w is to n , ID 83501 
JONES, FRED D. iR ) 804  E lis s a  Dr., N a s h v ille , TN  3 7 21 7  
♦JONES. TERRY. (C) 2 0 0 2  J u d y  L n , P a s a d e n a , T X  7 7 50 2  
♦JUSTICE, MEL & DONNA, (R ) 1618  C h a p e l S t., D ay to n , OH 45 40 4
K ________________
KEENA. EARL. (C) 2 1 60  D St.. O ro v ille . C A  9 5 96 5
L ___ _________ ________
LAING. GERALD D. (C) 11436  E a s t St.. In d ia n  L a n e . V ic k s b u rg . M l 
49097
♦  LASSELL, RAY & JAN. (C) 4 7 4 5  N. 1 0 00  E , B ro w n s b u rg , IN 4 6 1 1 2  
•LAWHORN, MILES &  FAMILY. (R ) P.O. B o x  17008 , N a s h v ille , TN
37 21 7  (Full tim e )
LAWSON, WAYNE, (C l c /o  N P H '
•LAXSON. WALLY &  GINGER. (C) R te. 3. B o x  118, A th en s . A L  35611 
•LAYCOCK, ERIC. (R) 115 C ro s th w a ite  Ave. N „  H a m ilto n , O n ta r io , 
C an a d a  L8H  4V 3
♦  LECKRONE, LARRY, (C) 4 0 3  E M a in , M o re n c i, M l 4 9 2 5 6
•  LECRONE, JON & BETH. (R) c /o  NPH
LEE. RALPH & NELLIE. (R) 9 9 04  38 th  PI S.E., E ve re tt, W A 9 8 2 0 5  
LEIDY. ARNOLD. (R) P.O. B o x  155, M o r ia rty , N M  8 7 0 3 5  
LEONARD, J, C. (C) 1410  A rm o ry . C h a r ito n . IA  5 0 04 9  
LESTER, FRED R. (C l 16601 W. 1 4 3 rd  Terr. O la th e . KS  6 6 06 2  
LIDDELL, R L. (C) 3 5 3 0  W. A lle n  R d ,  H ow e ll, M l 4 8 8 4 3  
LITTLE, HAROLD. (R) 6 1 43  SW  1 6 4 th  PI.. B e a v e r to n , O R  9 7 00 7  
LOETSCHER, O'NEAL. (R) 3 2 8  M e a d o w b ro o k . O la th e , KS  6 6 0 6 2
•  LORENZEN, LINDA (BROWN). (R) S t R te  133 S ,  B o x  231A ,
B la n c h e s te r, O H  4 5 10 7  
LOTHENORE, BOB. (R ) PO  B o x  1305 . C on w a y . AR  72 03 2  
LYBARGER. EVERETT. (R ) P.O. B o x  1534 . C o n w a y  AR  72 03 2
MORRIS, CLYDE H. (C) 101 B ryan t Lake R d , C ross Lanes, W V 25313 
MORRIS, ROBERT, (R) P.O. B ox 2173, Sumter, SC 29150 
MOSS, UDELL. (C) 1357 N. Flo rissan t, Ferguson, M O  63134
♦  MOYER, BRANCE. (R) 7206 G len Tr„ San A nton io , TX 78239 
vM ULLEN, DEVERNE. 67 W ils tead  Dr., N ew  M arket, O n ta rio  L3Y 4T8 
•MURPHY, MARK. (R) 1912 E. M em oria l Dr., M uncie, IN 47302 
MYERS, DAVID J. (R) 959 O ld M cA rth u r Rd., Logan, OH 43138 
MYERS, HAROLD & MRS. (C) 575 Ferris N.W., G rand R apids, M l 
49504
N ___ ________ ______
vNASH, FORREST. 725 W. Cedar. O lathe, KS 66062 
•N EFR  LARRY & PAT. (C) 625 N. W ater S t,  O w osso , M l 48867
O _____________________________________________________ _—
OLIVER, CHARLES. (R) 131 S hoshone Dr., MontcvaHo, A L  35115 
OVERTON, WILLIAM D. (C) Fam ily Evange lis t 8  C ha lk A rtis t, c /o  NPH* 
♦OYLER, CALVIN & VIRGINIA. (C) P.O. Box 727, W ellsville, KS 66092
P ___ _________________
PALMER, JAMES E. (C) 8139 M adison  Ave., Ind ianapolis , IN 46227 
•PARR, PAUL & DOROTHY. (R) R R 1, Box 168. W h itestow n. IN 46075
♦  PASSMORE EVANGELISTIC PARTY, THE A. A. (C) c /o  NPH* 
PATTERSON, DORMAN. (C) B ox 146. H am m ondsville , OH 43930 
PERDUE, NELSON. (C) 3732 E. Rte. 245, Cable, OH 43009 
PESTANA, GEORGE C. (R) Illus tra ted  Serm ons, 1020 B radbourne  
Ave., Space 78, Duarte, CA 91010 
PFEIFER, DON. (C) P.O. B ox 165, Waverly, OH 45690 
•PFEIFER EVANGELISTIC TEAM. (R) P.O. Box 165, Waverly, OH 
45690
vPHILLIPS, WILBUR, D. 1372 C ardw e ll Square. S, C olum bus, OH 
43229
•PIERCE, CATHERINE. (C) 1427 M e itz ie r St.. Danville, IL 61832 
POINTER, LLOYD B. (R) Rte. 2 .7 1 1  N. F irst St., Fru itland, ID 83619 
PUGH, CHARLES F. (R) 320 N. C hauncy St., C o lum bia  City, IN 46725
•SHIREY, DWIGHT. (C) 38092 B u tche r Rd., Leetom a, OH 44431 
♦SHOMO, PHIL & MIRIAM. (C) 517 Persh ing Dr., Anderson , IN 46011 
SHOMO, RICHARD. (R) 75 C arlton  St., H arrisonburg , VA 22801 
SMITH, CHARLES HASTINGS. (C) Box 937, Bethany, OK 73008
♦  SMITH, DUANE. (C) c /o  NPH*
♦  SMITH, GENE & LANORA. (R) 205 D rayton St.. W innsboro , SC
29108
SMITH, HAROLD L. (C) 3711 G erm ania Rd., Snover, M l 48472 
♦SMITH, LARRY & SHARON & FAMILY. (C) 840 W. 81st St., Tulsa, 
OK 74132
♦  SMITH, OTTIS E„ JR., & MARGUERITE. (C) 60 G rant St., T id ioute,
PA 16351
STAFFORD, DANIEL (C) 5159 E. E dgew ood Dr., Ind ianapolis . IN 
46227
STANIFORTH, KEN. (R) 18536 D orm an Ave.. Torrance. CA 90405 
♦STANTON, TED & DONNA. (R) 2795 G alleon PL, Sarasota , FL 
33580
STEVENSON, GEORGE E. (C) 4021 Pebble Dr. S.E., R oanoke, VA 
24014
STREET, DAVID. (C) Rte. 1, Ramsey. IN 47166 
STRICKLAND, RICHARD L. (C) c /o  N P H '
♦  SUTTON, VEL & ARLENE. (R) c /o  N P H '
SWANSON, ROBERT L. (C) 1102 G lenw ood Dr, Yukon, OK 73099
T ____________________
TAYLOR, CLIFF (C) E. 619 32nd Ave , Spokane. WA 99203
♦  TAYLOR EVANGELISTIC TEAM, DAVID & NORMAN. (R) 508
G rafton, A lma, M l 48801 
TAYLOR, ROBERT W. (C) c /o  NPH*
TAYLOR, RON. (C) Rte 1. Box 44B, C hickam auga, GA 30707 
vTHOMAS, J. MELTON. 3619 Sky line  Dr., Nampa, ID 83651 
TRIPP, HOWARD. (C) 3623 Founta in  Ave., No. 66, C hattanooga, TN 
37412
♦TRISSELL, PAUL & MARY. (R) RR 3, Box 397L, W ildw ood. FL 32785
♦  TUCKER, BILL & JEANETTE. (C) c /o  NPH*
TUCKER, RALPH. (R) RR 1, B ox 62, W oodbine, IA 51579
V __________________
VARCE, PAUL. (R) 621 S econd Ave N.W., Waverly, IA 50677 
VARIAN, BILL. (C) 502 N Forest Ave., Bradley. IL 60915
M _ _ ________ ________ __
MANLEY, STEPHEN. (C) c /o  NPH*
♦  MANN, L. THURL & MARY KAY. (C) c /o  NPH*
'. MARLIN, BEN. P.O. Box 6310, H ollyw ood, FL 33021 
MARTIN, LEON. (C) Rte. 3, B ox 243A, B onham . TX 75418
♦  MARTIN, W. DALE. (C) P.O. Box 110235. N ashville , TN 37211 (Full
tim e)
MAHER, DAN 8, ANN. (R) 2617 C arew  St.. Fort Wayne. IN 46805 
MAX, HOMER L. (C) Rte. 3, Knoxville . IA 50138 
MAYO, CLIFFORD. (C) S tar Rte., D um ont. TX 79232
♦  McCUISTION, MARK & PATRICIA. (C) c /o  NPH* (Full tim e) 
McFERRIN. RICHARD. (R) Rte. 1, B ox 125A, G aston, IN 47342 
McKAY, WILLIAM D. (R) 754 R ichard  St., Vassar, M l 48768 
McKELLIPS, DALLAS, SR. (C) P.O. B ox 921, Bethany, OK 73008 
•McKINNON, JUANITA. (C) Box 126, Institu te , W V 25112 
McWHIRTER, G. STUART. (C) B ox 458. C orydon , IN 47112 
MEEK. WESLEY, SR. (C) 5713 S. Sharte l. O k lahom a  City. OK 73109 
MELVIN, DOLORES. (C) RR 1. B ox 68. G reenup, KY 41144 
•MEREDITH, DWIGHT & NORMA JEAN. (C) c /o  NPH*
MEYER, BOB & BARBARA. (R) (D ynam ics o f S p ir itua l G row th ) 155 
Longview  C t„ St. M arys. OH 45885 
. MEYER, VIRGIL & DOROTHY. 3112 W illow  O ak Dr.. Fort W ayne, IN 
46809
vM ICK EL, RALPH A. 8084 W hite  C hu rch  Rd., S h ippensbu rg . PA
17257
♦MICKEY BOS. (C) 504 N S ix th. Lamar, CO 81052 
•M ILLER, HENRY & RUTH. (C) 111 W  46th  St., Reading, PA 19606 
MILLER, MRS. PAULINE. (R) 307 S. D elaware  St., M oun t G ilead, OH 
43338
MILLHUFF CHUCK. (C) B ox 801. O lathe. KS 66061 
MILLSPAUGH, GAYLORD. (R) 317 M e rr itt Ave.. Salisbury, NC 28144 
MIRACLE, WALTER. (R) Rte. 2, Box 441. B o u rbonna is . IL 60914 
MIZ MAUDIE MINISTRIES, KATHRYN MARTIN & JACKLYN WELCH 
SHOCKLEY. (R) 5117 Haleville . M em phis . TN  38116 
'.  MONTGOMERY, CLYDE. 2517 N. 12th St.. Terre Haute. IN 47804 
MOORE, NORMAN. (C) P.O. B ox 6203, San B e rnard ino , CA 92412
Q _____________________ _____
•QUALLS, PAUL M. & MAE. (C) 5441 Lake  Jessam ine  Dr., O rlando, 
FL 32809
R __________________ __________
vRAKER, W. C. P.O. Box 106. Lew istow n, IL 61542
♦  REAZIN, L. V. & MRS. (C) RR 12, Box 280-01. Tyler, TX 75708 
REED, DOROTHY. (C) Box 814, H annibal, MO 63401 
•RICHARDS, LARRY & PHYLLIS (COULTER). (C) 2479 M adison  Ave, 
Ind ianapolis, IN 46225 
RITCHIE, L. L. (R) c /o  NPH*
ROBERTSON, JAMES H. (C) 2014 Green A pple  L n , A rling ton , TX 
76014
ROBINSON, TED L. (C) c /o  NPH* 
vRODGERS, CLYDE. 505 Leste r Ave, N ashville, TN 37210 
ROTH, RON. (C) 5210 Riverview, S pringfie ld , M O 65804 
RUNYON, DAVID. (C) 3316 H illcrest, A lton, IL 62002 
vRUSHING, CHARLES. Box 79, Aurora, KS 67417
s ______________
SCARLETT, DON. (R) PO. B ox 549. Ravenna, OH 44266 
SCHRIBER, GEORGE. (R) P.O. Box 456, A lta  Loma, CA 91701 
•SEMRAN, KIM. (R) 701 R ainbow  Dr, M onroe, M l 48161 
SHALLEY, JAMES. (R) 3009 H om e Ave, M arion, IN 46952
w ______________
•WADE, E. BRUCE. (C) 3029 S harpview  L n , Dallas, TX 75228 
WALKER, LAWRENCE. (C) 114 8th St. N.E., N ew  Philadelph ia . OH 
44663
♦  WALLACE, J. C. & MARIE. (C) P.O. Box 2183, P lant City, FL 33566 
vWARD, LLOYD & GERTRUDE. 1001 Averly S t,  Fort M yers, FL 
33907
vWATSON, LOY. 2018 C oun try  C lub, Enid, OK 73701 
•W ELCH, DARLENE. (R) 1209 Larue Ave, Louisville , KY 40213 
WELCH, W. B. (C) 5328 Edith St., C harleston  Heights, SC 29406 
WELLS, LINARD. (C) P.O. Box 1527, G rand Prairie, TX 75050 
WEST, EDNA. (R) 130 S. Front S t,  No 1512, Sunbury, PA 17801 
•W HITE, JANIE & SON LIGHT. (C) P.O. Box 293. Duncanville, TX 
75116
VWHITED, CURTIS. 307 N. B lake, O lathe, KS 66061 
WHITWORTH, ARTIE. (C) P.O. Box 38, A lbany, OK 74721 
•WHITWORTH, MARCUS. (R) 737 W. G reenw ood. S pringfie ld , MO 
65807
WILCOX, WALTER. (C) 5 B ly the  C re s , C harlo tte tow n, P rince Edward 
Island, C1A 8C7
WILLERSON, BILLY H. (R) 4448 Route 8, A llison  Park, PA 15101 
WILLIAMS, E. VERBAL (R) c /o  NPH*
WILLIAMS, LARRY D. (R) 1721 S herw ood, C arro llton , TX 75006 
WILLIAMS, LAWRENCE. (C) 6715 N.W. 30th Terr, Bethany, OK 73008 
WILSON, ROBERT J. (R) Rte. 2, B ox 139A, Lexington, AL 35648 
♦WISEHART, LENNY & JOY. (C) c /o  NPH*
WOODWARD, S. OREN & FAYE. (C) c /o  NPH*
.WOOLMAN, J. L. 1025 S.W. 62nd. O klahom a City. OK 73139 
WRIGHT. AUSTIN H. (C) RR 1, Box 714. C asco. ME 04015 
WRIGHT, HOWARD & ARLENE. (R) 1112 1 st St. N.E.. M ason City. IA 
50401
WRIGHT, JOSEPH. (R) 408 N. Judd S t, Honolulu . HI 96817 
WYLIE, CHARLES. (C) Box 162 W infie ld. KS 67156 
WYRICK, DENNIS. (R) 603 Reed Dr, Frankfo rt. KY 40601
32G
CRADLE ROLL PARENTS
IN SEARCH OF 
YOUNG FAMILIES
BABY DAY— MAY 6, 1984
Be Sure Your Church Is INVOLVED!
CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
PASTOR—a Service to You
When you change address, fill in the form below and mail.
Name
Former Address 
Former Church 
New Address _  
C ity__________
Date of Change 
_____________ ZIP
State ZIP
Name of Church District
New Position: Pastor ( ); Evangelist ( ); Other
All official records at Headquarters, including those in the General Secretary's 
office, and the periodicals checked below will be changed from this one no­
tification.
Check Herald of Holiness ( ); World Mission ( ); Preacher’s Magazine ( );
O th e r_____________________________________________________________—
(Clip and send to the Subscription Department,
Nazarene Publishing House, P.O. Box 527, Kansas City, MO 64141.)
STEWARDSHIP SERVICES
PASTORS, YOUR PEOPLE KNOW •  t  •
THAT DOLLARS INVESTED IN 
THE GENERAL LOAN F U N D - 
U.S.A.— ARE DOLLARS WITH 
A DIFFERENCE?
The difference is tha t . . .
General Church Loan Fund in­
vestments have a dual return:
1) They earn interest for the 
investor at:
6% on $100 or more on 
one-year notes
7% on amounts up to 
$10,000 on three- 
year notes
8% on $10,000 or more 
on three-year notes
9% on $25,000 or more 
on three-year notes
10% on $50,000 or more 
on three-year notes
2) They bui l d chu r ch e s  
w h e r e  l i v e s  may  be 
changed by the love of 
Christ.
“But store up for yourselves trea­
sures in heaven, where moth and 
rust do not destroy, and where 
thieves do not break in and steal”
(Matt. 6:20, NIV).
Investments in the GCLF— U.S.A. are made through the pur 
chase of General Board Notes in amounts of $100 or more.
For more details write to:
GENERAL CHURCH LOAN FUND, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, MO 64131
32
LIFE INCOME GIFTS SERVICES
If you never 
planned for 
in fla tion . . .
you may be ready for a creative alternative
A hdTiTC ar GIFT ANNUITY
•  It allows you to
r  — ------------------------------
Life Income Gifts Services In Canada:
make a gift to your Church of the Nazarene Church of the Nazarene
church. 6401 The Paseo Executive Board
Kansas City, MO 64131 Box 30080, Station B
•  It provides you Attn: Robert D. Hempel Calgary, Alberta, Canada
with additional T2M 4N7
income. Rev. Hempel: Please send me a free copy of "Giving
•  It lets you use
Through Gift Annuities." I understand
there is no obligation.
low production
Mr.assets.
Mrs.
•  It eliminates Miss
money manage­ Address
ment worries.
You can find'out
Cityy
what a Gift Annuity 
can do for you and
State ZIP
your church by 
requesting our free
Telephone ( )
booklet. Just use
Birth Date
coupon. Month Day Year
1984 DENOM INATION-W IDE STUDY/FEBRUARY-MARCH
A Concise View  of Nazarene Missionary Heritage
dr
\ \ \
SIX EXPRESSIO N S OF 
THE G REAT COM MISSION
By R. FRANKLIN COOK for World Mission Division and Stewardship Services.
"Franklin Cook's book, THE INTERNATIONAL 
DIMENSION is an  im p o rtant a d d itio n  to  
N azare n e M issionary literature. It w ill help 
all of us to  understand a little  more clearly just 
w ha t the task o f the church and missionaries is 
in today's world. I trust tha t our Nazarenes ev­
erywhere w ill use this volume in special study 
groups and in personal reading."
Dr. L. Guy Nees,
Director, W orld M ission D ivision
Paper. $3.95
10% CLT d iscou n t on  5 o r m ore
Leader's G u id e —
16 pages o f suggestions fo r presenting the 
6-session study. Paper.
One free w ith  order of 10 or more textbooks; 
Additional Guides, each S1.00
A Continuing Lay Training Six-hour Study for 
Unit 156a "Nazarene Missions"
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE •  Post Office Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
ing to you each quarter from Pastoral Ministries, W ilbur Brannon, Director
L e a d e r s h ip  •  I n s p ir a t io n  •  F ulf illm en t  •  E n r ic h m e n t
We are moving closer toward the implementation of 
support systems for pastors under the tradename CONET. The 
main emphases of CONET are:
Healing— Wholeness 
Sustaining— Nurture 
Guiding— Enablement 
Reconciling— Affirmation 
Equipping— Enrichment 
It must be emphasized that CONET is more than just 
a tool for crisis intervention. The program is designed to meet 
needs covering the broad spectrum of pastoral development 
and support.
As CONET is promoted on your region, avail yourself 
of the opportunity for professional and personal advancement.
llB lei
By now you have probably seen at least one of the programs in 
the pastor’s VIDEONET series. It is important that Pastoral Ministries 
have your evaluation and suggestions. Does the program speak to your 
needs? What can we do to make it better?
A part of every program is designed for your lay people. Pastors 
are encouraged to use these segments to train and develop the lay re­
sources in their congregations.
Another major aspect of each program is the discussion starters 
for a group of pastors. Usually these segments will be longer with per­
haps less demonstration, but more information. This information will ask 
some important questions that will help you to analyze your ministry and 
your congregation and will give suggestions for implementation.
We hope you have been encouraged by the “Pastor to Pastor” 
devotional by various pastors in our denomination that VIDEONET of­
fers. This kind of sharing reminds us of the basics that keep us steering 
a proper course.
VIDEONET is an exciting addition to the variety of helps the 
Church of the Nazarene is offering its ministers. If you have not taken 
advantage of the opportunity to be involved, prayerfully consider VIDEO- 
NET. This monthly offering is relatively inexpensive and can be a helpful 
reference tool for you and your church.
The case study for group discussion is on page 42. “Red Jacket and the 
Missionary” will force you to seek biblical answers to critical issues.
CoNET
Continuing Education
If you have not yet received 
your free brochure on Continuing 
Education, write Pastoral Minis­
tries today. It contains informa­
tion on the variety of ways to earn 
Continuing Education Units and 
how to get started on a plan de­
signed for you.
Also available is a pamphlet 
that speaks to laypersons about 
the needs for pastoral continuing 
education, supporting the budget­
ary allowance for such a program.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
1983-84— The Year of the D iam ond Jubilee
March 20-23, 1984 WILCON
May 22-25, 1984 WILCON 
May 28—June 1. 1984
May 29—June 1, 1984 WILCON
June 5-8, 1984 WILCON
June 12-15, 1984 WILCON
June 19-22, 1984 WILCON
June 26-29, 1984 WILCON
July 10-13, 1984 WILCON
July 24-27, 1984 WILCON I
NIROGA, California
Trevecca Nazarene College 
Canadian Nazarene College
Bethany Nazarene College 
Mount Vernon Nazarene College 
Northwest Nazarene College 
Olivet Nazarene College 
Eastern Nazarene College 
Mid-America Nazarene College 
Point Loma College
1984-85— The Year of Church growth
Goal— 75,000 New Nazarenes
August 27— September 2, 1984
September 10-15, 1984
September 17-21, 1984
October 1-5, 1984
October 1984
February 18-22, 1985
June 20-22, 1985
June 23-28, 1985
August 26— September 1, 1985
September 9-14, 1985
September 16-20, 1985
September 30—October 4, 1985
October 14-18, 1985
Youth Week
NIROGA, Glorieta, New Mexico 
NIROGA, Ridgecrest, North Carolina 
NIROGA, Adirondacks 
European Military Personnel Retreat 
NIROGA, Florida 
General Conventions, Anaheim 
General Assembly, Anaheim 
Youth Week
NIROGA, Glorieta, New Mexico 
NIROGA, Ridgecrest, North Carolina 
NIROGA, Adirondacks 
NIROGA, Canadian Rockies
k S T O P A L  M I N I S T R I E S
CHRIST'^
I ^ o d u C in g  P b iQ A y  S e s s io n  P e A S o r t t ie s
Topic: “Living the Holy Life”
Pastor, teacher, Herald of 
Holiness editor. Outstanding 
Christian writer. Warm, 
approachable, sensitive. Hear 
him, you will love him!
DR. WILLIAM McCUMBER
Topic: “The Released Woman”
An unusually gifted woman, 
author, and speaker. Pastor's 
wife. Directs the "Winning 
Women Ministry."
RUTH ANN POLSTON
Topic: “How to Be a Prosperous 
Minister’s Wife”
Inspiring, humorous, outstanding! 
Has been honored "Man of the 
Year," "Newsmaker of Tomorrow," 
and a member of the "National 
Speaker Association."
Public school teacher and 
general consultant in Pasadena 
schools. Dynamic, zealous, 
caring. Her challenge— become 
God's instrument in the miracle 
of evangelism by “Sharing Christ 
Naturally.”
RALPH PALMEN DR. INEZ ROBINSON
Dr. Paul is an author, professor at 
ENC, licensed psychologist. Judy 
is a licensed social worker, 
teacher, counselor. They 
practice a God-given formula of 
worshiping, working,-and 
recreating for spiritual 
"wholeness."
This professor of the New 
Testament at the Nazarene 
Theological Seminary will share 
his experience as an overcomer. 
Spiritual journaling is his 
speciality—to grow deeper 
faster!
DR. CECIL a n d  JUDY PAUL DR. MORRIS WEIGELT
DR. CHESTER GALLOWAY
They work together in a dialogue. Both have earned degrees in 
clinical counseling . . . specializing in individual, family, and mar­
riage therapy.
Dr. Galloway is dean at Nazarene Theological Semianry . . . Brilliant, 
loving, gentle. A sense of humor you'll love.
Jan serves as an executive vice-president of the "New Source 
Counseling Centers" . . . Author, popular speaker, wife, mother.
JAN REAM
Featuring:
•  General Superintendent Keynote
Address
•  A dramatic presentation of the life of
Fanny Crosby
•  Opportunity for counseling
•  Inspiring services
•  Extraordinary workshop leaders
Schedule:
March 20-23 
May 22-25 
May 29—June 1 
June 5-8 
12-15 
19-22 
26-29 
July 10-13 
24-27
Trevecca
Canadian
Bethany
Mount Vernon
Northwest
Olivet
Eastern
Mid-America
Point Loma
Be sure  y o u r w ife  a t te n d s !
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GUIDELINES
1. MEN IN MISSION IS A PROGRAM THAT ENCOURAGES  
INCREASED
INTEREST
in the to ta l mission o f the Church of the Nazarene. It is men coop­
erating through the Nazarene W orld Mission Society, presenting 
and accepting mission challenges in specific settings and experi­
ences.
2. MEN IN MISSION IS MEN ACCEPTING A N D  ADOPTING THE 
MEN IN MISSION COVENANT
a. DO w h a t God asks (M atthew  25:31-36)
b. GO where God directs (M atthew  28:18-20)
c. GIVE w hatever God reguires (2 Corinthians 9:7)
d. BE supportive o f the teachings and mission programs of
the church (Philippians 2:1-2)
3. MEN IN MISSION IS MEN IN MINISTRIES UTILIZING TALENTS 
IN MEETING NEEDS THROUGH:
a. The NU/MS objectives
1. Men praying
2. Men studying
3. Men inspiring others
4. Men provid ing resources
b. W ork and W itness opportun ities meeting
1. Home needs
2. D istrict needs
3. W orld  needs
c. Promotion for Men in Mission
SUPPORT
and
INVOLVEMENT OF MEN
1. Prayer Breakfasts
2. Banguets
3. W orkshops
4. Conferences
5. Retreats
6. Meetings, etc.
C onstruction/renovation of buildings 
Evangelistic/outreach needs 
Medical/dental needs 
Leadership training 
Children's work (VBS)
Developing a skills bank
(Clerical work, audiovisual, speakers)
Your choice of
3 Offering Envelope Sets
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Check size
Regular style
Imprinted “Church of the Nazarene” and contains a year’s supply of envelopes 
with the same number throughout to identify it to the contributor, plus a pledge 
card, “how to use” leaflet, and a “defray the cost” envelope. Single packet style.
Available in consecutive numbers (example: 324-56) and orders will be filled 
from the next series of numbers available in our stock.
NOTE: Requests for specifically designated numbers series and imprint will be treated as custom- 
printed orders and prices will be adjusted accordingly.
For CUSTOM-PRINTED ENVELOPES, write for SPECIAL BROCHURE
S IZ E : 2 Vixl
MINIMUM
ORDERS
ORDERS 
FILLED 
AT ONCE
Children's set
with Picture Story
Challenges girls and boys to a sense of personal responsibility and 
encourages the habit of systematic giving.
Set of 52 envelopes feature an attractive two-color design and in­
clude space for writing in amount and name. Single pocket style.
OX-603 CHECK SIZE
OX-502 SINGLE
OX-503 SINGLE Multiple-Fund
0-5.001 CHILDREN’S SET
Prices subject to change without notice.
$1.40; 12 sets for $15.00; 25 sets for $28.75 
$1.15; 12 sets for $12.50; 25 sets for $23.75 
$1.00; 12 sets for $11.00; 25 sets for $22.00
Postage paid by the Nazarene Pub lish ing  House
Nazarene Publishing House •  Post Office Box 527 •  Kansas City, Missouri 64141
Features worth considering ...
•  All perpetually dated
•  Sets never out of date
•  Start any time of the year
•  Attractive flip-top box suitable for mailing
SIZE: 3 x 6 ‘/<
C H I L D R E N ’S  M I N I S T R I E
- -
Recipe for VBS
Take some vacation 
summer weeks
Add some active 
boys and girls
Make some definite 
plans—
Talk Vacation Bible 
School at church— 
Publicize the school
5  Enlist helpers, payers, 
and prayers
Order materials from 
our Publishing House
ALDERSGATE 
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL 
CURRICULUM
4 PRACTICAL REASONS why 
your church should use . ..
■W M  
TOASIJREfiS 
ECMD
1. Offers simplified accounting, understandable even to 
those with no formal bookkeeping training
2. Gives a detailed financial picture of each 
department and auxiliary of your church
3. Provides the pastor with all needed data 
for preparing his annual report
4. Flexible in its use for any church- 
large or small
For nearly 25 years widely accepted 
as an effective church record system in the 
Church of the Nazarene.
In addition to the Department Journal Sheets and Summary Reports are such helpful forms as: Counters’ Reports 
(in triplicate). Individual Ledgers (for local, district, general budgets). Monthly and Annual Reports, and Individual 
Giving Records—all in one handy binder.
Instructions and sample forms provide a concise, clear, “how to use” explanation. The Dura-plus vinyl, three-ring 
binder is imprinted in gold. Thumb release. Size 10W x 11V2” for 8 V2” x 11” inserts.
R-150 Includes each of the following items $15.95
R-165 OFFERING REPORT BLANKS 
R-163 CASH DISBURSEMENTS and RECEIPTS JOURNAL 
R-164 LEDGER SHEETS (For Local, District. General, etc.. Budgets)
R-151 MONTHLY REPORT FORMS (13 Each of Summary. Expenditures. Budget Progress Form)
R-168 INDIVIDUAL GIVING RECORD SHEETS 
R-169 DIVIDERS 
R-149 THREE RING BINDER
.
(55 triplicate forms) $5.95
(Package o f 25) $2.50
(Package o f 25) $2.00
(1 Package o f 39) $2.00
(Package o f 25) $1.75
(Set o f 8) $1.75
$6.50
Prices subject to change witnout notice
A Self-contained Record Book for 
Maintaining the Unified Treasury System in Your Church
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
Post Office Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
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Begin Your NEW ASSEMBLY YEAR 
with the . . .
MINSTfR’S
ILY WORKBOOK
FOR WEEKDAY-
A six-day work-schedule chart for keeping notations on calls, 
appointments, and meetings.
FOR SUNDAY-
A full page for recording sermon theme, text, songs, 
special music, announcements, attendance, and 
offerings, and summarizing previous week’s activities.
FOR ANNUAL REPORT-
A systematic method of recording 
information necessary to complete your 
district report at the end of the church 
year.
Other Features—Monthly Expenditure Reports, Membership and Subscription Record—identical to the 
Annual Report of Pastor’ form. Also includes calendars; sheets for recording children dedicated, funerals, 
marriages, baptisms, names and addresses; and summary of year’s activities.
All material comes in a quality. Dura-plus vinyl, six-ring binder with handy storage pocket in back. Pocket-size, 
7%” x 5W’ x V2” rings with “push open” button at end. Includes sheet lifters. Takes 7W’ x 41/4”, six-ring 
fillers.
MINISTER’S DAILY WORKBOOK may be started any time of the year. However, begun with your NEW 
assembly year and used consistently throughout the following 12 months, it will provide fingertip information 
for meeting the deadline for next year’s annual report. Ideal for inserting sermon notes too.
R-52 Binder with R-51, R-53 inserts....................................................................... $8.95
For the more than 2,500 pastors now using this “ Workbook . . .
R -51 Annual Replacement Refill $3 .00
R -53  Address Sheets ............................................................................................  (Package o f 20) 5 0 c
R -8 8 5 1 0 P  Plain Filler (Package o f 50) $ 1 .1 0
R -3 1 0 1 1  Binder $6 .50
An Essential Helpmate That No Pastor Should Be Without!
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
Post Office Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
PREACHER’S  
MAGAZINE
The editorial team is supported by the wise counsel of a rotating 
editorial advisory board. Each issue of the Preacher’s Magazine ac­
cents a theme. An advisory board of persons with experience and 
expertise on the subject is recruited to tell the editor and his staff 
what needs to be said about the accented theme.
Serving without pay, the editorial board, pictured here, helped 
us put together this issue on “The Pastor and MISSION.” W ESLEY TRACY
Editor
The Preacher's Magazine
NINA BEEGLE
Assistant Editor
The Preacher's Magazine
JAY H U N TO N
Pastor. Nall Avenue 
Church of the Nazarene  
Prairie Village. Kans.
GENE W IL L IA M S
Pastor. First Church 
of the Nazarene  
Wichita. Kans.
W. C D IS H O N
Pastor. Lake Avenue 
Church of the Nazarene  
Fort Wayne. Ind
^ f S C t  s o " e t h /A/q
N E W
a z u r e n e  E x t e n s i o n  o r k
Reaching across some geographical, cultural or sociological 
boundaries with the love of Jesus. In the form of:
•  A New Church •  An Extension Sunday 
Organization School
•  An Ethnic Ministry •  A Church Type Mission
•  Language Class •  A Social Service Ministry
/
J E S U S  S A ID , “ LET US G O  S O M E W H E R E  ELSE— TO THE  
N E A R B Y  V ILLA G E S — THAT IS W HY 1 H A V E  C O M E .”
M ark 1:38 (NIV)
\
\
Some Nearby Villages Where New Works Can Be Started
•  Native Americans •  Non-English Speaking
•  Sunday Workers •  Rural Resettlers
•  Imprisoned •  Handicapped
•  Refugees •  Inner City
•  Singles •  Migrants
•  Poor •  Aged
1000 NEW WORKS IN OUR 75TH YEAR
—  Resulting in 228 New Churches By September 1, 1984 —
(Turn Page for 1 ,000 New Works . . . The Plan)
1000 NEW WORKS 
-------THE PLAN —
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/
“ . . .  TO P R E A C H  THE G O S P E L W H ER E C H R IS T  IS  
N O T  K N O W N .”
Rom ans 15 :20  (N IV)
s.
---------------------------------------------- —------ ----— ---------------------------------------------------
PREPARE
PRAY ^
PROBE
I. PREPARE
Form a Mission Action Committee. The 
Mission Action Sourcebook has "how to" 
information. Order one from the Nazarene 
Publishing House.
OUR MISSION ACTION COMMITTEE IS:
II. PRAY
"So pray to the one in charge of the 
harvesting and ask him to recruit more workers 
for his harvest fields." (Matthew 9:38 The Living 
Bible)
OUR PRAYER SCHEDULE IS:
III. PROBE
Find your “ Nearby Villages." Pinpoint specific 
areas where "New Works" can be started.
Conduct a Community Probe (See Mission 
Action Sourcebook for “ how tos")
PRAISE
PIONEER
PUBLICIZE
IV. PUBLICIZE
Let the people know so they can pray over 
specific possibilities
OUR 'NEARBY VILLAGES”  ARE:
V. PIONEER
Now that you have prepared, prayed, probed 
and publicized—GET GOING!
GET SOMETHING STARTED! LAUNCH THAT 
"NEW WORK!" When you start, others will follow.
HOME MISSIONS SUNDAY— MARCH 11, 1984 
(A good tim e to  launch the ' New W ork")
VI. PRAISE
Join others in a Prayer of Praise" on 
September 3, 1984 when telephone reports will 
be received in the Church Extension Ministries 
office from every Canadian and USA District of 
the total "new works" started in this our 75th 
Anniversary Year.
A NEW WORK IN EACH CLUSTER OF FIVE CHURCHES 
EQUALS 1000 NEW WORKS
For more information write: Church Extension Ministries • CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
6401 The Paseo • Kansas City, Missouri 64131 • Phone: 816 333-7000
E V A N G E L I S M  M I N I S T R I E S
PREPARE
NEW
CHRISTIANS
for Church 
Membership
l e a d e r s h i p
MULTIPLICATION
Receive them into 
the church on:
PENTECOST SUNDAY: June 10 
or
MEMBERSHIP SUNDAY: November 4
Use th e  "M em bership A cceleration  Checklist" an d  these m a ­
terials, a v a ila b le  from  N a z a re n e  Publishing House:
ADULTS D isdpleship— Your N e w  Life
in Christ (U -1 0 0 0 )
Packet: $6.95 or 10 @ $4.95 each
Extra Study Guides are $1.95 each
YOUTH Leadership  M ultip lication  ( Ite m  Y D -1 4 9 5 )
Entire packet of 8 books, $19.95
Separately, $2.50 each
CHILDREN Living as a  Christian
Pkg. of 10, $5.00
For additional assistance contact:
Evangelism Ministries, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, Missouri 64131 (800) 821-2154
available at about the time you’d like to have mission services.
Whoever you talk with about scheduling the missionary, be 
sure to ask questions. Is the missionary a good public 
speaker? Does he or she relate well to teens? How about with 
children?
Try to match the missionary to your need. If you want to 
expose your teens to the excitement of missions, for exam­
ple, don’t schedule a missionary whose strength lies with 
speaking to senior adults.
And don't be satisfied to bring in just any missionary. Pray 
about what you want that missionary visit to accomplish. 
Then ask God to help you handpick the right one for your 
people.
WHEN THEY'VE CONFIRMED
• Tell Them About Yourself. Send your missionary a letter 
that gives him an overview of your church. Talk about size, 
exciting ministries taking place, and even weak areas with 
which the missionary might be able to help.
For example, one of the best ways to get your people ex­
cited about missions is to get some of them to visit a mission 
field— possibly in a Work and Witness effort.
There’s nothing like seeing a need firsthand to bring us to 
the point where we'll do something about it. Maybe the mis­
sionary could get your people interested in this, by telling how 
one team of laymen changed the lives of some people in 
another area of the world.
In the letter to the missionary, confirm the date and time of 
the service. You might want to play it safe by sending a copy 
of the confirmation to your denominational mission office. 
This way the mission office can log it, in the event the mis­
sionary loses his or her calendar or accidentally books two 
services at the same time.
Also send the missionary a map that locates your church, 
and a sheet with the name, address, and phone number of 
yourself and your local mission society leader.
•  Solicit Prayer Requests. Ask the missionary if he has spe­
cial prayer concerns your congregation can pray for during the 
time before arrival.
This will give your people a chance to share in another 
person’s need, and it will serve as a reminder to your people 
that the missionary is coming.
Wouldn’t it be nice if when the missionary arrived he could 
tell about answered prayer in which your congregation had a 
part?
• Case the Missionary. Find out exactly who the missionary 
is, and what he does. This is especially important when you 
interview him.
To research him, go first to your mission office’s book or 
listing of missionaries. It will probably have the basics on each 
missionary: birthdate, parents, education, children, nature of 
missionary work.
Once you’ve found out his field of service, research that 
country. You should find helpful information in your church’s 
mission magazine, missionary reading books, and other publi­
cations such as National Geographic. And keep your eye 
open to news that may be coming out of that country.
• Promote the Service. Some denominational mission of­
fices provide free materials you can use in promoting the 
service. The World Mission office in the Church of the Naza­
rene, for example, provides free posters, brochures, news 
releases about the missionary, along with photos.
Don't limit the promotion to within your church. Let the 
media know about your special visitor. Even most ‘‘big city” 
papers will at least run a free paragraph to announce this. 
Often, the smaller the paper, the larger the writeup.
You might even invite a local news reporter to cover the 
service, and interview the missionary later. A quick phone call
to the religion editor (not necessarily the religious editor), or a 
short note in the mail, might just get you a front-page feature 
story, especially if the missionary is from a country that has 
been in the news lately.
THE VISIT
• Select the Main Event. By the time the missionary arrives 
you should know whether or not his talents include public 
speaking. If they do, keep the preliminaries short, set the 
mission mood with music and prayer, give a brief introduction 
of the missionary, then turn the missionary loose.
If the missionary is not a gifted speaker, you might consider 
doing an extended interview. This would be more work for 
you, or another local mission leader who conducts the ques­
tion and answer session. But if it’s done properly, it will pro­
vide you with one interesting service. (See the accompanying 
item “Questions for a Missionary.’’)
The interview could work well even with missionaries who 
are good speakers. You might consider it simply for a change 
of pace.
So you don’t catch the missionary completely off guard, you 
could send him a copy of some questions you’ll be asking. 
And explain that you’ll probably ask other related questions 
that come to mind during the interview.
After the interview, the missionary could speak for a few 
minutes. Once your congregation has become better ac­
quainted with the missionary, they’ll be more inclined to listen.
•  Consider Creative Options. There are plenty of options 
beyond the traditional missionary sermon, the slide presenta­
tion, and an interview.
If your missionary is from a world area in which poverty is 
a severe problem, ask him to let the people work with a sam­
ple budget. The missionary could tell what one person’s 
monthly income is, then cite the costs for various necessities: 
food, clothing, rent, medicine. Let your people work with the 
numbers, and decide where they would cut back or how they 
would raise extra money.
The missionary could give them realistic options, such as: 
skip medical attention, make children quit school and work to 
raise a few extra dollars, etc.
I was given this kind of exercise a few years ago during a 
visit to Guatemala. It jarred me awake, and forced me—for a 
while, at least—to take on the role of an economically de­
prived person. I’ll never forget the experience.
Another idea is to have a Hunger Awareness Supper, with 
your missionary as the special guest. Charge your people to 
attend, but feed them a very basic meal. You could serve rice, 
bread, and water. But give a deluxe meal to a few who 
attend—maybe one person at each table. This could help 
your people better understand what it’s like to have only a 
meager meal while others have more than they can eat.
How about giving your missionaries a night off. Let your 
people minister to them, for a change. Put together a service 
of all the things your congregation enjoys—those special 
songs, testimonies, a children’s choir.
A church I know of brought three missionaries together for 
a weekend convention at Easter. The three were given a 
chance to visit with one another (a rare thing for missionaries), 
and they joined members of the congregation for a visit to a 
shopping mall, for walks in the park, for gab sessions.
Saturday night was an informal social affair in which every­
one wore T-shirts. On Sunday, the missionaries spoke in var­
ious Sunday School classes—and that was the extent of their 
work. They worshiped with other members of the congrega­
tion at the sunrise service. They enjoyed the children’s musi­
cal in the morning service and the choir cantata on Sunday 
evening.
After all the hard work missionaries do on the field as well
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as on furlough, it’s a welcome breather to have a church min­
ister to them. And there’s a great deal of value in letting your 
people get to know the missionaries on an informal, first- 
name basis.
When the missionary comes to your church, spread him 
around. Don't let any one group “hog” the missionary.
Sometimes we have a tendency to corral the missionary 
with the church board or the local missionary society for fel­
lowship after the service. And that’s fine, sometimes.
But other times, let a young adult Sunday School class host 
the missionary for an after-church ice-cream social. And let 
the teen group meet with the next missionary. And the senior 
adults the next.
A missionary’s commitment to Christ is contagious. Expose 
all your people to it.
THE OFFERING
•  Be Generous. In many denominations, money raised by 
missionaries in local churches is used to buy equipment on 
the field. One missionary I know said, “We try to raise as 
much as we can, because it has to last us for the whole four 
years of service. And our field account (the money budgeted 
for equipment, etc.) is not enough.’’
You may be interested in the offering guidelines the Church 
of the Nazarene has set for its local churches to follow: 
Sunday a.m. Service—$300-$500 minimum 
Sunday p.m. Service—$125-$250 
Weekday Service—$100-$200 
Weekend Convention—$600-$800 
These figures are in addition to travel expenses.
To motivate your people to give more liberally, you could tell 
them specifically what the money will go for. Ask your mis­
sionary if he needs a piece of equipment or has a special 
project within the financial range of your congregation.
If the missionary is working on something major, like pur­
chasing a car, you could let your people know their money will 
go toward this.
A growing number of churches have tagged onto what is 
called the Faith Promise program, because it usually allows 
people to give more to missions than they’d be able to in 
periodic offerings throughout the year.
My church is on Faith Promise. I give a certain amount each 
month, above my tithe, just for missions.
If your church is on Faith Promise, you might give your 
people a chance to put in a few extra dollars for the mis­
sionary. You see, churches on Faith Promise often budget an 
amount they intend to pay the missionary. But we need to let 
the Holy Spirit work beyond the budget. I know there have 
been times I wanted to give a particular missionary something 
beyond my Faith Promise pledge.
Maybe you could let the loose offering in the plate serve as 
a “Spirit-directed bonus.” Or maybe you could let your people 
put a little extra in an envelope directed to the missionary.
Try not to be afraid that extra money for a missionary 
means less money for your local building fund or for that new 
van your church is trying to buy. God doesn’t rob from Peter 
to pay Paul.
It’s trite, but true. I’ve never known of a church to go bank­
rupt because of giving to missions. But I sure have heard of 
some spiritually bankrupt churches raised from the dead after 
they got a fresh breath of mission-mindedness.
OUT OF THE RUT 
So if you’re stuck in a missionary rut, throw a rope on a 
good idea or two, and get out of there. Short of having the 
strength and creativity siphoned out of your church, there’s no 
reason to make a grave out of your rut. $
Questions for 
a Missionary
B arbara Walters is the “Queen of the Interview.” Know 
why? She does her homework. She knows what 
questions to ask.
When you interview a missionary, or anyone else for that 
matter, there are basic questions you can ask. We’re sup­
plying you with a few here.
But use these as just a beginning point. Focus on more 
specific questions, based on research you’ve done about 
the missionary.
Such a specific question could be: “When you sent your 
children away to school last year, did you feel deprived and 
maybe even guilty about not being able to keep your family 
together?”
Here, then, are some general questions you could ask, 
or even develop into specific questions that will draw out 
answers that will give your people a glimpse at the heart of 
a missionary.
1. When did you first know God wanted you to serve as 
a missionary?
2. How were you appointed to your country? Did you 
request that country, or were you simply assigned 
where the church needed you?
3. What were your impressions of the country during 
those first few days and weeks?
4. Tell us about some of the culture shock you and your 
family encountered, and how you managed to get over 
the shocks the new culture had in store for you.
5. Could you tell us about a time in your life as a mis­
sionary when a sense of humor came in handy?
6. What was a major problem you faced when going to 
the mission field, and how did you deal with it?
7. As a missionary, you know you’ve got a lot of folks 
back here praying for you. When was a time you were 
especially grateful for that prayer support?
8. What do you do to relax or just plain have fun on your 
mission field?
9. How is the job of a missionary changing these days? 
We've been hearing lately about the “new breed of 
missionary.” What exactly does that mean?
10. (For missionaries who have children attending school 
in your country, while away from their missionary par­
ents.) How can we help minister to your children while 
they’re attending school here, as you serve on the 
mission field in (name of country)?
11. What are one or two special concerns you have that 
we might share with you in prayer during the days 
ahead? $
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ck/e. Get Letteiis
(Continued from page 2)
I am aware that a minister can use falling church attendance 
as a warning that he may not be as effective as he could be, 
but I am also aware that there are times when falling church 
attendance is determined solely by factors entirely beyond 
one man's control. In that case, an evaluation of self based on 
church attendance would be nonproductive, and at times, de­
structive.
I appreciate and read thoroughly your magazine, but I 
would hope that your cartoons would not contradict and even 
undo the work that you are doing so well in your articles.
—Rev. Mark. Ft. Quanstrom 
Belleville, III.
★ ★ ★
Let Me Illustrate
Since the Ark Rocker is an unsigned article, I am writing my 
first letter ever to a church leader in disagreement with a 
statement.
In the March, April, May 1983 edition, page 64, the writer 
seems to be a very critical person who could find fault with 
any sermon.
From PALCON to district and general assemblies, I have 
heard generals, theologians, and college presidents use illus­
trations that a person very limited in theological training could 
find fault with: if they wished to.
I am glad the writer wasn’t there to edit the illustration used 
by the greatest preacher ever. In Matt. 18:12, I can hear him 
saying this should not be used because it encourages pastors 
and people to ignore discipleship classes, neglect other areas, 
and it creates tunnel vision.
A lot of great preachers read your great magazine, and I 
believe such a short shot at such a complex part of preaching 
is out of order and confusing, when two full pages of the 
same issue are used for illustrations.
The comments did not sound like they came from an ark 
rocker. They sounded more like an axe grinder.
—Roy D. Harriger 
Highland, Mich.
★ ★ ★
Relates to “Madness”
A big hoorah for James Means for his article “The Madness 
of the Ministry.” A much-needed message, very timely for our 
ministers and church members. Although a bit askew in his 
psychology, Mr. Means had the courage to speak out. I know 
where he is coming from, having gone through this “mad­
ness.” I went through it alone, with the exception of my Lord, 
my wife, and a friend of another denomination. I know what 
David meant when he said, “No one cared for my soul.” Like 
Job 23:8-9, “Behold, I go forward, but he is not there; and 
backward, but I cannot perceive him: on the left hand, where 
he doth work, but I cannot behold him: he hideth himself on 
the right hand, that I cannot see him.”
Any help from my brethren was not available and I could not 
find any help or relief. Being greatly misunderstood and la­
beled, the sad, very sad fact was that I had to go to someone 
outside of my denomination for counseling. That’s a sick state 
of affairs, brethren. I feel my church needs to repent and ask 
God to forgive us for the sin of apathy and indifference to our 
ministers and members.
The positive result of my experience was that “he knoweth 
the way that I take: when he hath tried me, I shall come forth 
as gold” (Job 23:10). “For thou wilt light my candle: the Lord 
my God will enlighten my darkness” (Ps. 18:28). A more visual 
and long-term result is that the Lord has made me a priest and 
counselor for several ministers who were or are going through
this “madness.” My prayer is that my church will get beyond 
pthe crippling attitude of not giving her ministers and mem­
bers a loving, caring, nonthreatening love which all of us need.
—John K. Abney, Evangelist 
Staff Counselor, Christian 
Counseling Centers
★ ★ ★
“ Madness” Inspires Song
The June/July/August issue of the Preacher’s Magazine 
dealt with many of the needs of the pastor, and I found it to be 
very timely for me. One of the articles, “The Madness of the 
Ministry,” sparked an idea to share some of my needs with my 
congregation on a Sunday morning. It proved to be very help­
ful, with many coming to me later with apologies for not treat­
ing me as a man and failing to remember that I, too, am 
human.
One lady, who had made her apology with tears and who 
has benefited much from our 11 years here, came to church 
the next Sunday with a special song she had written that 
week. It certainly did help us that morning.
Keep up the good work; we all need the encouragement in 
these pressure-packed, stressful times.
—Eugene Figge 
u ) Mayfield, Ky.
The song:
Who’s Gonna Care?
CHORUS
Oh, who’s gonna care for God’s man and his wife,
The ones who have given their all—their whole life 
In caring for others when they are in need?
Oh, who’ll be their friend and their hungry hearts feed?
1. We seem unaware that a preacher’s a man.
Just like you and me, and he gives all he can.
He needs in return. Is there anyone there
To comfort, encourage, and listen and care?
2. A minister’s wife must get lonely at times.
No one prob’ly knows of the mountains she climbs. 
Although we can’t understand all she must bear,
We can be her friend; we can show her we care.
3. The pastor and his wife watch over the fold.
Who are we to try to make them fit our mold,
Then judge them so harshly whenever we see 
They’re bigger than our mold? God meant them to be!
4. Lord, let us accept them the way they are.
If they don’t fit our mold, they’re better by far.
Let us share their burdens and maybe, some way,
Take some of the loneliness they feel away.
5. For those who have given their lives in this way,
The Lord will reward them some glorious day.
I think they’ll be great for they’re servants indeed,
First, servants of God, then of people in need.
LAST CHORUS 
I know Jesus cares for God’s man and his wife,
The ones who have given their all—their whole life 
In caring for others when they are in need.
Oh, He’ll be their friend and their hungry hearts feed.
—Linda K. Colburn
★ ★ ★
Bets She’s a Good Chaplain
Since I’ve written a couple of letters with critiques of articles 
in the Preacher’s Magazine, let me write a commendation. The 
article in the current issue by Nina Herrmann Donnelley on 
children dying is a sensitive article that recognizes a problem 
it is not possible to be glib about and offers some good sug­
gestions about what to do. I like the article. It helped me, and 
I’ll bet Nina Donnelley is a good chaplain.
(Continued on page 59)
- ........................=  EASTER =
God's Protest and 
God's Celebration*
by Jurgen Moltmann
D eath is swallowed up in victory.
O death, where is thy victory?
O death, where is thy sting?
The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law. 
But thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through 
our Lord Jesus Christ" (1 Cor. 15:55-57, RSV).
In these unforgettable words Paul celebrates the vic­
tory of life over death and sin, the two things that make 
life in this world into a hell. But it isn’t easy for us to 
repeat or affirm this hymn of freedom.
“I’m living among middle-class English people,” said a 
participant of the Accra ecumenical conference, “who 
have a good education, beautiful houses, a secure in­
come, and generally a happy family life. Their hope is 
that society will stay as it used to be.” In today’s eco­
nomic crisis, however, their hope is giving way to pro­
found cynicism: “Life has no meaning, and anyone who 
claims that it does is either a fool who can’t see how 
things really are, or a scoundrel who is exploiting human 
credulity for his own ends.”
“Can we celebrate life in the midst of death?” asks an 
Argentinian friend in a Christmas letter. “For those of us 
who live on this vast Latin American continent and who 
try to spread the witness of Jesus Christ here, this 
question is not just an idle phrase. Death surrounds us 
here not only in the form of subversive violence and 
repressive measures that claim victims daily, but death 
also surrounds us in a much more insidious and cruel 
form— rising unemployment, a drop of real income, and 
growing child mortality rates.” One must ask, can we 
really celebreate the victory of the risen Christ, or should 
we not lament the triumph of Pilate and all the tyrants 
who have followed him?
Cynicism and Despair
In the affluent “first world,” many people today are 
becoming cynical and narrow-minded. They close their 
eyes so as not to see the misery of the Third World. 
They cover their ears and try not to hear the “voice from 
the depths.” They just want to keep what they have. And 
yet they feel deeply just how meaningless their lives are.
In the terror of the Third World, people are driven to 
despair. They see violent death every day; they are sup­
pressed. They cry out and then become apathetic be­
cause no one hears them.
Both experiences seem to deny the resurrection of 
Christ. Victory seems swallowed up by death, and hell 
triumphs— not just in the next life, but here in this life 
through the systematic use of torture on a massive 
scale in many countries.
From the perspective of history and experience, 
Easter is absurd. It cannot be proved, for in the context 
of history death reigns supreme. Paul, too, in his lifetime, 
saw more crosses and experienced more persecution 
than Easter experiences. But if we can learn, like Paul 
and the first witnesses of Easter, to see ordinary reality 
in the light of the resurrection of Christ, things look quite 
different, for then the inevitability of violence and death 
is absurd. Nothing is inevitable. Nothing has to be ac­
cepted blindly.
Faith then means not only belief in the truth of Christ’s 
resurrection and the hope of life after death, but also 
standing up and sharing in the creative power of God 
that makes the impossible possible and calls into being 
things that are not yet in existence (Rom. 4:17). The faith 
of Easter makes us realize that the resurrection of the 
crucified Christ from the dead is our great alternative to 
death in this world. It means seeing Christ’s resurrection 
as God’s passionate love for the lives of those threat­
ened by and with death. It means sharing in this loving 
protest, shaking off the apathy of resignation and the 
cynicism of affluence and struggling against the hench­
men of death.
When Christians have disregarded this critical and 
liberating power of Easter, as they have done often 
enough in the past, their faith has degenerated into safe 
belief in verifiable facts and a barren hope in the life 
hereafter, as if death were simply a fate to be endured at 
the end of life. Yet the evil power of death is present in 
the midst of life: in the economic death of those who are
•From The Miracle o f Easter, edited by Floyd Thatcher, copyright ©  1980, pp. 
71-76. Used by permission of Word Books, Publisher, Waco, TX 76796.
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left to starve, the political death of the oppressed, the 
social death of the handicapped, the screaming death of 
napalm bombs and torture, the silent death of the re­
signed soul.
Belief in the resurrection is not confirmed through 
historical proofs, nor is it reserved for the life hereafter; 
it is confirmed here and now through the courage to 
rebel, through protest against the powers of death, and 
through one’s devotion to the victory of life.
Victory o f Life
We can’t speak convincingly of Christ’s resurrection 
unless we share in the movement of the Spirit, “which is 
poured out on all flesh” to make it live. This movement of 
the Spirit is God’s “liberation movement,” because it is 
the process by which the world is created anew. Resur­
rection therefore means that we must be reborn out of 
our powerlessness and apathy into “living hope.” And 
“living hope” these days implies passionate commit­
ment to life and living protest against death. If we fail to 
dispose the power of the rulers of this world, we shall 
never attain to the certainty that in the end death will be 
swallowed up in victory.
The resurrection is a hope that can only be under­
stood in terms of the Cross— that is, to stay in the 
struggle of love against death. That is why the Swiss 
pastor Kurt Marti wrote:
It could happen this way to many men . . .
but there comes a resurrection
which is different, quite different than we thought.
There comes a resurrection which is
the rebellion of God against the masters,
and against the master of the masters— death.
With Christ’s resurrection God’s revolution began. It 
continues in the spirit of hope and will be accomplished 
when, along with death, all “powers and principalities” 
are finally done away with (1 Cor. 15:28).
The hope of resurrection finds human expression in 
the protest against death and its henchmen. But it is fed 
and sustained by something else—the joyful abun­
dance of God’s future. The freedom granted by the 
hope of resurrection is expressed in the struggle against 
all the forces that outwardly or inwardly deny life. But it 
does not live on protest; rather it is sustained by joy in 
the coming victory of life. The argument the apostle 
repeatedly uses when he is speaking not of deliverance 
of sin, law, and death, but of freedom for life, justice, and 
glory, is “how much more shall God give?” (cf. Heb. 9:14; 
Matt. 7:11).
We might call this the “surplus value of hope.” It is the 
“extra” that the resurrection of Christ adds to the forces 
of liberation, “nevertheless” with which we resist evil. 
Our own resignation is simply the reverse side of the 
“how much longer?” of hope, which inspires us. Our 
protest and struggles are grounded in this hope, other­
wise they are nothing more than accusations and cam­
paigns of revenge. But greater hope must come alive in 
such protest and struggle, or else they become religious 
seduction.
Feast o f Freedom
Where does the “surplus value” of hope come alive 
and how do we experience it? Easter is a celebration; it
is a celebration of freedom. The laughter of the re­
deemed, the dancing of the liberated, the creative play 
of the imagination begin at Easter. Easter hymns from 
time immemorial have rejoiced in the victory of life by 
laughing at death, mocking hell, ridiculing the mighty 
who spread fear and terror around them. Easter ser­
mons used to begin with a good joke. “Make a man 
laugh and you open heaven to him,” goes a rabbinical 
proverb.
Easter is a liberating celebration. Wherever it is cele­
brated people must eat and drink. One can’t really cele­
brate the Resurrection without the Eucharist. The Last
Every “ no” is consumed in this 
deep “yes.”
wmmmmmmmmKmm wmmmmmmmmmmmmmammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Supper creates fellowship with the hungry and thirsty. 
So in order to discover the new fellowship we must 
invite everyone to share our bread. The same is true on 
a worldwide scale. Easter celebrations in the “first 
world” are really not celebrations at all because we fail to 
share the burden of the hungry people of the world. 
Celebrations should not go on behind closed and locked 
doors.
Easter is the celebration of freedom. It makes the life 
it touches into a life of celebration. “The risen Christ 
makes life into a constant celebration,” Athanasius 
writes. But can all of life be a celebration, including the 
shadowy sides of death, guilt, and senseless suffering? 
Yes, I believe so. When we realize that the celebration is 
led by the rejected, suffering, crucified Son of man from 
Nazareth, then every “no” is consumed in this deep 
“yes” and destroyed by its victory.
Easter is the protest o f God against death and the 
celebration o f freedom from death. If we fail to keep the 
two together, we cannot understand the resurrection of 
the crucified Christ. Struggle is the protest of the hope­
ful, and hope is the celebration of those who struggle.
Whoever makes someone laugh 
opens heaven to him.
Whoever gives someone patience 
opens the future for him 
Whoever accepts someone 
as he himself is 
accepted by Christ
enables that person to sing in praise of life.
Let us depart
from our habits
and learn hope from the Bible.
Let us depart
and cross the border
and inject life with hope.
Let us no longer respect borders, 
but rather the One who opens borders.
He is risen.
Jesus is truly risen.
The Lord be praised forever.
Amen. f
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FINANCE
DOUBLE TAX BENEFIT FOR HOME-OWNING 
CLERGY REVOKED BY IRS*
T he double tax benefit that home-owning clergy have 
enjoyed for more than 20 years is being eliminated 
by the Internal Revenue Service.
In a January 3, 1983, ruling, the IRS specified that 
home-owning clergy may no longer itemize interest and 
real estate tax deductions on Schedule A of the Federal 
income tax Form 1040 to the extent a housing allow­
ance has been allocated to expenses for providing a 
home.
Since 1962 the Internal Revenue Service has permit­
ted clergy to deduct the full amount of interest and real 
estate taxes paid on their home mortgages in accor­
dance with Sections 163 and 164 of the Code even 
though a housing allowance has also been excluded 
from taxable income under Section 107 to the extent it 
has been used to provide a home and pay for interest 
and real estate taxes. But now the rule has been 
changed. After the individual’s applicable effective date, 
the IRS will no longer allow home-owning clergy the 
double tax break. Revenue Ruling 83-3 means that 
home-owning clergy will be able to “deduct” interest and 
real estate taxes only once, not twice. That may dras­
tically increase the income taxes for some home-owning 
clergy.
The effective date of the change was stated in Reve­
nue Ruling 83-3 (issued 1 -3-83) as having prospective 
application: “this change will not be applied to ministers 
. . . until the end of the minister’s current contract year, 
but no later than June 30, 1983.”
IRS announcement 83-100 issued May 31, 1983, re­
vises the above effective date provision by adding an­
other exception: “Further, if the minister. . . owned and 
occupied a home before January 3, 1983 (or had a 
contract to purchase a home before January 3, 1983, 
and subsequently owns and occupies that home), the 
revenue ruling will not be applied to that minister until 
the earlier of the date on which the minister no longer 
occupies that home or January 1,1985.”
It is conceivable that of the ministers to which the 
Revenue Ruling applies each could have a different ef­
fective date. Each minister will need to determine what 
effective date is applicable to his individual situation.
After the applicable effective date, only those clergy 
who spend more than their allowance will continue to 
enjoy a partial deduction of interest and real estate 
taxes if they itemize deductions on Schedule A. Accord­
ing to the Ruling, the amount of itemized deductions 
otherwise allowable for interest and real estate taxes 
must be decreased to the extent the expenses are allo­
cable to the rental allowance received from the church.
The impact of Revenue Ruling 83-3 is that home- 
owning clergy will no longer have as great a tax benefit 
as in years prior to the effective date of the ruling. They 
will pay more income tax. Where estimated taxes are 
paid quarterly, appropriate adjustments to quarterly pay­
ments must be made to avoid underpayment penalties.
Tax laws change, so do IRS interpretations. Flexible 
tax planning assumes that no tax law, regulation, or 
ruling is set in concrete. Thus, investment decisions 
based only on a tax law may be risky investments. It is 
unwise, therefore, to purchase a home or make any 
other investment decision solely on the basis of a tax 
advantage. Clergy who have done that prior to the effec­
tive date of the ruling will be more disappointed and 
perhaps will be more severely hurt economically than 
those who have established home ownership for other 
reasons (hedge against inflation, equity build-up, a 
home at retirement, etc.), but who also recognize and 
take advantage of any tax benefit associated with that 
investment. 1
•This article is based upon MEMO: CHURCH MANAGEMENT NO. 8, "Double Tax 
Benefit for Home-Owning Clergy Revoked by IRS,” written by Rev. Manfred 
Hoick, Jr., CPA. The detailed memo is available upon request from Pensions and 
Benefits Services, Church of the Nazarene, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, MO 
64131.
PREACHING
THE 
ART OF 
SERMON 
BUILDING
by Richard E. Phelps
Pastor, First Church of the Nazarene, Toronto, Ohio
E ven in this complex age, the preaching ministry is 
still the pastor’s greatest responsibility. Pastoral 
work requires that we do many things and that we do 
them well. However, before we became aware that we 
must teach, visit, administer, counsel, advise, we first 
heard the voice of God say to us, “Preach.”
While Paul’s statement to the Corinthians, “Woe is 
unto me, if I preach not the gospel!” (1 Cor. 9:16), may be 
applied to one’s calling with the word preach underlined, 
it can be applied equally with the word gospel empha­
sized. Most of us who preach have come away from 
services feeling our problem was not that we have re­
fused to obey God’s command to preach. What both­
ered us was whether what we had proclaimed was gos­
pel or the manner in which we had proclaimed it. Paul’s 
requirement for Timothy is still a safe guide, “Study to 
shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that need- 
eth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth” 
(2 Tim. 2:15).
The study of homiletics sets forth for the ministerial 
student the mechanics of sermon building with empha­
sis upon three major types of sermonic development. . .  
textual, topical, and expository. However, the average 
college and seminary student has only limited oppor­
tunity to put into practice his classroom training. He 
enters his first pastorate facing the responsibility of pre­
paring two brand-new sermons for each Sunday plus a 
midweek devotional or Bible study. In addition there are 
funeral messages to be preached and special occasion 
sermons such as community and school functions 
where the newest minister in town is given the honor of 
speaking. What to preach next Sunday becomes a great 
concern. How to find the mind of the Lord is a question 
with no universal textbook answer. Indeed in any group 
of preachers, there may be as many different methods 
of doing this as there are preachers present. Further­
more, the obtaining of the seed thought or sermon 
theme, while it certainly comes from God if it is His 
message, will come at different times in different ways 
to the same preacher.
Early in one’s preaching ministry there may be a ten­
dency for sermons to be individual-oriented or person- 
directed. Calling in the homes of the congregation and 
sharing burdens with the church family, the preacher 
quite naturally becomes aware of specific needs in the 
lives of his people. The tendency then is to build a ser­
mon that speaks to that need specifically and to preach 
it on Sunday morning.
More seasoned pastors than would care to admit 
could tell of times when they enthusiastically and 
prayerfully prepared a great sermon for Sister Jones’s 
mean, old husband who had promised to be in church 
on Sunday. Its points were designed to, one by one, lay 
bare his heart need until surely he would come crashing 
down to the altar on the first verse of the invitational 
hymn. Confidently walking onto the platform and 
breathing a prayer for “Mr. Jones,” the pastor caught his 
breath as he looked down at an empty seat where the 
old rascal had promised to be sitting and wasn’t. Pity 
the poor congregation that had to be fed on whatever 
the preacher could manage to find appropriate for them 
out of “Mr. Jones’” sermon.
Added to that was the preacher’s frustration when, 
upon finally getting the old fellow to church to listen to 
his latest sermonic masterpiece, it all rolled off like water 
off a duck’s back.
Happy the day for a congregation when a little more 
maturity in the pastor’s experience enables him to make 
his preaching more congregation-oriented, and he real­
izes that each Sunday there is a whole congregation of 
people before him with a whole variety of needs waiting 
to be addressed.
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God’s methods of inspiring preachers with seed 
thoughts for sermon themes relate largely to the individ­
ual's personality and thought processes. For some, it 
comes through lengthy Bible reading and study. God 
illuminates a passage or a text from His Word and a 
sermon is born.
For others, it comes from reading source books, peri­
odicals, and books of sermonic outlines and materials. 
God illuminates something that is read and the seed 
thought is found. Others are inspired by the Holy Spirit 
with a sermon theme as they go about their daily work, 
and in the course of events something prompts them to 
the sermon idea.
For still others, the Holy Spirit injects into their minds 
the sermon theme while they are driving down the high­
way, or perhaps when they arise in the morning, or are 
awakened from sleep. The method is not as important 
as the keen awareness of the preacher to the inspiration 
of God. God may use all of these methods in providing 
His message for the people. It is important that the 
preacher be open to and instantly aware of the Holy 
Spirit’s prompting and inspiration of sermon themes and 
ideas whenever and under whatever circumstances 
they may arise.
In our city, we have an annual Thanksgiving Eve ser­
vice fo r the com m unity, ro ta ted among several 
churches. Since my church hosted the 1978 service, I 
knew that I would be in line to speak for the 1979 
service and that it would be in the Byzantine Catholic 
Church. I felt the challenge.
Sitting in the opening session of our district assembly, 
I listened to Dr. George Coulter bring a message from 
Hebrews Chapters 4,10, and 13. He read, “Let us offer 
the sacrifice of praise to God continually, that is, the fruit 
of our lips giving thanks to his name” (13:15). In that 
moment, the Holy Spirit prompted my mind and heart as 
to the theme for the Thanksgiving Eve message, name­
ly, “The Sacrifices of Thanksgiving.” While Dr. Coulter 
moved forward in his message, I remained behind long 
enough to jot down my sermon theme.
Though I have preached before from Ps. 107:22 un­
der this same title, God led me on this occasion to the 
development of an entirely new sermon, tracing the his­
torical basis of Thanksgiving in both Israel and America, 
the accustomed methods of showing thankfulness to 
God, and then climaxing the message with the fact that 
what God really wants from us is a living sacrifice—  
ourselves, not merely words and material things.
At times, God will work in a reverse process from 
conclusion to seed thought. I was driving along the high­
way one day listening to a religious program on the 
radio. The speaker told the moving story of the events 
that prompted Philip Bliss, out on the North Atlantic, 
passing over the watery grave of his two daughters, to 
write on the back of an envelope the music for the 
stirring hymn “It Is Well with My Soul.” That moving story 
seized my heart. At my destination I paused in the car 
long enough to jot down the details of the account. Later 
God showed me how He intended for me to use it. This 
involved the revamping of an older inspirational sermon 
under the title of “Three Indispensible Christian Qual­
ities.” The main points, “An Unshakable Faith,” “An Un­
conditional Surrender,” and “An Unswerving Allegiance,”
were climaxed with the account of Philip Bliss and his 
song, “It Is Well with My Soul.” The congregation then 
joined together in singing that song. It was a deeply 
meaningful experience for them.
It is important to carry forward such inspired thoughts 
as far and as quickly as possible. Some outlines will be 
quickly completed as the inspired thoughts flow through 
to completion. Others will require hours of research and 
supportive study and development. Still others will lie 
partly finished until such time as the Holy Spirit prompts 
their conclusion and use.
Two factors are of great importance both in terms of 
quality preaching and in the removal of much pressure 
from the pastor. These are the planning of a preaching 
program and the early preparation of sermons. At one 
point in my early ministry I felt that I had to see how the 
morning service turned out before I could find the mind
The Bible is a gold mine of 
preaching material that we 
shall never exhaust.
of the Lord for the Sunday evening message. That guar­
anteed a hectic Sunday afternoon as I searched the 
Bible, outlines, books, and illustration materials trying to 
find the sermon theme for that evening service. The 
fault was not God’s; it was mine.
It is good discipline for a pastor to follow the self- 
imposed practice of having an early deadline for report­
ing his sermon title to his song leader and choir director 
to permit their intelligent selection of music for the Sun­
day services. Such information reported to the bulletin 
secretary and the local newspaper also guarantees 
early preparation of at least the basic theme and outline. 
This beats burning the midnight oil on Saturday evening.
The planning of a well-balanced preaching program is 
essential to providing a healthy diet for the congrega­
tion. It should extend over a two- or three-month period 
and preferably fit into an advance program of several 
years. It normally would include such emphases as a 
holiness series, a doctrinal series, practices of Christian 
living, stewardship, the Commandments, series on 
prayer, messages on the second coming of Christ, and 
an expository series perhaps including whole books of 
the Bible. Planning should also include the special sea­
sons and Christian holidays, and special attention 
should be given to messages before and following re­
vival campaigns.
The Holy Spirit will help the preacher to know when to 
make a message strongly evangelistic in its appeal and 
when to direct it more toward the edification, instruction, 
and spiritual growth of the congregation. The Holy Spirit 
helps a preacher develop skills of versatility even within 
the same sermon. It is amazing how the sermon pre­
pared weeks in advance will be found to fit the specific 
needs of the people present in a given service. This is 
simply learning to fit our sermonic preparation into 
God’s far-seeing vantage point.
The mechanics of sermon building are well known,
but a reminder might be of value. The entire sermon, 
expository, textual, or topical, should be built upon a 
basic theme and move through its main points and sub- 
points to the conclusion the theme suggests. Exposi­
tory preaching will be regulated considerably by the na­
ture of the scripture content itself, but it usually leads to 
a major conclusion. Textual and topical sermons should 
be developed from introduction through major points 
and subpoints to conclusion for a basic purpose, and 
that purpose should generally require some sort of re­
sponse on the part of the congregation.
The introduction should briefly set forth the general 
theme of the message. The main points should be clear 
and concise so as to be easily remembered. It is a 
mistake to so finely polish the outline and its transitions 
that the major parts and subpoints are not easily no­
ticed. The main points are like pegs that the Holy Spirit 
will drive into the minds of the hearers so that the devel­
oping thoughts can be hung upon them and retained. 
No pegs . . . little retention.
Transitions should repeat previous main points and tie 
them to the next one. They should be exercised to build 
to a single climax, easily identified. Some preachers 
make the mistake of having two or three climaxes within 
the message, wearying the congregation that expected 
them to stop at the first climax. Conviction can also be 
lost when the preacher goes beyond the climax to eluci­
date or to make yet another climax.
Closely allied to the planned preaching program is the 
maintenance of a carefully kept record system. Each 
sermon should be fully developed in outline form and 
preferably typed on durable paper such as ledger paper. 
This includes all illustrations and extemporaneous mate­
rial added during delivery. These outlines should be en­
tered into a good filing system that includes divisions for 
topical, textual, and expository sermons. The exposi­
tory section should be divided by books of the Bible, 
and the textual and topical sections should be divided 
into narrow areas of emphasis to which individual titles 
will relate. Such as Pentecost, Communion, Sanctifica­
tion, Prayer. Each segment of the file should be indexed.
The date and place of delivery of the sermon should 
be notated immediately after presentation. Additionally, 
a week-by-week chronology of sermons preached, to­
gether with file location, code, and date should be main­
tained throughout one’s ministry. No good sermon out­
line should be discarded until it has been reworked and 
replaced by an improved one on the same subject. A 
wise preacher may return to a sermon outline in a new 
pastoral setting and be quite amazed at some of the 
thoughts carefully recorded in that outline that would 
otherwise have been completely lost. He will then bring 
his more mature thought and increased understanding 
to bear upon this outline and will modify, revise, and 
improve it. At times, he will even find that it needs no 
modification. God not only commissions to convey truth 
but to preserve it and use it wherever and whenever He 
desires.
The Bible is a gold mine of inspired truth and there is 
no danger that we will exhaust it as a source of preach­
ing material. However, we may preach through its great 
themes, about its great people, and from its great pas­
sages until we find ourselves having to search more 
laboriously along its narrower veins to obtain fresh sup­
plies of gold.
Whether our preparation is quickly inspired or labori­
ously long, our inspiration freshly received or a reminder 
of truths long held in store, as preachers of Christ’s 
gospel we have the greatest task on earth. We are God's 
spokesmen, custodians of His truth, commissioned to 
proclaim it to the people. As someone said, we would 
have to stoop down to be a president or a king. $
WANTED: The Memory-O-Matic fil­
ing system and a copy of The Epistle 
to the Hebrews, by H. Orton Wiley. 
Contact Rev. R. D. Watkins, Box W- 
176, College Ave., Milroy, PA 17063.
WANTED: L. M. Starkey’s The Work 
of the Holy Spirit; Carl Bangs’ Ar- 
minius, A Study in the Dutch Refor­
mation; and Vinson Synon's The Ho­
liness Pentecostal Movement in the 
United States. Contact Dan Minnix, 
906 N. Jackson, Houston, MS 
38851.
WANTED: Mother o f the Wesleys, by 
Rev. John Kirk (1876). Contact: Rev. 
Rodger N. Mayes, Rte. 2, Box 105, 
Newport, NC 28570.
WANTED: A set of used Beacon Bible 
Commentary and other commen­
taries. Write to Rev. Richard C. Wag­
ner; 7499 Arthur Ave. N.W., Canal Ful­
ton, OH 44614.
WANTED: The Holiness Pulpit, Num­
ber 1, compiled by James McGraw. 
Contact: S. Ellsworth Nothstine, Rte.
4, Box 242-3, Riverdale Rd., Mocks- 
ville, NC 27028. (704) 284-2504
FOR SALE: Four marvelous mes­
sages preached by Dr. Charles H. 
Strickland at the Preachers’ and 
Wives’ Retreat at Fall Creek Falls State 
Park, East Tennessee. Each message 
is on cassette tape (60 minutes). $2.00 
each or the set of four in a beautiful 
album for $8.50.
Postage prepaid. Contact: Ed Irwin, 
2608 Anderson Pike, Signal Mountain, 
TN 37377.
FOR SALE: One set of Barnes Notes 
in good condition. $175 plus postage. 
Contact Esther F. Mason, P.O. Box 46, 
Fort Plain, NY 13339.1-518-993-2971 
(Call after 4:30 p.m.)
FOR SALE: Ryrie Study Bible, NASB; 
burgundy; brand-new. Retails for 
$75.00—will sell for $50.00. Dan Min­
nix, 906 N. Jackson, Houston, MS 
38851.
FOR SALE: Books, all kinds. Send 
stamped, self-addressed envelope for 
list. S. E. Nothstine, Rte. 4, Box 242-3, 
Mocksville, NC 27028. $
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......=  PASTORAL CLINIC
A Case Study for Reflection and Discussion
RED JACKET AND THE MISSIONARY
( 1805)
T he Rev. Mr. Cram sat speechless. The high hopes the 
young missionary had brought to the Council at Buffalo 
Creek that hot summer morning had been nearly destroyed 
by the comments of Sa-Go-Ye-Wat-Ha (nicknamed Red 
Jacket because he regularly wore a red military jacket that 
had been given to him by a British army officer), spokes­
person for the chiefs and warriors of the Six Nations. Looking 
around the circle, he could not help but wonder if his Indian 
brothers and sisters would ever become part of the Church of 
Jesus Christ. In his mind echoed the conversations that had 
just concluded.
Introduction by the Agent of the United States for Indian Af­
fairs
“Brothers of the Six Nations; I rejoice to meet you at this 
time and thank the Great Spirit that he has preserved you in 
health and given me another opportunity of taking you by the 
hand. The person who sits by me is a friend who has come a 
great distance to talk with you. He will inform you what his 
business is, and it is my request that you would listen with 
attention to his words.”
Comments by the missionary (through a government inter­
preter)
“My friends, I am thankful for the opportunity afforded us of 
uniting together at this time. I had a great desire to see you, 
and inquire into your state and welfare; for this purpose I have 
traveled a great distance, being sent by your old friends, the 
Boston Missionary Society. You will recollect they formerly 
sent missionaries among you to instruct you in religion and 
labor for your good. Although they have not heard from you 
for a long time, yet they have not forgotten their brothers the 
Six Nations and are still anxious to do you good.
“Brothers, I have not come to get your lands or your money, 
but to enlighten your minds, and to instruct you how to wor­
ship the Great Spirit agreeably to his mind and will and to 
preach to you the gospel of His Son Jesus Christ. There is but 
one religion, and but one way to serve God, and if you do not 
embrace the right way, you cannot be happy hereafter. You 
have never worshiped the Great Spirit in a manner acceptable 
to Him; but have, all your lives, been in great errors and dark­
ness. To endeavor to remove these errors, and open your 
eyes, so that you might see clearly, is my business with you.
“Brothers, I wish to talk with you as one friend talks with 
another; and, if you have any objections to receiving the re­
ligion I preach, I wish you to state them; and I will endeavor to 
satisfy your minds and remove the objections.
“Brothers, I want you to speak your minds freely, for I wish 
to reason with you on the subject and, if possible, remove all 
doubts if there be any on your minds. The subject is an impor­
tant one, and it is of consequence that you give it an early 
attention while the offer is made you. Your friends, the Boston
Mission Society, will continue to send you good and faithful 
ministers to instruct and strengthen you in religion if, on your 
part, you are willing to receive them.
“Brothers, since I have been in this part of the country, I 
have visited some of your villages and talked with your peo­
ple. They appear willing to receive instructions but, as they 
look up to you as their older brothers in council, they want first 
to know your opinion on the subject.
“You have now heard what I have to propose at present. I 
hope you will take it into consideration and give me an answer 
before we part.”
Red Jacket’s reply (following a two-hour consultation with the 
chiefs and warriors)
“Friend and brother, it was the will of the Great Spirit that 
we should meet together this day. He orders all things and has 
given us a fine day for our council. Our eyes are opened, that 
we see clearly; our ears are unstopped, that we have been 
able to hear distinctly the words you have spoken. For all 
these favors we thank the Great Spirit, and Him only.
“Brother, this council fire was kindled by you. It was at your 
request that we came together at this time. We have listened 
with attention to what you have said. You requested us to 
speak our minds freely. This gives us great joy; for we now 
consider that we stand upright before you and can speak 
what we think. All have heard your voice, and all speak to you 
now as one man. Our minds are agreed.
“Brother, you say you want an answer to your talk before 
you leave this place. It is right you should have one as you are 
a great distance from home, and we do not wish to detain 
you. But we will first look back a little and tell you what our 
fathers have told us and what we have heard from the white 
people.
“Brothers, listen to what we say.
“There was a time when our forefathers owned this great 
island. Their seats extended from the rising to the setting sun. 
The Great Spirit had made it for the use of Indians. He had 
created the buffalo, the deer, and other animals for food. He 
had made the bear and the beaver. Their skins served us for 
clothing. He had scattered them over the country and taught 
us how to take them. He had caused the earth to produce 
corn for bread. All this He had done for his red children, be­
cause He loved them. But an evil day came upon us. Youi 
forefathers crossed the great water and landed on this island. 
Their numbers were small. They found friends and not ene­
mies. They told us they had fled from their own country for 
fear of wicked men and had come here to enjoy their religion. 
They asked for a small seat. We took pity on them, granted 
their request, and they sat down amongst us. We gave them 
corn and meat, they gave us poison in return.
“The white people had now found our country. Tidings were 
carried back, and more came amongst us. Yet we did not fear
them. We took them to be friends. They called us brothers. 
We believed them and gave them a larger seat. At length their 
numbers had greatly increased. They wanted more land. Our 
eyes were opened, and our minds became uneasy. Wars took 
place. Indians were hired to fight against Indians, and many of 
our people were destroyed. They also brought strong liquor 
amongst us. It was strong and powerful and has slain thou­
sands.
“Brother, our seats were once large and yours were small. 
You have now become a great people, and we have scarcely 
a place left to spread our blankets. You have got our country 
but are not satisfied; you want to force your religion upon us.
“Brother, continue to listen.
“You say that you are sent to instruct us how to worship the 
Great Spirit agreeably to His mind, and if we do not take hold 
of the religion you white people teach we shall be unhappy 
hereafter You say that you are right and we are lost. How do 
we know this to be true? We understand that your religion is 
written in a book. If it was intended for us as well as you, why 
has not the Great Spirit given to us, and not only to us, but 
why did He not give to our forefathers the knowledge of that 
book with the means of understanding it rightly? We only 
know what you tell us about it. How shall we know when to 
believe, being so often deceived by the white people?
“Brother, you say there is but one way to worship and serve 
the Great Spirit. If there is but one religion why do you white 
people differ so much about it? Why are not all agreed, as you 
can all read the book?
“Brother, we do not understand these things.
“We are told that your religion was given to your forefathers 
and has been handed down from father to son. We also have 
a religion, which was given to our forefathers and has been 
handed down to us, their children. It teaches us to be thankful 
for all the favors we receive; to love each other, and to be 
united. We never quarrel about religion.
“Brother, the Great Spirit has made us all, but He has made 
a great difference between His white and red children. He has 
given us different complexions and different customs. To you 
He has given the arts. To these He has not opened our eyes. 
We know these things to be true. Since He has made so great 
a difference between us in other things, why may we not 
conclude that He has given us a different religion according to 
our understanding? The Great Spirit does right. He knows 
what is best for His children; we are satisfied.
“Brother, we do not wish to destroy your religion, or take it 
from you. We only want to enjoy our own.
“Brother, we are told that you have been preaching to the 
white people in this place. These people are our neighbors. 
We are acquainted with them. We will wait a little while, and 
see what effect your preaching has upon them. If we find it 
does them good, makes them honest and less disposed to 
cheat Indians, we will then consider again what you have said.
“Brother, you have now heard our answer to your talk, and 
this is all we have to say at present.
“As we are going to part, we will come and take you by the 
hand, and hope the Great Spirit will protect you on your jour­
ney, and return you safe to your friends.
Aftermath
The young missionary was both confused and troubled by 
what he had just heard. Unable fully to collect his thoughts, he 
rose quickly as Red Jacket and the others approached him, 
their hands outstretched. Almost before he knew it, he had 
refused to shake their hands—able only to comment quietly 
through the interpreter something about the fact that there 
should be no fellowship between “the religion of God and the 
works of the devil.’’
Yet as he turned to leave, Cram wondered if he had done 
the right thing. Red Jacket had raised some fundamental
questions. “Will I ever be able to overcome their objections?” 
he thought to himself. “Will these people ever become part of 
the Church of Jesus Christ?”
FOR DISCUSSION
1. What central issues or questions does this case raise?
2. What would you have said in response to Red Jacket if you 
had been in Cram’s place?
3. Consider Red Jacket's speech and Matt. 28:19-20, the 
Great Commission.
4. What are the implications in this case for parish evangelism 
today?
i.
5. If you had a task force of laypersons in your local church 
who were about to launch a cross-cultural ministry to a 
colony of Vietnamese or Cambodian refugees, would you 
have them read and discuss this case as part of their train­
ing? Why? Why not?
6. List and describe the emotions you felt while reading and 
reflecting on this case? Try to analyze why you felt that 
way. $
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THE DEVOTIONAL LIFE
Walking 
in the Spirit
A sermon delivered at a gathering of pastors at Elkhart, Ind.
by Wilbur W. Brannon
Director o f Pastoral Ministries. Church o f  the Nazarene
References: 2 Thess. 2:13-17 
1 John 4:13 
1 John 3:24
I wapt to bring a confessional sermon today. I want to 
share something of my walk with the Spirit. I believe that 
my experiences are so much like yours that we have a 
lot to talk about.
April 16, 1956, was a very important date for me. I 
was an evangelist in the Church of the Nazarene con­
ducting a revival meeting in Phoenix, Ariz. But before I 
tell you about what happened to me in the early morning 
hours of that day I want to describe my state of mind 
and the events that led to that climactic moment.
For months I had been preoccupied theologically with 
our doctrine on entire sanctification. I was perplexed. 
My perplexity emerged out of trying to reconcile the 
disillusioning effects of practical, everyday living with 
some of the things that I had heard preached as being 
essential to the sanctified life.
I couldn’t really put all the blame on preachers I’d 
heard, because having started rather young myself I had 
preached some things that I was having trouble living up 
to. I wish I could repreach some of those sermons. I 
remember one Sunday morning when I really got carried 
away. I was telling the ladies how sanctification worked. 
I was 16 years old. In those days we hung clothes out on 
the clothesline. I said, “That clothesline could break. All 
those lily white sheets and shirts could fall on the 
ground and get all dirty. The kids could come in with 
their dirty shoes and track in on the nice, clean, waxed 
kitchen floor. You have fixed supper and the beans are 
burned, the potatoes are lumpy, and the steak is crisp as
toast. Your husband comes home and wipes his greasy 
hands on the clean towel, gripes about the supper, and 
grouses around all evening. In the midst of all this you 
can sing Amazing grace, how sweet the sound’ and 
everything will still be fine.” One lady came to me after 
the service that Sunday morning and said, “Wilbur, I’d 
like to hear you preach that after you’re married and 
have some kids.” It’s stuff like that that I had to swallow.
Now I was trying to find out whether this matter of 
sanctification had anything real to it. I had been brought 
up in a Nazarene pastor's home and had seen it lived 
before me. I was rather convinced that they knew what 
they were talking about so I wasn’t ready to throw it 
overboard immediately. I’d been taught in a Nazarene 
college and those teachers must have known what they 
were talking about. But I had to find out for myself! I 
came to the conclusion that if I could not work through 
this and make this my own, I could not remain in the 
ministry in the Church of the Nazarene. There was one 
thing I had to do, and that was to keep my integrity. I 
could not preach something I could not be convinced 
about as a personal reality. If necessary, I would go to 
some other denomination. I wasn’t questioning my call 
to preach.
During this time I was trying to find out why, if holi­
ness was at all real, it had to be a second definite work 
of grace. This gave me a lot of problems. While I was 
searching I was attending Goshen Mennonite Biblical 
Seminary. I was impressed by the devotion of the stu­
dents and teachers of that school. They did not teach 
holiness as we believe it, yet they emphasized the work 
of the Holy Spirit and gave evidence of a spiritual life that
I envied. They made a profound impression on me. I 
wanted to know the secret of what they had. Without 
proclaiming holiness directly they seemed to have more 
of it than some people who did proclaim it.
A ll of this was part of the process I was going 
through. During this time I was reading men like 
Glenn Clark who was the father of the movement called 
“Camps Farthest Out,” the early prayer group move­
ment back in the late ’40s and early ’50s. I was reading 
Thomas Kelly, the Quaker devotional writer; W. E. Sang- 
ster, the English Methodist; and Oswald Chambers, that 
outstanding preacher in London. I was trying to find 
some answers in the Bible and through these writings 
just mentioned. I needed something that would reach 
me where I was, grip me, and lead me to the experience 
of God that I inwardly desired.
I remember well reading Glenn Clark’s I Will L ift Up 
Mine Eyes, in which he gave 10 checks that he called 
“whatsoever checks.” Checks that were written on the 
bank of God. He left blanks to let you fill in your own 
name. We could write in whatsoever we wanted and 
God would give it to us. The first one in the list was “Pay
to the order of_______________________^  and this prayer:
“I pray Thy Spirit to enter me and fill me completely.” And 
then the scripture, “What things soever ye desire, when 
ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have 
them” (Mark 11:24). Signed in the name of Jesus. There 
were other checks that I read through and yet I came 
back and was admonished by the instructions that I 
couldn’t skip any. I had to fill in the blank of the first one 
before I could go to the second, the third, etc.
That was rather uncomfortable for me. Wasn’t I al­
ready saved and sanctified? Did I need to pray that 
prayer? And yet there was something within me that 
said, “Wilbur, you’ve been wanting your heart satisfied 
for a long time. You can’t cheat. There are no shortcuts. 
Whatever you had in the past, you’ve got to face the 
reality of what you need now.” It seemed to me it was 
the Lord speaking to me and I couldn’t shake it. I came 
back and read it again. “ Pay to  the  o rd e r of
______________________ “I pray Thy Spirit to enter me
and fill me completely.” “What things soever ye desire, 
when ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall 
have them.” Signed in the name of Jesus.
I said, “ I don’t know how this fits my theology.”
And there was another thought that came to my mind 
and it seemed to come from the Lord. “It really doesn’t 
matter how it fits. You have a need.”
“But I want it to fit. I like schemes. I like progression.
I like things to be in order. I like things neatly arranged.” 
“It doesn’t matter, you have a need. Here’s where you 
start."
“Yes, but what if I find this doesn’t fit into a second 
blessing of holiness scheme?”
“That doesn’t matter, you have a need. This is where 
you start.”
“What if I have to give up my church?”
“That doesn’t matter. This is where you start, you have 
a need. Begin here.”
And so with a bit of courage and a bit of fear I began 
this process, not knowing exactly what it was going to 
mean to me. It might change my theology and force me
to change churches. I didn’t know. But I knew one thing, 
that was where I was to begin. And so I put my name in 
that blank, “Pay to the order of Wilbur Brannon.” “ I pray 
Thy Spirit to enter me and fill me completely.” “What 
things soever ye desire, when ye pray, believe that ye 
receive them, and ye shall have them.” Signed in the 
name of Jesus.
I was reading in Oswald Chambers late one night in a 
little book called Disciples Indeed. Something burst off 
that page at me when he said, “Consecration is not the 
separating of an unholy thing to be made holy, but the 
separating of a holy thing to God. ‘I beseech you there­
fore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present 
your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto 
God’” (Rom. 12:1).
That made sense because in our Wesleyan tradition 
we believe that regeneration is holiness begun. It is initial 
sanctification and before we are saved we have nothing 
to give to Him. That is, all we have is a broken life: 
shattered, disorganized, disintegrated, worthless, noth­
ing but ashes and debris, nothing that makes sense, 
nothing that is worthwhile, only defeat and sin. It’s noth­
ing that is worthy of God's grace, but it is something that 
He can salvage. It is something Christ died to redeem. 
So I give Him my life that is sinful, disheveled, defeated, 
filled with sin and discouragement, meaninglessness, 
and pointlessness. I give it to Him and He saves me. But 
it’s only then that it can be consecrated. It is only then 
that He can use it. He must save it if it is to be con­
secrated. Consecration is, after all, an act, not of 
presenting an unholy thing to be made holy, but the 
separating of a holy thing to God. That’s why it has to be 
a second work of grace. I should have known it all the 
time.
B ut back to April 16, 1956. We had a wonderful 
service that night. Seventeen people found God in 
the revival service on that first Sunday night. We were 
with some people after church enjoying pie and coffee. 
But I had a strong impression to go back to the church 
and seek to the end.
I went back to the church, which was totally dark, and 
went into the secretary’s office. Really, I had no pre­
meditation or premonition of what I was going to do or 
what might happen. I just went to where I could find 
some paper, drew some typing paper off the shelf, and 
began to roll it into the typewriter. I began to do some­
thing very unorthodox, uncustomary for a preacher. I 
typed out a confession. When I was typing I was pray­
ing, “Lord, You bring to my mind anything that would 
have anything at all to do with my desire and my hunger. 
If there is anything at all You see in my life that would 
have any effect on what I feel in my own spirit that has 
contributed to the lack of fruitfulness in my life, remind 
me of it. Tell me of it.”
The things that I listed and amplified were things you 
probably would have laughed at, but they were signifi­
cant to me because I was looking for any hint of any­
thing that would have any debilitating effect on me spir­
itually. I began to type the second page, the third page, 
the fourth page. . . . After I’d listed everything I could 
think of, I did something else that was rather un­
customary. I wrote out a prayer. Then I began to pray.
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Again, something that I didn’t understand at all; I said, 
“Lord, I’m sorry for all of these things that in any way 
have to do with my spiritual drought. I want You to 
forgive me and I want You to cleanse me from whatever 
has created these things. Fill me with Your Spirit.”
Six pages, I think, in all. I took them back into the 
pastor’s study. He had a phonograph turntable and I put 
on one of Jack Holcomb’s records.
Sometimes I feel discouraged and I think my work’s 
in vain,
And then the Holy Spirit comes and revives my soul 
again.
There is a balm in Gilead.
After I heard that I reread all of those pages. And in 
that early morning hour with no one around, in the so­
lemnity of my heart, I said, “Lord, there is nothing else i 
know to do. If there is something else, I’ve asked You to 
show me. And if You never bless me again, if You never 
do another thing for me, this is all I can do.” And I took 
out my pen and signed my name to the bottom of the 
last sheet and that sealed it as far as I was concerned. 
I folded up those sheets of paper and put them in my 
briefcase. I got into the car and headed back to my 
motel. There was not any tremendous emotional experi­
ence. But about halfway there I became aware of three 
things that have never left me.
The first was the personalized presence of Jesus. 
Now it’s hard for me to explain to you what I mean by 
that. You might think me a bit mystical, and I'm not much 
given to mysticism. But the personalized presence of 
Jesus was more than the fact that He might have been 
sitting next to me, riding in the car. There was a sense in 
which I felt my being merged and somehow fused with 
His without either of us losing our identities. I was 
merged into Him in a mysterious kind of union. He was 
so close that I didn’t have to touch Him, and He was per­
sonal.
The second thing was an awareness of an inward 
purity. If you could describe a house thoroughly clean; 
swept; dusted; without any spot, fingerprint, or cobweb; 
a collection of anything and everything in perfect place 
and in perfect order, that’s the way I felt inside. Clean. 
Nothing was out of order. Everything was perfect. It 
seemed as though it must be the way heaven might be 
arranged, and it was inside of me.
The third thing was a sense of peace, a peace that I 
really had not had before. An inner tranquility that thor­
oughly relaxed me.
The next morning I took those papers out, found a 
match, burned them, and said, “Lord, this is my non­
atoning offering to You. Nobody else is going to know 
anything about what’s in these papers. And whatever 
the smell is like, it’s an incense. It’s Yours.”
It was a tremendous experience for me. Distinct from 
the time I was entirely sanctified, but a critical moment 
of personal renewal. Was that when my walk in the Spirit 
began? No, it wasn’t then, as important as that was. 
When was it then? When was I sanctified? The first 
moment after conversion that I gave everything to God?
I can remember well when I was sanctified. It was on 
a Wednesday night. I was a teenager. I hadn’t been 
saved very long, but I said, “Lord, if You’ll open up the 
altar at prayer meeting, I’ll seek sanctification on prayer
meeting night.” Prayer meeting night is not the time to 
open the altar, you know. That’s when you have Bible 
study and testimonies. But Pastor Jones gave his Bible 
study that night and he said, “I feel impressed to ask if 
anyone would like to pray. The altar is open all the time, 
of course. Is there someone who would like to pray?” A 
buddy of mine whom I had been praying for was there 
that night. I wanted him to get saved. I heard his full 19Q 
pounds shake the whole building when he came down 
the middle aisle and flopped over the altar like a bag of 
flour. When he did that I went down and knelt right 
beside him and began praying for myself. I said, “Lord, 
here it is. You opened the altar. I’m here. Not much news 
from Sunday night since I’ve been saved, but You’ve got 
everything I’ve got. I’ll be a preacher, a missionary, or 
whatever You want me to be. Fill my heart. Take away 
anything unlike Christ and sanctify me.”
I didn’t have a big emotional experience. But there 
was a song that came to my mind from the old Glorious 
Gospel Hymns.
I’m so glad, I’m so glad for the sanctifying power.
Waves of glory o’er me roll, peace abides within my 
soul.
I’m so glad for the sanctifying power.
I said, “It’s all right, Lord, I’m Your’s.” That was an impor­
tant night because— well I’d been sort of trained to be­
lieve that if you get saved you don’t want to back up on 
the light of holiness. I didn’t know exactly what all that 
“light” meant, but I just felt that if God had anything for 
me, I wanted it all. Really, there was nothing that I was 
fighting. My attitude was: God has saved me. Great, 
now let’s get on and do everything else we’ve got to do. 
So there was no hindrance. I just gave Him everything I 
had. And I meant it.
I think the president of our teen group had more to do 
with my determination to be a Christian as a teenager 
than any other person or thing. I went to that church for 
the first time on a Wednesday night and heard the testi­
monies. Thurlow Harter stood to his feet and I remem­
ber so well his testimony. I believe I can repeat it ver­
batim. He said, “I know beyond a shadow of a doubt that 
I’m saved and sanctified and on my way to heaven," and 
sat down. But that drove a dagger in my heart and I 
thought, I wish I could say that and be so positive and so 
sure.
When I gave my heart to the Lord in full consecration, 
was that when the Spirit began to walk with me and I 
began to walk with Him? No, not really. When I was 
saved, that must have been the time! Just the Sunday 
night before. That was the end of a full week of misery 
because I had hoped to get saved the Sunday before 
that. My cousin in the Navy stationed at the Great Lakes 
came and visited us. We were living in Richmond, Ind., at 
the time. It seemed the devil said, “You were planning to 
get saved, weren’t you?”
“Yes.”
“Your cousin is coming in from the Navy?”
“Yes.”
“You don’t want to make a fool of yourself, do you?” 
“No.”
“It would be embarrassing if you went to the altar 
when he was here.”
“Well, yes. I’d be embarrassed.”
“You’d better not try to get saved tonight, then, had 
you?”
“No, better not.”
And I didn’t. But I never felt so miserable in all my life 
and that’s no figure of speech. I mean that. I thought I 
was going to die that next week; I really thought I was 
going to die. I’ve heard the old-timers talk about old- 
fashioned Mount Sinai conviction. Whatever that meant, 
I had a full double dose of it. I was miserable. I was sick 
unto death— or so I thought. But I said, “Lord, if You’ll 
just let me live until next Sunday night, I’ll get saved.”
Seeking salvation in private never occurred to me. We 
had to wait until Sunday night to get saved. That’s when 
the altar call was given. That was the evangelistic ser­
vice. Once in a great while, when things got out of hand 
and people got to testifying, running the aisles, or the 
altar was open for some unusual reason, you could get 
saved on Sunday morning. But Sunday night was the 
time and that’s all I had in my mind. I really wondered if 
I could live until that next Sunday.
Sunday night came and I was singing in the choir. 
When we came to the invitation song I was breaking out 
in a cold sweat and chills were running up and down my 
spine. All through that first stanza I was paralyzed. I 
said, “Lord, I want to go, but break the ice for me. If 
You’ll let somebody go to the altar that I have confidence 
in, that will break the ice and I'll go.” So we started that 
second stanza. While we’re singing that second stanza, 
“Doe” Harter, the teen that I’ve mentioned came to the 
altar. When he did, I came. Later, I asked him why he 
went to the altar. He said, “ I don’t know. I didn’t have a 
personal need. I just felt I should go and pray.” Then I 
explained what I had told the Lord during the invitation.
I hadn't been all-that-mean of a guy, but I’d been 
changing my act a little since the Lord had convicted me. 
I knew that I wasn’t saved. I knew if I died I wouldn’t be 
ready for heaven.
A couple of guys walked home with me a few nights 
before that. It was a nice summer night, the stars were 
out bright. Those two guys were talking about Jesus’ 
coming. “Wouldn’t it be great if Jesus just broke open 
the skies and came right now?” I was saying in my 
heart, “O Lord, don’t do it now, I’m not ready.” They were 
expectant, happy, and ready for Him to come. I was 
miserable. That night at the altar I asked God to forgive 
me of all of my sins, and God for Christ’s sake came into 
my life, saved me, and made everything right. I went 
home that night, put my head on the pillow, looked out 
the window, saw the stars, and said for the first time, 
“Lord, it’s OK if You want to come tonight. It’s OK. I’m 
ready.”
Is that when my walk with the Spirit began? No, not 
really. Not even then. When then? Before you were 
saved? Yes. Before you even were aware of Him? Yes. 
Before you were even conscious of His walking with 
you? Yes. Even when you may have been resentful of 
Him? Yes. Resisting Him? Yes. Before you yielded to 
Him? Yes, He was walking with me before I yielded to 
Him.
There’s a song that says, “He loved me e’er I knew 
Him." There’s another song that says,
He called me long before I heard.
Before my sinful heart was stirred.
But when I took Him at His word,
Forgiven, He lifted me.
That song is scripturally sound. Look at Rom. 5:8. “God 
demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we 
were yet sinners, Christ died for us” (NASB). Even be­
fore we were converted Christ loved us and gave him­
self for us.
You thought probably I wasn’t ever going to get to my 
text but I come to it now. Second Thessalonians, chap­
ter two, verse thirteen: “From the beginning God chose 
you to be saved through the sanctifying work of the 
Spirit” (NIV). From the beginning He chose you. Before 
you were converted, He chose you. Before you were 
born, He chose you. Before your dad and mom were 
born, He chose you. Before Adam was created. Before 
the world was made. From the beginning, whenever that 
was, “God chose you to be saved through the sanc­
tifying work of the Spirit.”
Isn’t that fantastic? And it begins to come together. 
We are saved when we ask God for Christ’s sake to 
forgive us our sins. True enough, but it is through the 
agency of the sanctifying Spirit that we are saved. He 
works within us in regenerating power and, salvaged 
from sin, He sanctifies us entirely. But if we leave it there 
as two packages of grace that we thank Him for, set it on 
the shelf, look back to it, and somehow worship it, we’re 
drifting in the wrong direction. Sanctification is not only 
initiated in regeneration and comes to a climax in full 
consecration of our lives to God, it is a continuous pro­
cess. It is a moment-by-moment relationship, a life to be 
lived so that we are ultimately saved through the sanc­
tifying work of Christ’s Spirit.
How is it that we know we live in Him? We know that 
we live in Him and He in us because He has given us of 
His Spirit. “And this is how we know that he lives in us: 
We know it by the Spirit he gave us” (1 John 3:24, NIV). 
So that “if we walk in the light, as he is in the ligh t. . .  the 
blood of Jesus, his Son, purifies us from all sin” (1 John 
1:7, NIV). The power behind those words is: if we con­
tinue to walk in the light as He is in the light, we continue 
to have fellowship one with another and the blood of 
Jesus Christ, His Son, continues to cleanse us from all 
sin. Sanctification is something that you can’t leave in 
the past. It is the life of the Spirit. It is a relationship with 
the Spirit that hallows your life, that sets your life apart, 
that integrates your life into the will of God, making love 
for God the dominant motive of all your life and the great 
influence of every decision you make. He chose us for 
this walk. He chose us for this life even before we began 
walking with Him. And He comes alongside to join us in 
our daily walk.
Jesus said, “No man can come to me except the 
Father draw him.” Does this make sense to you? I’m 
inviting you to do something that may be a little bit 
different, but you don’t have to be scared. I went 
through that scary process. Take my word for it, it’s OK. 
You don’t have to deny any blessing God has ever given 
you. You don’t have to throw away all of the things you 
believe in. You don’t have to deny the great traditions of 
our faith. You don’t have to give up your faith. You don’t 
have to decide that you’ve backslidden. All you really 
need to do is admit, as I’ve had to admit, and as we’ve 
heard sung this morning, “Lord, I need a new touch. I
(Continued on page 61)
WESLEVANA
JOHN WESLEY AND 
CREATIVE SYNTHESIS
The more we learn about John Wes­ley, the more we see the complex­ity of a person who himself wished to be 
looked upon as a very simple man. This 
is particularly true as we try to under­
stand the theology that motivated and 
directed his life and ministry. Until re­
cently, it was more or less taken for 
granted that Wesley had no unique con­
tribution to make to contemporary theo­
logical discussions, because in no 
sense did he develop a theology essen­
tially different from the prevailing sys­
tems of thought. Historically, Wesley 
has been known for his practics more 
than his theoretical speculation. His em­
phasis on evangelism and Christian ex­
perience has strongly shaped our con­
ceptions of him as a theologian.
Calvinism is alive with complexities 
that have produced many divergent ex­
pressions of its author’s teachings 
among his followers; nevertheless the 
“Five Points” of a very systematic John 
Calvin are always there. Their argu­
ments flow from premise to conclusion, 
point to point, in rather simple, logical 
consistency. Understanding and de­
fense of the basic Calvinist position, in 
some measure at least, is readily avail­
able in a logical, coherent outline to both 
proponents and opponents.
To put together any similar brief and 
easily attainable explanation of basic 
Wesleyan theology is quite another 
problem. This is not to deny that Wesley 
was a logical thinker or was averse to 
the use of rational argument in ex­
plaining his positions or practices! Quite 
to the contrary, he was a very rational 
man addressing a very rationalistic age.
by Melvin E. Dieter
Professor of Church History, 
Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Ky.
But to understand his theological under­
pinnings we cannot turn to a model with 
outlines of one, two, three points or 
more in logical sequence. To better com­
prehend Wesley's theological self- 
understanding it is more helpful to think 
in terms of finding a “formula” or putting 
together a theological “ molecular” 
model in which the dynamic of the 
whole is intimately related to each indi­
vidual element. It springs to life and 
growth in an integrated action, reaction, 
and interaction of each element with ev­
ery other element. It is a creative syn­
thesis in which elements of divine reve­
lation and human experience, which are 
polarized in other theological systems, 
exist together in viable tension.
From the Scriptures, from the tradi­
tion of the historic Church, from his own 
experience and that of other Christians, 
and by his God-given rational powers, 
he brought together a dynamic mix of 
vital Christianity. Its effects are still be­
ing felt everywhere in Christianity and 
the world today. To put it very simply, 
Wesley’s theological mix is more like 
Grandma’s cooking than it is like a clas­
sical theologian's dissertation; a handful 
of this, a smidgen of that, a sprinkle of 
something else, and a good helping of 
another. In Wesley’s hands, as in 
Grandma’s kitchen, it may have pro­
duced as good a mix as we've ever 
tasted; but to recover the recipe and 
duplicate the product becomes a for­
midable challenge. We can readily iden­
tify the ingredients, but the balance and 
the blend are often the unknown quan­
tities.
The importance of understanding
Wesley's doctrines in this pattern has 
come to the fore with great force in cur­
rent Wesley studies. The contemporary 
Wesleyan scholar, Dr. Albert Outler, has 
made a major contribution in establish­
ing Wesley as a serious theologian by 
pointing out the rich sources upon 
which Wesley drew in constructing his 
theology.1 But even non-Wesleyan writ­
ers such as John Todd, a Catholic, have 
sensed the value of Wesley’s creative 
theological synthesis. In his book John 
Wesley and the Catholic Church, Todd 
recognizes the viable tension Wesley 
maintained between institution and indi­
vidual. Wesley, he says, finds “a special 
and unwavering respect for the Angli­
can Church as an institution . . .  [and] at 
the same time has a scrupulous and 
delicate regard for the inspirations of the 
Spirit amongst individual Christian men 
and women.” This combination of “indi­
vidual" and “institution,” Todd continues, 
offers something like the “happy mean 
to the different streams of Christian life 
today." But in trying to define that Wes­
leyan synthesis or “happy mean” Todd 
questions whether any “formula could 
hold his [Wesley’s] dynamic and prac­
tical understanding . . .  of the many po­
larities which he holds in tension in his 
theology.”2 
Wesley’s dialectic was so evident to 
his critics in his own time that charges of 
theological compromise and eclecticism 
constantly flowed about him. The au­
thor of Methodism and Popery Dis­
sected  and Com pared, an anti- 
Wesleyan tract published in 1779, saw 
Wesley as a constant turncoat and his
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theology as pure eclecticism. The sat­
irist thundered:
Read his writings as a Divine, and I 
am positive  any Gentleman ac­
quainted with Religious Controversy 
would, with the SORBONNE, declare 
him a JESUIT, a RANK CATHOLICK. 
Peruse his answer to Doctor War- 
burton, you would pronounce him a 
Serjeant at Law. Hear him preach one 
day at the Foundery, and you would 
swear he was a good Actor. Take a 
turn to the Seven-Dials the next 
morning, and ten to one ( if the 
weather changed) but Implicit Faith, 
the doctrine of the Mother-Church 
[perhaps Roman Catholic] is his 
Theme; and in the evening an Ana­
baptist. Every Sunday he is a Lu­
theran; the following day he sides 
with mad JACK CALVIN; and if the 
weather proves mild (by his mental 
Barometer) on Tuesday, he cannot tell 
what Religion he is of himself, unless 
he is destined to hold forth: and then, 
as he has all Religions by him, he 
takes no care, but gives his Con­
gregation what first comes upper­
most. . . . 3
Toplady, in the heat of controversy, 
called him “a low and puny tadpole in 
divinity” and a “Methodist weathercock, 
turning with every wind of doctrine."4 
But Wesley was no mere eclectic, and 
certainly no compromiser who clipped 
the edges of truths to make them suit 
his own purposes. He was rather the 
synthesizer who was able to redeem 
elements of truth from within the Chris­
tian tradition that ordinarily were locked 
into the rather rigid theologies of others 
and put them together in such a way 
that the whole mix created a new way of 
looking at Christian doctrine and the 
Christian life. We know it as Wes- 
leyanism.
The quote given above from Meth­
odism and Popery illustrates in its biting 
satire some of the areas into which 
Wesley reached to create the elements 
that are so essential to his theology. He 
was a “rank Catholic” in his willingness 
to make a new emphasis on the love of 
God as the predominant theme of re­
demption over against the predes- 
tinarian doctrines of the hyper- 
Calvinism of his day. In doing this he 
reshaped the Church’s understanding of 
God’s relationship to a fallen world. He 
did this in great measure by reaching 
behind the Reformation theology into 
the Catholic Tradition and redeeming the 
theme of God’s love for every person for 
the church of his time. And he accom­
plished this without forsaking in any de­
gree the Reformers’ unremitting com­
mitment to the biblical principle of 
justification by faith. In emphasizing the 
need for “justification by faith" he re­
mained “a Lutheran” and sided with 
“mad Jack Calvin.” His emphasis upon 
conversion, the structure of his class 
meetings, and his freedom to use lay- 
people to teach and even preach, he 
learned in part from Moravian pietism 
and the Anabaptist tradition. If “he can­
not tell what religion he is of himself,” as 
the critic charged, it was beca use he 
hesitated to build the barriers of doc­
trine that would exclude people who 
were experiencing God in Christ from
Wesley’s theological 
mix is more like 
Grandma’s cooking 
than like a classical 
theologian’s dis­
sertation . . . but to 
recover the recipe 
and duplicate the 
product becomes a 
formidable challenge.
the pale of Christian faith. In that sense, 
few other leaders of movements in 
church history had “all religions by him" 
as he did.
If it is granted that “creative syn­
thesis" is a critical element in under­
standing Wesley, there are then a num­
ber of important questions that arise for 
those who would be Wesleyan; among 
them the following:
1. How can we find that mix of ingre­
dients that give a Wesleyan theology 
balance, dynamic, and enduring valid­
ity? It has already been suggested that 
to do this we will have to allow Wesley 
to lead us out into the broader horizons 
of Christian truth within which he him­
self felt at home. An abiding error in at­
tempting to understand and learn from 
Wesley or any other great Christian is to 
narrow the horizons that inspired their 
hope and enlarged their perspectives. 
To do this is to end up often in static 
positions where the spiritual dynamic is 
lost and elements of Christian truth that 
once seemed to be the strength of a 
movement now contribute to its weak­
ness. The essential smidgen or handful 
of some ingredient has been left out of 
the recipe somewhere along the line 
and the product is not the same. Inas­
much as we can we must widen our 
view to a much larger Wesley than the 
one we have locked into that we some­
times define as Wesleyanism.
2. How did Wesley save himself from 
pure eclecticism and compromise as he
ranged so freely across the theological 
and historical barriers of his ago to find 
the truths that shaped his theology?
Wesley was saved from these by 
what is popularly known as the Wes­
leyan quadrilateral of authority (which in 
itself demonstrates a creative syn­
thesis). Scripture, experience, tradition, 
reason were the persistent test points 
for his judgments on what was or was 
not God’s truth for men and women. 
Wesley, however, did not regard each of 
these elements as equally authoritative, 
using whichever part of the quadrilateral 
that seemed to best suit his immediate 
purpose. The results of that kind of plu­
ralism have been nothing but compro­
mise and rank eclecticism -mong Wes- 
leyans who have used the quadrilateral 
in that way. The Wesleyan sense of bal­
ance and priority must remain intact 
here. Scripture for him was the begin­
ning and the end of the process. The 
other three were in the mix and had to 
be there, but Scripture with its revela­
tion of God’s saving love in Jesus Christ 
was his only hope of final assurance. 
The broad horizons of reason, tradition, 
and valid experience ended wherever 
God’s Word failed to show the way.
3. How can a Wesleyan perspective 
of truth born of such a creative syn­
thesis help the Church today? If Wes­
ley’s model is understood in some au­
thentic way and allowed to become a 
part of our own efforts at “creative syn­
thesis,” it offers exciting possibilities. It 
will encourage us to largeness of hori­
zon, to look beyond our borders for ele­
ments in the traditions, experience, and 
understanding of the whole church, 
which may become part of our own ex­
perience of Christianity so, hopefully, we 
too may give fresh perspective to what 
constitutes vital Christianity. If we are 
willing to accept Wesley’s hierarchy of 
authority based on Scripture as the final 
arbiter, but not the sole ingredient in the 
theological process; if we are willing, by 
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, to tran­
scend any system that threatens to lock 
in truths, and free those truths from 
their isolation to become a part of a 
more creative Christianity, we too can 
contribute to revitalizing the church and 
society in our day—just as Wesley did in 
his. j j
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4. Ibid., p. 122.
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THE MINISTER’S MATE
Lonely and 
Learning
Dear Colleague in the Pastorate:
There are a few words I must 
share w ith you concerning your 
partner in the parsonage. That pre­
cious lady needs a close friend; she 
needs you, my brother.
Is she your best friend? When you 
communicate with her, is she your 
“sounding board,” sharer of your 
heaviest pastora l burdens and 
heartaches— or just an unloading 
dock for all your accumulated minis­
terial frustrations? Sometimes she 
may be all of these things to you; but 
is she your best friend?
Best friends walk in the same di­
rection; but neither pushes nor pulls 
the other along. Best friends do not 
always agree on every issue; but 
each is careful not to use guilt- 
producing statements to manipulate 
the other to conform to his pattern 
of acceptability. Best friends find 
warmth just from being together. 
While both understand that they 
need and complement each other, 
they can readily accept the individu­
ality and self-worth of the other.
In complex human relationships 
there must be trust if that rela­
tionship is rewarding and success­
ful. Since no man is an island, if that 
other person in the parsonage is not 
your best friend, it is impossible to 
know just how much the work of the 
Kingdom is hampered. On the other 
hand, if your friendship is real and 
growing, and you are both growing 
in the grace and knowledge of the 
Lord Jesus Christ, who can estimate 
the extent of the power of the Holy 
Spirit being channeled through you 
as partners?
We all know about marriage vows 
and commitments; but we seem to 
be weak in the area of friendship to 
our spouses. Start today and get 
better acquainted with the one you 
made such important promises to 
“in the sight of God and in the pres­
ence of these witnesses.”
I am not an expert on this subject 
of friendship. Human relationships 
are complex and there are many in­
equities in life. I only know now that
I was not the best friend of the lady 
in the parsonage that we called 
“home.” The lady left the parsonage.
Lonely and Learning
Anonymous f
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C. S. Cowles
ENCOUNTER WITH GLORY 
in 2 Corinthians
by C. S. Cowles
2 Cor. 3:6—4:6 (Background: Exod. 33:17-18; 34:1-35) 
Introduction:
Fifteen times Paul uses the doxa (glory) in this passage. It 
can also be translated brightness, splendor, radiance, efful­
gence, magnificence, majesty, dazzling luster. Whatever it is, I 
want it.
The great moment of every summer’s evening when we first 
vacationed at Yosemite was the fire fall. At about 9 p.m., all the 
lights in the valley would go out. A voice would call from the 
base of the cliff, “Let the fire fall!” Thousands of people 
massed in the meadows and camps would strain breathlessly 
to hear the faint response from Glacier Point, 3,200 feet 
above the valley floor, “The fire falls!”
A tiny tongue of glowing bark coals would then appear over 
the lip of the cliff, quickly flaming in the rush of air as it fell in 
breathtaking splendor. For me, it was a transcendent moment, 
an experience of worship. And I understood what Dr. Phineas 
Bresee was driving at when, repeatedly in the early days of 
our church, he would plead, “keep the glory down!” Paul de­
velops three critical dimensions of glory in this passage.
First, THE EXPERIENCE OF GLORY: A Universal Hunger
1) God's gift: the capacity for glory when He created man in 
His own image and breathed into him His own Spirit. Man was 
“touched with transcendence.” Like a great bald eagle, man is 
not content to spend all his days pecking around for grubs 
among rocks and bushes. He was made to stretch his wings 
and fly up into the atmosphere of the spirit.
2) Man’s problem: a distorted quest for the glory of God. (a) 
Garden of Eden: self-transcendence, desiring to be like the 
gods on his own terms; (b) Flood generation: self-exploitation, 
seeking superabundant life in fleshly sensations; (c) Tower of 
Babel: self-exaltation, storming in the heavens through human 
achievement.
Man cannot tolerate the ordinariness of his existence: he
continually seeks to rise above himself, i.e., “getting high,” 
“living it up,” “spaced out.”
3) Result? When men seek glory on their own, instead of 
rising higher they sink lower; instead of becoming more divine 
they become more beastly; instead of life, death.
4) Moses had it right: “I pray Thee, show me Thy glory!” 
(Exod. 33:18, NASB). He knew where to go: the mountain of 
God. He knew what to do: pray. He knew what he wanted: not 
more wisdom, not more power, not more miracles, but a trans­
figuring encounter with the glory o f God!
5) Result? (a) An inner, translucent, spiritual glow of such 
intensity that he had to cover his face with a veil; (b) A fresh 
moral vision of God engraved on tablets of stone; (c) A burst 
of creative energy that enabled him to transform that disor­
ganized and disgruntled crowd of ex-slaves into a dynamic 
community of God that would impact subsequent world his­
tory as no other.
6) John Wesley: a more recent example of how a “warm 
heart” encounter with God’s glory can change the face of 
nations and history.
Second, THE FACADE OF GLORY: A Continual Danger (2 
Cor. 3:7, 12-13)
1) A sad coverup: The veil that originally represented the 
overwhelming glow of glory, now masked a darkening spiri­
tual poverty. How could Paul make this judgment, since there 
is no specific record of “fading glory" in the OT? A careful 
study of the Pentateuch, however, does clearly indicate a de­
clining spiritual sensitivity. More than once, in close proximity 
to his transfiguration on Mount Sinai, Moses cried out with 
great compassion for his people: “But now, if Thou wilt, for­
give their sin—and if not, please blot me out from Thy book 
which Thou hast written!” (Exod. 32:32, NASB).
As time went on, however, he lost something of that glow of 
love and became more harsh and legalistic in his dealings with
the people. For example: (a) A man is stoned to death for 
gathering sticks on the Sabbath with no inquiry into reasons 
or motivation (Num. 15:32-36); (b) Moses takes vengeance 
into his own hands by ordering the execution of sinning Is­
raelites (Num. 25:1-5); (c) Moses strikes the rock harshly in­
stead of speaking to it and is thereby denied entrance into the 
Promised Land (Num. 20:8-12).
When the glory fades, holiness degenerates into harsh­
ness, love hardens up into legalism, and compassion gives 
way to a critical spirit.
2) How did the glory fade? Moses became so caught up in 
the work of God that he lost the wonder of the worship of God 
himself. He became more enamored with precepts than with 
people. That law that was given for light and life became an 
instrument of condemnation and death (2 Cor. 3:6-9). That 
which was once revealed now become concealed (2 Cor. 
3:14-15).
Third, THE REDISCOVERY OF GLORY: A Present Possibility 
(2 Cor. 3:18—4:6)
1) The veil is removed in Christ. The problem with Moses’ 
veil of religious structures was not only that it masked a spir­
itual emptiness but that it blocked Christ from view (3:14-16).
2) The glory of God is mirrored in Christ (3:18; 4:4-6). Note: 
“the glory of Christ. . .  the image of God” (v. 4), and “the glory 
of God . . .  the face of Christ" (v. 6).
3) We are transformed into that same glory (3:18; 4:6). It is 
not so much the external encounter with transcendence that 
Moses experienced, but the internal radiance of the presence 
of Christ by the Spirit. “Christ in you, the hope of glory" (Col. 
1:27).
4) Glory is a saving light (4:3-6). We seek the glory of God 
in the face of Christ not just to sit and sizzle in our spiritually 
sensate juices, but to serve our present age. Even as Jesus 
reflects the glory of God in us, so we mirror the glory of Jesus 
to the world.
Conclusion:
Last summer my oldest son worked for a Wyoming cattle 
rancher. Recently graduated from college and not sure about 
God's direction in his life, he took off one afternoon for a 
“prayer walk” up into the rugged Wind River Mountains adja­
cent to the ranch. He hiked a couple of miles around the 
Green River Lakes and then up a grassy canyon beside a 
snow-melt stream.
The canyon took an abrupt turn drawing him into a narrow 
meadow, boxed in by towering 2,000-foot rock walls. A rocky 
outcropping on the top of the ledge to his right caught his 
attention. Catching the full light of the sinking sun, it appeared 
to him to be a sculpture of God holding him in his arms. 
Straight ahead was a near-perfect arrow rock that spoke to 
him of Jesus. As his gaze swept around to the left, another 
rock tower with a shadowy face— backlit by the sun— 
suggested the Holy Spirit.
“All of a sudden," he testified, “I felt myself to be in nature’s 
cathedral, surrounded by God the Father, God the Son, and 
God the Holy Spirit.”
“I was so overcome by the awesome glory of God,” he 
continued, “that I fell on my knees: and with arms upraised I 
began to pray, and cry, and sing, as waves of glory such as I 
have never experienced, rolled through and over my spirit.”
He does not know how long he was transfixed in that damp 
meadow, but when he calmed down emotionally, it was nearly 
dark. Like Elijah, following the Mount Carmel demonstration
of God’s glory, he ran the whole five-plus miles back to his car. 
Shortly thereafter, he came home and asked me, “Dad, do you 
have a catalogue for the Nazarene Theological Seminary?"
There is no way to compute the soul-exalting, life- 
transforming, and world-changing impact of one great en­
counter with the glory of God in the face of Christ.
For Preacher's Only:
ON KEEPING THE GLORY DOWN
I know of no preacher who wouldn’t give his right arm, and 
his left as well, to discover the secret of unlocking the glory of 
God within the community of believers he pastors. Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn traces the origins of his moral and spiritual sen­
sitivity to “the pure angelic perception of worship” he experi­
enced as a child, “and the impression [it] made on me, singu­
lar in freshness and purity, which no personal suffering and no 
intellectual theories were able later to erase” (“An Open Letter 
to the Patriarch of All Russia,” The Christian Reader, 
Sept./Oct., 1974, p. 35).
There is something eminently sovereign about the revela­
tion of God’s glory—at least in its dramatic expression— 
which no human planning or manipulation can generate. 
There are, however, some things we can do as the spiritual 
leaders of God’s people, which will remove obstacles and 
create an atmosphere conducive to personal— if not 
corporate—encounters with the glory of God. I would share a 
few ideas.
1) Context is crucial. Every encounter that Moses enjoyed 
with the glory of God occurred either on the mountain of God 
or at the place of worship—tabernacle or tent of meeting. 
Either in nature or in the sanctuary. Wildernesses played a 
major role in redemptive history as places of special God-man 
encounter and renewed revelation. It is a sure instinct that 
leads us to plan for camps, camp meetings, and retreats. In 
such a setting, richly embellished by God’s creative artistry, a 
transfiguration experience is likely to occur for many.
It is the place of worship, however, where the glory of God 
in the experience of the risen Lord is most likely to occur for 
the greatest number of people. How important it is, then, to do 
everything humanly possible to make it a sanctum sanctorum, 
a holy place. Architecture, appointments, atmosphere—these 
are all vital elements.
I asked a pastor recently the secret behind his worship 
service of awe-inspiring grandeur, sacredness, and yet radiant 
life. He said that focusing upon the church in its principal 
worshiping experiences is the number one priority of his min­
istry. He begins on Monday, meeting with his staff and lay 
leaders. They pour over every aspect and activity of the pre­
vious Lord's day, from the parking lot to the coffee percolator. 
Each participant brings a check sheet with everything noted, 
both good and bad. Then they set in motion to correct prob­
lems, change procedures, and correlate the program. Early on 
Sunday mornings, the pastor is down at the church, meticu­
lously checking everything to make sure that all is in readiness 
for the moment of worship. It is not surprising that his is one 
of the fastest growing churches on his district, and that peo­
ple drive from upwards of 50 miles to attend its services.
2) Content is central. I visited a small Nazarene church one 
summer while doing graduate study. The pastor’s subject was 
“Korah’s rebellion.” I later discovered that he had been voted 
out and that this was his last Sunday!
(Continued on page 56)
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MARY’S DELIGHTFUL DISCOVERY
(an Easter message)
Scripture: John 20:11-18
Introduction: This Mary was the one 
that Jesus had delivered from seven de­
mons, and she became a devoted fol­
lower of Christ.
Mary left all to follow Christ. She had 
given all for Him and was staking all her 
hope and future in Him. It was natural 
that she would be at the sepulchre on 
that first Easter morning. She was there 
because of love, gratitude, and un­
deserved redemption.
Notice what happened:
I. Mary’s Distress (vv. 11-13)
Her Master was dead (she thought) 
and she was weeping. In a world of 
sin, strife, and separation, we might 
be tempted to think that Christ is 
dead.
II. Mary’s Doubt (vv. 14-15)
Jesus was there but Mary’s sorrow­
ful heart was not able to recognize 
Him. Doubt will keep Christ out of 
our life.
III. Mary’s Discovery (v. 16)
When Jesus called her name, she 
recognized Him. He will come to us 
when we need Him and will whisper 
our name. He is alive, we serve a 
Risen Savior.
IV. Mary’s Duty (vv. 17-18)
Our duty is to tell a dying world that 
He lives, and that we too can live.
Conclusion: My prayer is that many 
during this Easter season who are in 
distress and doubt will discover Christ 
and fulfill their duty to tell others.
—Duane Yoesel 
Westminster Colo.
CHRIST GIVES BEAUTY 
FOR ASHES
Text: “To give unto them beauty for 
ashes” (Isa. 61:3).
A missionary teacher in Tokyo was 
asked by a non-Christian Japanese 
woman, “Are only beautiful girls admit­
ted to your school to be educated?” The 
reply was, “No, we take all the girls that 
come to us.” The Japanese lady ex­
claimed, “But, all your girls seem to be
very beautiful." The missionary said, 
“We teach them the value of their souls 
and this makes their faces lovely." 
“Well," said the woman, “I don't want my 
daughter to become a Christian, but I 
would like to send her to your school to 
get that look on her face” (Ps. 149:4).
There is something beautiful about 
the life of a Christian (Isa. 61:3).
FIVE AREAS OF OUR LIVES 
WHERE CHRIST GIVES 
BEAUTY FOR ASHES:
I. Christ Gives the Beauty of Love for
the Ashes of Hate
Reasonable, “for God is love” (1 John 
4:8). Jacob DeShazer was captured by 
the Japanese. His heart was filled with 
hatred for them until Christ filled it with 
love. After the war, he returned to the 
U.S. and prepared to be a missionary to 
the Japanese. This time he went armed 
with a Bible and a heart filled with love.
A young woman whose sweetheart 
had been lost in a battle with the Doo­
little Raiders attended one of De- 
Shazer’s meetings with the express pur­
pose of killing him. But his message of 
God’s love gripped her heart and she 
too found the Savior.
Hatred is manifested in time of war 
but the Daily Paper tells of broken 
hearts, homes, and lives. Isaiah 44:20 
says of the non-Christian, “he feedeth 
on ashes.” A life burned out by sinful 
living until only ashes are left. Ashes are 
a symbol of sorrow, sadness, grief, be­
reavement, failure, and despair.
II. Christ Gives the Beauty of Peace 
for the Ashes of Unrest
War is going on all the time—Christ 
against Satan, salvation against sin. The 
unsanctified know the civil war of Gal. 
5:17. Christ is the answer!
III. Christ Gives the Beauty of Hope 
for the Ashes of Despair
A converted alcoholic gave his testi­
mony at a luncheon. While in prison, 
some gospel singers sang and testified. 
One lady told how she had been an al­
coholic, but Christ set her free. The pris­
oner sought Christ and found hope for 
despair and was invited to give his testi­
mony numerous times. Christ saves 
from every kind of sin (1 John 1:9).
IV. Christ Gives the Beauty of Faith 
for the Ashes of Doubt
At conversion, He gives us His Spirit 
(Rom. 8:9). Faith is a fruit of the Spirit 
(Gal. 5:22). Fruit grows!
Christ is sovereign and at times has 
seen fit to heal the body as well as the 
soul. Rev. Clyde Dupin was conducting 
an evangelistic crusade in Haiti. On the 
last night of the crusade, he became 
very ill and had to be helped from the 
platform before he had preached. But, 
an aged Haitian man prayed for him. 
New strength entered his body and he 
returned to the platform and preached a 
powerful message. Hundreds of seek­
ers found the Lord at the altar (Heb. 
13:8).
V. Christ Gives the Beauty of Heaven 
for the Ashes of This World
One day this world will be cleansed 
by fire (2 Pet. 3:11). Our emphasis 
should be on the kind of persons we 
are, rather than on things that will go up 
in a smoke.
We have stood by many graves and 
said “earth to earth, ashes to ashes, 
dust to dust." But, Christ changed all of 
that, and we can add, “But we look for 
the resurrection at the last day, and for a 
blessed immortality in the world to 
come."
THROUGH JESUS CHRIST 
OUR LORD
Jesus makes the difference in our 
lives. He makes something beautiful out 
of them. Jesus gives us joy as we look 
forward to what He has planned for us 
(Rom. 12:12, TLB; 1 Cor. 2:9).
When the governor of Michigan is at 
his mansion on Mackinac Island, the 
Michigan flag will be flying. Someone 
has aptly said, “Joy is the flag which is 
flown from the castle of the heart when 
the King is in residence there."
What a blood-bought privilege to 
trade the ashes of sin for the beauty of 
salvation.
Jack Seberry 
New Port Richney, Fla.
THE KINDNESS OF GOD
Text:— “Is there not yet any of the 
house of Saul, that I may shew the kind­
ness of God unto him? And Ziba said 
unto the King, Jonathan hath yet a son, 
which is lame on his feet” (2 Sam. 9:3).
"Be kind, each one has about all the 
burdens he can bear. Kindness is a fruit 
of the Spirit” (see Gal. 5:22). Fruit can 
grow.
David was a very kind man. In a day 
when kings often killed their rivals and 
all their descendants, David sought for 
the relatives of his rival, Saul. He found 
a grandson called Mephibosheth. He did 
not kill him but showed him the kind­
ness of God.
There is a SELF-RIGHTEOUS kind­
ness where people do kind things to 
justify sinful actions, but God sees the 
motive (1 Sam. 16:7). There is a SELF- 
INTEREST kindness—the business­
man who attends various churches, 
hoping to gain new customers.
SEVEN STRIKING THINGS 
CONCERNING DAVID’S KINDNESS:
I. It Was a Visible Kindness
“That I might SHOW kindness of 
God." A man visited 20 homes and saw 
it evidenced in only three. It is needed in 
the home, the school, the marketplace, 
and the church. Kindness is becoming 
at any age. Kindness is to do and say 
the kindest thing in the kindest way.
II. It was a Kindness That Sought for
Objects (see text)
David sought for Mephibosheth. It 
was not a rocking chair kindness. It was 
like that of Jesus who went about “do­
ing good” (Acts 10:38). It was the kind 
Missionary Betty Elliot had when she 
went back to show the kindness of God 
to the Auca Indians. Five missionaries 
died at the hands of the Aucas but five 
years later all six men who took part in 
the killing became children of God.
III. It Was a Kindness That Forgave a
Past Injury
David showed the kindness of God to 
Mephibosheth, the grandson of his en­
emy, Saul. Saul had taken away David’s 
wife, driven him from his home, kept him 
half starved in the mountains, and for- 
years had tried to take his life (Matt. 
5:23-24; 6:15).
IV. It Was a Kindness Exhibited To­
ward a Helpless Cripple
Mephibosheth was friendless, pen­
niless, homeless, throneless, and a crip­
ple. He could never return a single bene­
fit, yet he ate at David’s bounteous table 
as one of the king’s sons (2 Sam. 9:11). 
Some people have a kindness only to­
ward those who can return the favor. 
They are very kind if they can use you.
V. It Was a Kindness Rendered While
Mephibosheth Was Alive
He didn’t wait for him to die and then 
extend a funeral kindness. Dead noses 
smell no roses. Emerson said, “You can 
not do a kindness too soon, because 
you never know how soon it will be too 
late.”
VI. It Was a Kindness That Helped 
Turn Sinners to the Savior
When Robert Raikes gathered the 
poor and ragged children of his town 
about him and taught them the Bible on 
Sunday; when George Muller took care 
of thousands of helpless children in his 
orphanages; when John Wesley lived on 
one article of food for many months in 
order to feed the poor—these men did 
more to prove that Jesus had arisen 
from the dead and was living in human 
hearts than could thousands of good 
books confirming the reality of Chris­
tianity (Acts 7:60).
VII. It Was a Kindness That Returned 
with Added Blessing
Such kindness always returns to the 
heart and life in some way (Eccles. 11:1; 
Gal. 6:7).
In the days of his intemperance, a cer­
tain man kept lifting John B. Gough up 
from the gutter and carrying him home 
with a persistent patience, love, and 
kindness that was Christlike. The day 
came when Gough became a redeemed 
man and was sought after as a lecturer. 
The day also came when the friend of 
Gough died and his family was left des­
titute. Then the tide of kindness turned 
the other way bringing the bread with it. 
This family never lacked as long as the 
famous lecturer lived.
God wants us to bear much fruit 
(John 15:8). There is a carnal spirit that 
is opposed to kindness (Gal. 5:17). The
remedy is for the born-again Christian to 
confess this carnal spirit to the Lord and 
obtain cleansing (1 John 1:9; Rom. 6:6). 
Cultivating our hearts by availing our­
selves of the many means of grace will 
help us bear fruit. Like David, we can 
then enjoy the kindness of God and 
share it with others.
—Jack Seberry
ROAD TO REST
Text: Heb. 4:1-11 (v. 9). “There remain- 
eth therefore a rest to the people of 
God."
MEANT for God’s people (4:9) 
from foundation of world (4:3) 
from a God who must produce (4:1) 
from an abundant supply.
How can we find that rest?
MIX hearing with faith (4:2)
MEEKLY stand before God (4:10)
MEAN to find His rest (4:11)
—J. Grant Swank, Jr.
INGREDIENTS OF A MIRACLE
Scripture: Acts 3:1 -11
Introduction: After Pentecost, miracles 
began to happen in the Early Church. 
These miracles were, of course, in the 
physical realm; but the greatest miracles 
were those of changed lives.
The scripture lesson gives steps to 
bring about these kinds of miracles in 
our world.
I. Prevailing Prayer (v. 1)
II. Pressing Problem (v. 2)
III. Passionate Pity (v. 4)
IV. Plenteous Power (v. 6)
V. Powerful Praise (vv. 8-9)
Conclusion: If we prevail in prayer, God 
will give us opportunities to help others 
and we will really care for them. We will 
have power through Christ to help them 
and redeem them, and then there will be 
praise given to His glorious name.
Why not try? It will be exciting and 
redeeming.
— Duane Yoesel 
Westminster, Colo.
A CANDIDATE FOR HELL
Scripture: Prov. 22:6; 3 John 1:4
A few years ago (about 10 to be 
exact), God sent a beautiful baby boy to 
bless our home. We named him David 
and he was been a real joy to my wife 
and myself.
A few days after his birth I was in a 
shopping center when I happened to 
meet a man that I knew from our city. 
After exchanging “hellos” and “How- 
are-yous,” I excitedly asked him: “Have 
you heard about our new baby boy?" I 
waited for his response and was greatly 
shocked and somewhat disturbed when 
he replied, “Well, there’s another candi­
date for hell.”
Later I thought: My friend was par­
tially right, but he didn't tell the entire 
truth because my son is also a candi­
date for heaven. A great determining 
factor in his eternal destiny will be my 
influence. That is a sobering fact but 
also a tremendous opportunity for Mom 
and Dad.
Surveys and experience tell us that 
the following influences mold the lives of 
our children:
Home 80%; School 10%; Church 5%; 
Other 5%.
These facts then should encourage 
us to surround our children with:
1. God and good
2. Faith and fortitude
3. Pattern and prayer
4. Conscience and consistency
Poem—A Piece of Plastic Clay 
I took a piece of plastic clay 
And idly fashioned it one day,
And as my fingers pressed it still,
It moved and yielded to my will.
I came again when days were 
passed;
The bit of clay was hard at last,
The form I gave it still it bore,
But I could change that form no more.
I took a piece of living clay 
And touched it gently day by day, 
And molded with my power and art 
A young child’s soft and yielded heart. 
I came again when years were gone; 
It was a mind I looked upon;
That early impress still he wore,
And I could change that form no 
more.
—Duane Yoesel $
ENCOUNTER WITH GLORY
(Continued from page 53)
I visited the same church some time later. I was drawn to 
the new pastor in the pulpit, full of youthful enthusiasm. His 
sermon topic, however, was “Evil thoughts." I don’t recall hav­
ing been troubled by any at the time I entered the sanctuary, 
but I had a few when I le ft. .. never to return again. I thought 
of Milton's line, “The hungry sheep look up, and are not fed."
“Preach,” says Paul, “the unsearchable riches of Christ. .. 
the manifold wisdom of God” (Eph. 3:8, 10). Jesus said, “And 
I, if I be lifted up .. . will draw all men to Myself” (John 12:32, 
NASB). Our people cry out with the Greeks of old, “Sir, we 
wish to see Jesus" (John 12:21, NASB).
On the eve of the American Revolution, with the British 
Parliament faced with having to deal with the possible loss of 
the colonies, King George III used his address to give his 
views on how cattle could be kept healthy. So it is with us if 
we trivialize worship by dealing with trivial themes.
Our people are most likely to encounter the glory of God 
when we lead them up Mount Sinai with Moses to gaze upon 
the majestic holiness of God, or when we stand before Mount 
Calvary to absorb the incredible love of God, or run with the 
women who first proclaimed “He is risen” in the exhilaration of 
the power of God. Dr. Clovis Chappell used to say, “In every 
congregation is at least one person clutching at the edge, 
waiting for some saving word of hope.”
Preach the great themes. Human need is too desperate, the 
issues are too critical, and the time is too short for anything 
less.
3) Conduct is critical. Aristotle taught that the speaker’s 
ethos (character) had most to do with the effect of a speech. 
Woodrow Wilson said, “The only profession that consists in 
being something is the ministry of our Lord and Saviour—and 
it does not consist of anything else.” Not only did Jesus speak 
the truth: He said, “I am . . . the truth" (John 14:6).
Phillips Brooks’ classic definition of preaching as “truth 
through personality” is more accurately stated if we qualify it 
as “holy, God-filled personality.” Careless behavior, tactless 
remarks, and slangy expressions— both in and out of the 
pulpit— can seriously compromise the integrity of the 
preacher and subvert the authority of his spoken word. Paul's 
testimony to the Thessalonians forms the only authentic foun­
dation for ministry, “For our gospel did not come to you in 
word only, but also in power and in the Holy Spirit and with full 
conviction; just as you know what kind of men we proved to 
be among you for your sake. You also became imitators of us 
and of the Lord . . . ” (1 Thess. 1:5-6, NASB).
More than consistent and conscientious character is called 
for, however. If we would speak of God, we must hear what 
God is saying. If we would mediate the glory of God to our 
people, we must linger on the mountain of solitude, prayer, 
and fasting until we are “touched by transcendence" through 
and through.
I will never forget him, the pastor of my teen years when my 
parents were missionaries in Hong Kong. I cannot recall a 
sermon title or text, but there remains burned into my memory 
forever the image of a tall, quiet, humble man whose face 
would seem to shine with the glory of God as he preached 
from his ever-open Bible. He was also a missionary physician. 
Several times I sought him out when troubled by physical 
ailment. After diagnosis and treatment, he would put his large 
hand on my head and pray. Seldom have I ever been more 
beautifully and heavily aware of the presence of God than 
when Dr. Halverson prayed for me.
I had a near fatal bout with spinal meningitis. Dr. Halverson 
attended me. The last image I remember before slipping into 
a three-day coma was his face of profound concern and com­
passion leaning over me as I thrashed on my bed. I have often 
thought that, should I have gone to be with the Lord, I would 
have been able to quickly pick out Jesus from the heavenly 
hosts. I was sure that Jesus would have looked just like Dr. 
Halverson. $
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What Christ does in renewing our souls He w ill yet do 
in renewing our bodies. This w ill be the top-stone in the 
edifice o f redemption.
— F. B. Meyer
There are mysteries around this resurrection of the 
body that I can’t explain. Who can unravel the mysteries 
of nature? Tell me how God can turn the chariot of His 
omnipotence on a rose leaf? Mystery meets us at every 
turn.
Objects one: The body may be scattered— an arm in 
Africa, a leg in Europe, the rest of the body here. How 
will it be gathered on the resurrection morn?
Another objects: The body changes, perishing con­
tinually. The blood vessels are canals along which the 
breadstuff is conveyed to the wasted and hungry parts 
of our bodies. Says another: A man dies; plants take up 
parts of the body: animals eat the plants, and other men 
eat the animals. Now to which body will belong these 
particles of matter?
Are these all the questions you can ask? If not, ask 
on. I do not pretend to answer them. I fall back on these 
words, “All that are in their graves shall come forth.”
— I  DeW itt Talmage
In the bonds o f Death He lay 
Who for our offence was slain;
But the Lord is risen today,
Christ hath brought us life again,
Wherefore le t us all rejoice,
Singing loud, with cheerful voice,
Hallelujah!
— M artin Luther
LIKE EASTER LILIES
Like Easter lilies, pure and white,
Make Thou our hearts, O Lord of Light!
Like Easter lilies, let them be 
Sweet chalices of love to Thee!
— Emma C. Dowd
If you have not yet found out that Christ crucified is 
the foundation o f the whole volume, you have read your 
Bible hitherto to very little  profit. Your religion is a heaven 
w ithout a sun, an arch w ithout a keystone, a compass 
w ithout a needle, a clock w ithout spring or weights, a 
lamp w ithout oil. It w ill not com fort you. It w ill not deliver 
your soul from hell.
— Ryle
This is one of the surprises of the Resurrection. I 
should not have dreamed that the Risen Lord would be 
companionable. My fear would be that resurrection 
might have involved remoteness. He has been “declared
to be the Son of God with power, according to the Spirit 
of holiness, by the resurrection from the dead.” Will He 
henceforth be accessible as aforetime? I should not 
have dared to expect it. With this new and wonderful 
accession of deity surely He can scarcely be as human 
as before! Yet He is. More divine than ever, He is more 
human than ever. The Lord of all is a brother still. “He 
walked with us by the way.”
The Emmaus story is a perennial parable of Christian 
experience. Still the Risen Christ is the companionable 
Christ. This is very practical mysticism. This is factual 
poetry. I have known many who were little of mystics 
and less of poets, but they emphatically declared “the 
Saviour walks and talks with me.”
— Dinsdale T. Young
“In Passion Week as I was reading Bishop Wilson on 
the Lord’s Supper, I met with an expression to this 
effect— That the Jews knew what they did when they 
transferred their sin to the head o f their offering.’ The 
thought came into my mind, ‘What, may I transfer a ll my 
guilt to another? Has God provided an Offering for me 
that I may lay my sins on His head? Then God willing, I 
will not bear them on my own soul one moment longer.’ 
Accordingly I sought to lay my sins on the sacred head 
o f Jesus, and on Wednesday I began to have a hope o f 
mercy; on Thursday that hope increased. On Friday and 
Saturday it  became more strong; and on Sunday 
m orning— Easter Day, A pril 4th, I awoke early with 
these words upon my heart and lips,— Jesus Christ is 
Risen Today, Hallelujah! Hallelujah!’ From that hour 
peace flowed in rich abundance into my soul.”
— From the Journal o f Charles Simeon
Surely ye are now in the throng of temptations. When 
youth is come to its fairest bloom, then the devil, and the 
lusts of a deceiving world, and sin, are upon horseback, 
and follow with upsails. If this were not so, Paul needeth 
not to have written to a sanctified and holy youth, Tim­
othy (a faithful preacher of the gospel), to flee the lusts 
of youth.
— Samuel Rutherford
Why do good people resist such a teaching that 
Christians may be holy in heart and purpose in this life? 
Partly because those claiming the experience are some­
times led by enthusiasm into overstatement in testimony 
or are carried away by rhapsody in preaching; in part 
also because critics o f the doctrine set up a “straw  
man," overstating our claims the more easily to refute 
them. John Wesley said that Christian perfection “must 
be d isguised. . .  covered with a bear-skin” before it can 
be opposed. Let the friends o f Christian perfection see 
that they spread no “bear-skin” over it!
— Bishop L. R. Marston f
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TODAY'S BOOKS for 
TODAY'S PREACHER
PAULINE THEOLOGY AND 
MISSION PRACTICE
By Dean S. Gilliland (Baker Book 
House; $12.95)
This book is a careful, much- 
needed study of Paul’s theology of 
mission and an analysis of how he 
put that theology into practice. It de­
tails his view and treatment of new 
converts, defines and clarifies what 
he meant by the new life in Christ, 
and examines his perspective on the 
cha rac te r and pu rpose  o f the 
Church. The author carefully relates 
these areas of theology to Paul’s ac­
tual practice and compares his way 
of relating to mission churches with 
current mission practice.
Gilliland places special emphasis 
on Paul’s willingness to trust the 
Holy Spirit to work in the lives of 
new converts, giving them guidance 
and direction in ethical standards, as 
well as instilling within them the nec­
essary gifts of leadership. He notes 
Paul’s care in not forcing upon his 
converts or mission churches a for- 
reign pattern or standard and makes 
a strong case for allowing great free­
dom in the development of the indig­
enous church. He concludes by enu­
merating the credentials that are 
essential for the modern missionary 
who wishes to be truly effective.
This book is indispensable read­
ing for all missionaries, as well as for 
pastors involved in cross-cultural or 
e thn ic m in is tries . It should be 
thoughtfully read and allowed to
speak to one’s own attitudes and 
practices in the area of mission.
— Sheila Hudson
CONTEMPORARY THEOLOGIES 
OF MISSION
By Arthur F. Glasser and Donald A. 
McGavran (Baker Book House, 
1983, 251 pp., $12.95)
This is a significant book. The pur­
pose of the volume is to delineate 
“two contradictory streams touch­
ing the Christian mission.” Specifi­
cally, conciliar and evangelical theol­
ogies are contrasted, particularly as 
they relate to mission.
The significance of the book lies 
in its clear demonstration of the 
bankruptcy of man-centered theo­
logical musings. Glasser and Mc­
Gavran trace the transformation of 
traditional theological terminology 
into insights that are sociological in 
import, and which have been largely 
shorn of any supernatural dimen­
sion.
Em ilio Castro, the executive  
secretary of the Division of World 
Mission and Evangelism (WCC), is 
quoted as saying in 1975: “No such 
thing as ‘man’s heart’ exists apart 
from man’s relations . . wi th other 
men. The authors at once reject this 
view and issue this rejoinder:
Biblical missiologists cannot ac­
cept this misinterpretation . . .  It 
doubts that there is any immortal 
sou l.. . Despite its claims, it is not 
holistic, for it leaves out the divine 
dimension, the soul.
Glasser and McGavran reject crit­
icism from the conciliar side of the 
fence that evangelicals have not 
been holistic; they point out that in 
many world areas the evangelicals 
have been leaders (and sometimes, 
the sole providers) in the education 
and health arena. The churches of 
the WCC, for all of their verbiage, 
tend somehow not to be able to 
muster the zeal that the evangelicals 
have demonstrated in providing hu­
man services.
Unfortunately, there is some un­
evenness and repetition in this vol­
ume because of separate author­
sh ip  o f the  chap te rs . Further, 
McGavran continues to insist on us­
ing his own idiosyncratic vocabulary 
(“Eurican”), which detracts slightly 
from an otherwise very readable 
book.
One is impressed that conciliar 
theology smacks of the sociology of 
the 1950s w ith its emphasis on 
structural change and the “salvation 
by bricks and mortar” environmental 
approach to social and economic 
problems. Many theologians are 
aware that today sociologists them­
selves are referring to the massive 
failure of such “social engineering." 
There seems little doubt, given the 
great evangelical expansion of mis­
sion and the discovery of the deep 
vitality of the spiritual dimension in 
totalitarian states like China, that 
there will be a “back to the basics” 
move in the theology of mission. 
Perhaps, in this respect, Glasser 
and McGavran are heralds of the fu­
ture. — Charles R. Gailey }
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SaIt Get Lettens
(Continued from page 35)
Of course, this is a practical issue where what is wanted is 
some good practical suggestions. The other two articles were 
theological. What was wanted was clear thinking and consis­
tency. Still, I’m glad for the variety and for the good things you 
publish.
— Robert B. Ives
★ ★ ★
One Hyperbolization Calls for Another
First, let me say that I think you are doing a good job. I enjoy 
reading your editorials; however, the March, April, May 1983 
issue bordered on the sacrilegious.
We need in our day a revival of reverence and respect for 
Deity. There is no place in our church for funny, catty remarks 
about the Son of God. Referring to Jesus “wolfing alfalfa 
sprouts” is in extremely bad taste.
I hope you will consider this in the future. It is a very impor­
tant issue to me.
The general subject of the article was good, but the point 
can be made without trying to make Jesus a “cool dude.”
— William Cole 
Danville, III.
★ ★ ★
What the Doctor Ordered?
Christian greetings in Jesus’ dear name!
While awaiting an interview with a doctor here at the Naza­
rene Mission Hospital yesterday, I was perusing through your 
Preacher's Magazine and was very impressed with the arti­
cles it contained. As a consequence, sir, I would like to be­
come a subscriber.
—John Irvine
Papua New Guinea
★ ★ ★
Uses Back Issues
In the March 1975 issue of the Preacher’s Magazine, Rev. 
Carlos H. Sparks, pastor of the Nazarene church in Sylvania, 
Ohio, wrote “THE LETTER.” I have since inserted music, etc., 
developing it into a Palm Sunday service, and used it in three 
churches with great response. I would like to trace Rev. 
Sparks' whereabouts and let him know what his contribution 
has made. Not having a Nazarene pastoral directory, I seek 
your help either in sending me his address or referring me to 
someone who can.
Incidentally, I continue to enjoy the Preacher’s Magazine 
and noticed the price has risen only 50<t in eight years. Not 
bad!
— Mrs. Rebecca Lewis 
Kernersville, N.C.
★ ★ ★
Difficult to File
There is no way to let anyone know how good the Preach­
er’s Magazine really is. They must read it for themselves be­
fore they can really understand.
There is only one area of (hopefully, constructive) criticism 
I can offer. There have been different times when an article 
has appealed to me, so I have gone to tear it out, but it is 
printed on the back of another good article. To file the articles 
becomes a real problem. There have been times when there 
have been as many as five articles that run into each other in 
this way, and it becomes very frustrating.
There may be several solutions . . .  but I’m not sure which is 
best.
Thank you every so much for your help. May the Lord bless 
and keep you as you serve Him each day.
— W. P. Casto 
Amherst, Ohio
★ ★ ★
Last week while visiting, a friend, who has now retired, 
showed me several copies of the Preacher’s Magazine, which 
is certainly different from the old format.
I like it and want to congratulate you on the remarkable 
change since you have become editor and for the opportunity 
to serve that you have been given.
—Robert E. Woody 
Camden, Ark.
★ ★ ★
Outlines Help
Greetings brother in the Lord:
I just had a brainstorm; or stroke might be a better way to 
put it.
I do enjoy the helps I get from the Sermon Outlines section 
in the Preacher's Magazine.
Here is my thought: What would it take, or is it even possi­
ble, to publish in one volume all the outlines for the past five 
years, with scripture reference, topic index, etc. I think it 
would be a big help and a big seller among us preachers.
If it sounds possible I’m sure interested in turning a knob or 
two to get it started. Seriously!
—Horace Smith, Pastor 
Logansport, Ind.
★ ★ ★
A World Apart—But a Part
Your Preacher’s Magazine came into my hands this week. 
My husband and I enjoy the contents each quarter.
We originally joined the church [of the Nazarene] some 16 
years ago, having already entered the Nazarene Theological 
College, Florida, Johannesburg. We came to grips with the 
message and doctrine of the church at the end of our first 
year in college.
We both experienced salvation and sanctification before we 
actually found a church with a holiness emphasis. Before en­
tering college we had both preached and taught in our pre­
vious church, though my husband is “the preacher.”
We have pastored three congregations: Rhodesia Bul­
awayo; South Africa, Durban; and now back in the newly 
independent country of Zimbabwe pastoring Karare First 
Church of the Nazarene.
—Marilyn Croudace 
Karare, Zimbabwe
Translations of the Bible used by permission in this issue are noted as follows:
1. Quotations cited NIV are from The Holy Bible. New International Version, copyright ©  1978 by the New York International 
Bible Society.
2. Quotations cited RSV are from the Revised Standard Version o f the Bible, copyrighted 1946, 1952, ©  1971, 1973.
3. Quotations cited TLB are from The Living Bible, ©  1971 by Tyndale House Publishers, Wheaton, III.
4. Quotations not cited with a special designation are from the King James Version of the Bible.
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Called of God
(Continued from page 31)
procedure followed. I continued to do this and was 
about to run out of tickies when I happened to read on 
the telephone, “When you hear an answer to your call, 
push button ‘A.’” Following the proper procedure, we 
made contact. I concluded it was better to be called than 
to call!
After a few days with the missionaries, we proceeded 
across Mozambique to our station in Limbe, Nyasaland 
(Malawi). In a borrowed Volkswagen we traveled 400 
miles over washboard dirt roads, driving in the right side 
of the car on the left side of the road. Occasionally, there 
would appear two tar strips upon which we could travel 
like a train on a track until someone came from the other 
direction. Then it was sheer panic. Should we pull left or 
right. We stopped while they were a great distance 
away, then pulled all four wheels off the road to the left. 
When we stopped for gas, they had only petrol, and the 
exchange was like a game of Monopoly.
After three hours on the dirt road, we once again 
began to feel the romance of it all. Amidst all the dust 
and heat, we were like Schmelzenbach or Livingstone—  
magnificent dreams— abruptly shattered by a hor­
rendous BANG! The front tire had blown out! Stop the 
car— look for a jack— no jack— what'll we do— oh me! 
Carol, my faithful companion, managed to steady the 
car on the edge of the dirt road as I slipped the tire under 
and onto the wheel. I began to think maybe I’d rather call 
this thing off than to be called!
Arriving at Limbe, we found our home surrounded by 
grass huts, black faces, strange smells, mosquitoes in 
swarms— was this to be home? Maybe I wasn’t called.
We tried to learn the language. After a few months I 
visited one of our churches in Soche Township. Believ­
ing I had made progress in absorbing the language, I 
spoke to the people in their own tongue. It made me feel 
great. I was doing it! God was helping! The people were 
hearing the gospel in their own tongue! I was deeply 
gratified!
Following the service a kind, elderly African came to 
me and said, “Missionary, I don’t know what language 
you were speaking today, but next time you speak En­
glish. We will hear more in that language than the one 
you tried to speak in today!” I went home and cried!
Sundays we felt homesick because we couldn’t un­
derstand what the people spoke or sang or did. More­
over, very few could understand us. Often I laid on our 
sofa and cried, “What am I doing out here? I'll never 
learn the language! I’ll never be black!” Again and again, 
especially in those early days, I remembered that God 
had called me. I resolved to be true to my calling of 
1961.
Then my wife was rushed to the hospital. I knew it 
was serious, but I wasn’t sure to what extent! When I 
was permitted to visit Carol her face was paralyzed and 
her mouth distorted to one side. Saliva flowed uncon­
trollably and her eyes were set fixedly in her head! I 
kissed her and told her I loved her. She showed no signs 
of recognition.
Outside the room the doctor advised me that they had
been trying to reach the “Flying Doctor” to transport 
Carol to Johannesburg and place her in an iron lung, but 
they could not find him. He looked at me and said, 
“Reverend, your wife appears to have a classic case of 
botulism. Paralysis is moving down her body. I give you 
no hope unless God touches her.
I walked out into the darkness of an African night. It 
was truly a dark night spiritually. I could hear the rhyth­
mic beat of heathen drums, for it was the time of ini­
tiation rites for teenage Africans. I knelt down on the 
grass to pray, but only antagonism toward God flowed 
from my lips. “Why, God? Why? I’ve committed my life, 
my wife, my child, to serve You. Why are You taking 
Carol?”
We don’t usually get answers when we pray in that 
manner. I stood up and went back into the hospital 
where I affectionately kissed my wife on the forehead 
and told her I loved her and would see her in the morn­
ing. Stumbling down the steps to our Volkswagen, I felt 
miserably alone and neglected. I started home, down a 
road called “Mdima” (darkness) in the African language. 
It was oppressively black that night, but something mar­
velous happened! The Holy Spirit got into the car with 
me. He rides in Volkswagens too! He admonished, “Jay, 
haven’t you forgotten something?”
“What?”
“January 19, 1961, 9:30 a.m.: ‘Were the whole realm 
of nature mine, that were a present far too small. Love 
so amazing, so divine, demands my soul, my life, my 
ALL!” ’
“Oh, yes, Lord! I do remember! I do not take that 
back!”
“Then, trust Me!”
With hot tears running down my face and the dark­
ness of my soul dissipated by His presence, I rejoiced in 
the knowledge that God had called and He would pro­
vide.
For 19 years we served Him in Malawi, Zambia, 
Rhodesia, and Australia. That experience has taught me 
that a desire to serve the church, or an idealistic concept 
of service to mankind, or a zeal for travel and adventure 
will never qualify us to meet the needs of people around 
the world. Only a holy calling will suffice.
“As Jesus was walking beside the Sea of Galilee, he 
saw two brothers, Simon called Peter and his brother 
Andrew. They were casting a net into the lake, for they 
were fishermen. ‘Come, follow me,’ Jesus said, ‘and I 
will make you fishers of men.' At once they left their nets 
and followed him” (Matt. 4:18-20, NIV).
The Holy Spirit still calls! Without His call, we are 
limited and rarely fruitful. Jesus promises, “No one who 
has left home or wife or brothers or parents or children 
for the sake of the kingdom of God will fail to receive 
many times as much in this age and, in the age to come, 
eternal life” (Luke 18:29, NIV).
Pastors, let us urge our people to listen and seek the 
call of God to be missionaries, pastors, evangelists, 
teachers, doctors, and nurses. We must begin when 
they are children and not let up until they are adults. And 
even then we must never limit God in His desire to select 
and to send those whom He can use in specific ways to 
specific fields and labors. The calling and election of 
God is as sure today as ever. |
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WHY MISSIONS?
(Continued from page 21)
be stupid, sick, criminal— or asleep? Wrong things are be­
ing done, we know; tares are being sown in the wheat field. 
But is no one responsible, no one answerable for these 
acts? “Anxiety and depression we all acknowledge, and 
even vague feelings; but has no one committed any sins?”6
Could it be that many a congregation has lost its sense 
of mission because it has turned “inward" and forgotten 
the command of the Master to “go . . . make disciples.” A 
holiness pastor of a dramatically growing congregation in a 
Third World country was recently asked, “To what do you 
attribute your church’s statistical success?” He responded, 
“My people have remained true to their mission . . . and I 
pray it shall ever remain so.”
Caught with the mission .. . this church is growing in 
local membership and is extending its influence through 
the missionary enterprise in distant lands. It would appear 
that the membership had caught the vision exemplified in 
Paul’s statement, “I am debtor both to the Greeks, and to 
the Barbarians .. .” (Rom. 1:14). Paul felt this sense of 
indebtedness with regard to every unsaved person he met, 
every unsaved nation he visited. It became a point of spiri­
tual honor that he not hoard blessings for himself. Because 
of the redemption he had found in Christ, he was now a 
debtor to every man on the face of the earth. Owing every­
thing to Jesus, he spent himself to the last ounce of 
strength in expressing his indebtedness. Dr. J. B. Chapman 
writes, “When a man is captured by a sense of the divine 
mission, he never talks in cold logic, he talks in passionate 
inspiration.”7 The inspiration behind Paul’s utterances is the 
fact that he viewed Christ as his Creditor. It was the great 
characteristic of Paul’s life that he realized he was not his 
own; he had been bought with a price, and he never forgot 
it. His whole Christian life was based on that one belief.
The great motive and inspiration of service is not that 
God has saved and sanctified me, or healed me, although 
that may be fact, but all of my life that is of value I owe to 
the redemption; therefore, I am a “bondslave of Jesus.”
When this passion inspired by the Holy Spirit captures a 
person, he is then ready to give total obedience to the call 
and command of the Master to “teach and disciple all na­
tions . . .  preach the gospel to every creature . . .  preach 
repentance and remission of sins . . .  and feed His sheep.”
And so the purpose of “Missions” is the purpose of the 
Church. There is no church without its mission. The Chris­
tian Church lives to fulfill the “mission” given to it by its 
Lord. There is no alternative. The mission enterprise does 
not become an elective. It is the Church!
Someone has asked, “Is missions worth it?” How can it 
be measured? In terms of money expended? In terms of 
lifetimes of ministry given in service?
To what would you compare the statistics? How could 
one relate the statistics to the basic missionary character 
of God’s Word— that God so loved that He gave and gave 
and gave until we were found?
Why Christian missions? Because to be Christian is to 
be engaged in mission . . .  His mission. The aim of the 
disciple— the believer— the missionary is not to win the 
lost, not to be useful, but to obey God’s will. However, in
obeying God’s direction he does win the lost and he is 
useful. The call to missions does not arise out of the dis­
cernment of man's mind, or from the sympathy of his own 
heart’s emotions, but because behind the face of every 
distorted, downtrodden sinner, he sees the face of Jesus 
Christ and hears His command: “Therefore go and make 
disciples of all nations.” Our call is not to successful service 
but to faithfulness to His mission. $
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Walking in the Spirit
(Continued from page 47)
had what I needed yesterday, but I need something new 
for this day.”
We’ve been trying to learn what it means to walk in the 
Spirit this week. We are at the beginning of one of the 
most holy weeks of the entire Christian year. I’m so glad 
that you’re having Maundy Thursday services here. We 
are going through this week that leads to Friday and on 
to Sunday, the great Easter celebration of our Christian 
faith. Think of beginning a new spiritual adventure in a 
walk with the Spirit. Wouldn’t it really be exciting and 
timely?
Perhaps you are at the point of putting your name in 
the blank on God’s “whatsoever check.” “Pay to the
order of_______________________^  “I pray your Spirit to
enter and fill me completely.” “What things soever ye 
desire, when ye pray, believe ye receive them, and ye 
shall have them.” This is a point of a new beginning. It is 
a walk with the Spirit on a new level with a new con­
sciousness. It is a spiritual renewal.
Begin a walk that is more real! There is renewed faith. 
Renewed confidence. Renewed joy. Life doesn’t have to 
go on with monotony and drudgery and the same old 
thing. There can be a new excitement about walking in 
the Spirit. It doesn’t mean that this walk is without prob­
lems. It just means there’s a new creative energy in 
dealing with, coping with, these problems.
To walk in the Spirit is to enjoy a relationship, an 
intimate involvement with divinity. Can you begin to 
imagine what that might be like? We can’t become in­
volved with God without being changed in the process. 
Just beholding His glory we are changed from one de­
gree of glory to another (2 Cor. 3:18).
Christ is the focal point. He’s our friend. He’s the 
reason for our transformation. Christ is our companion. 
It is His Spirit who is our inward guide. “The Lord is the 
Spirit” (2 Cor. 3:17, NIV). And it is He who leads us into 
our future.
Come! Let’s join hearts with Christ and each other. 
This is the “way of holiness.” $
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OLD TESTAMENT 
WORD STUDIES
■by Harvey E. Finley
Yahveh Qedosh Yisrael, “Yahveh, 
the Holy One of Israel”
2. The “Theological Center"
o f Isaiah’s M inistry (continued)
Isaiah was moved to call his peo­
ple to repentance.1 Since he had vir­
tually no response to this call, he 
was led by the Spirit of God to de­
liver oracles of judgment, which 
were announcements of terrible 
devastation and death throughout 
their land. It was out of his personal 
encounter with Yahveh Qedosh Yis­
rael, "Yahveh, the Holy One of Is­
rael,” and the revelation deriving 
from it that he had an unshakable 
conviction that without repentance 
devastating judgment was a cer­
tainty. Just as his sinfulness had 
been under judgment justifying his 
death, likewise he realized that Ju­
dah with its mountain of pollution 
and uncleanness was confronted 
with the fierceness of God’s wrath 
unto certain, justifiable destruction.
Isaiah's temple encounter with 
God also included the revelation that 
any hope for the possibility of ac­
ceptable behavior for Judah in cov­
enant relationship with Yahveh in­
volved the same profound paradox 
that confronted him. Yahveh Que- 
dosh Yisrael, “Yahveh, the Holy One 
of Israel,” was God of both judgment 
and of redemption. He is the One 
who kills or destroys on account of 
sin; He is also the One who restores 
or raises up to newness of life. Isa­
iah was able to comprehend this 
paradox, for in the temple encounter 
he experienced almost at the same 
time moral dread and then com­
forting pardon. He thus was given 
the understanding that the exalted 
majestic Yahveh Sebaoth, “Yahveh 
of Hosts,” or Yahveh Qedosh Yis­
rael, "Yahveh, the Holy One of Is­
rael,” comes forth out of His un­
approachable holiness and comes 
down to lost mankind to absolve of 
sin and uncleaness, and then to take
one into His service. There is in this 
the mystery that Yahveh Qedosh 
Yisrael, “Yahveh, the Holy One of Is­
rael,” who is implacably holy and 
just, grants pardon and life through 
unrelenting execution of His judg­
ment on sin. As pointed out by Wal- 
ther Eichrodt, this is along the way 
of death, the only way open to God.2 
This became the basis for faith for 
Isaiah; that is, self-commitment to 
God’s hand of judgment, which is 
stretched out against one over the 
abyss of death.3
Isaiah therefore remained con­
tinually aware of the profound reality 
that he and his hearers were con­
fronted by Yahveh Qedosh Yisrael, 
“Yahveh, the Holy One of Israel,” 
who was both wrathful and merciful. 
He understood moreover that Yah­
veh Qedosh Yisrael would break 
through the terrible darkness of 
their situation to give to any who 
would seize the opportunity to take 
hold of Him. “Taking hold” of Him 
could happen only through inwardly 
uttering a deep and profound Yes, to 
His offer. This meant going beyond 
superficial reliance on any previous 
guarantees as assumed in covenant 
or election relationship and in partici­
pation in established religious pro­
grams. Rather it called for Isaiah and 
his people to break out of their trust 
in their religiosity and to affirm the 
new and unexpected will of Yahveh 
Qedosh Yisrael for them by exer­
cising free self-surrender to Him.4 It 
was thus through the temple en­
counter with God that Isaiah was 
firmly convinced of being called and 
sustained by God. This conviction 
enabled him to rise above the limits 
of what is otherwise humanly im­
possible— to talk with God in wreck- 
less abandon  a long  w h a teve r 
course God may choose as He 
marches through history.
Paradigm o f Salvation— The im­
pact of the temple experience upon 
Isaiah and the understanding God
gave him through it were the basis 
for offering the paragigm of salva­
tion to Israel. This paradigm consists 
in two parts: judgment and salva­
tion; judgment on sin and sinner the 
essential prelude to salvation— 
forgiveness and purging of sin.
First, Israel stood under judgment 
and could expect severe outpouring 
of divine wrath because her sin was 
detestable and abominable to Yah­
veh the Holy One (see Isa. 1:10-15). 
She could confess her sin and re­
pent before God; she would experi­
ence G od’s g racious forgiving, 
transforming touch. However, the 
larger segment of the population did 
not repent. The prophet’s ministry 
as represented by oracles in chap­
ters 1— 33 show that by force of 
circumstances he was concerned 
primarily with proclaiming that Yah­
veh the Holy One was in their midst 
executing His wrath on His stub­
born, stiffnecked “children.”
Second, the salvation part of the 
paradigm is noticeable in scattered 
passages of chapters 1 — 39, which 
express great expectation for the fu­
ture after the days of judgment (see 
2 :1 -4 ;  4 :2 -6 ;  7 :1 -2 5 ; 9 :1 -7 ; 
11:10-16). Furthermore, the pro­
p h e tic  m essages  in chapters 
40— 66 turn predominantly on the 
“ salvation" emphasis. Yahveh— 
Yahveh of Hosts, Yahveh the Holy 
One of Israel— will be in their midst 
as One who forgives, delivers, and 
transforms. The messages of these 
chapters in this regard contain refer­
ences to Yahveh also as Go’el, “Re­
deemer,” and as Moshia,' “Savior" 
(see 41:14; 43:3; 49:26; 60:16). $
NOTES
1. See Isa. 1:16-20; further, the strong denunci­
ations against sin and rebellion were intended to 
move listeners to repentance.
2. See Eichrodt, Theology of the OT II (West­
minster Press, 1967), 281.
3. loc. cit.
4. loc. cit.
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NEW TESTAMENT 
WORD STUDIES
!by Ralph Earle!
HEBREWS
To Come (9:11)
This transla tion  (KJV) is also 
found in the NASB. But the NIV has: 
“that are already here.” Why the dif­
ference?
The simple answer is that the 
manuscript evidence, including the 
very earliest Greek manuscripts, 
goes both ways. Vaticanus (sup­
ported by third century Papyrus 46) 
has genomenon, “have come.” But 
the other fourth-century manuscript, 
Sinaiticus, has mellonton, “about to 
be.” The fifth-century manuscripts 
are similarly divided. So we cannot 
be sure which was the original read­
ing. A ctua lly , bo th  m ake good 
sense. We already enjoy the “good 
things” in Christ, our High Priest. But 
we shall also enjoy them even more 
in the time “to come,” in heaven. In 
this case, we can “have our cake 
and eat it too”!
Building (9:11)
The Greek has ktiseos, “creation” 
(NASB, NIV). The ancient Taber­
nacle was the place where God 
manifested His presence among His 
people. Now the “greater and more 
perfect tabernacle,” not a part of this 
earthly creation, is where He man­
ifests His presence. This spiritual 
tabernacle is where Christ ministers 
as our High Priest.
Testament (9:16, 17)
For a full discussion of whether 
diatheke  should be translated as 
“covenant” or “testament” see our 
t re a tm e n t o f G al. 3:15 (W M , 
4:197-99). We would agree with 
most commentators that the only 
place where this word means “testa­
ment” is Heb. 9:16-17.
The reason for this decision is 
that here we have an emphasis on 
the death of the one who made the 
diatheke (v. 16), with an added state­
ment that it is not in force until then 
(v. 17). This would not be true of a 
“covenant” but is true of a “will” 
(NIV). The latter term is our usual 
word for what is legally known as 
“last will and testament.”
Shedding of Blood (9:22)
This is one word in Greek, hai- 
matekchysia (only here in NT). Apart 
from this passage, the term is found 
only in the early church fathers. 
Behm says that it refers here to “the 
shedding of blood in slaying" (TDNT, 
1:176). He goes on to say:
The main point is that the giving 
of life is the necessary presup­
position of the remission of sins. 
This was prefigured in the animal 
sacrifices of the OT, but what 
could not be actualized in the OT 
(Heb. 10:4) has now been estab­
lished as an eternal truth by the 
death of Christ (p. 177).
Remission (9:22)
The noun aphesis comes from the 
verb aphiemi, which meant “let go, 
send away,” and then “cancel, remit 
or pardon” a debt or sin. The noun 
was used in secular Greek and in 
the Septuagint for “release” from 
captivity. Then it came to be used 
for "pardon, cancellation of an obli­
gation, a punishment, or guilt” (AG, 
p. 125). Occurring 17 times in the 
New Testament, it is translated 
(KJV) 9 times as “remission” and 6 
times as forgiveness.” The latter is 
more contemporary (NASB, NIV).
Figures (9:24)
The word antitypos occurs (in NT) 
only here and in 1 Peter 3:21. Inter­
estingly, it is used there in the op­
posite sense from the way it is em­
ployed here.
Strictly speaking, antitypos is an 
adjective meaning “corresponding 
to.” But here it is used as a substan­
tive . G oppe lt w rites : “ In Neo- 
Platonism, though not in Plato him­
self, antitypos denotes the sensual 
world of appearance in contrast to 
the heavenly world of ideas, the au- 
thenticon (TDNT, 8:248). He would 
translate antitypa(p\.) here as “coun­
terpart” (p. 258).
Though we get our word antitype 
directly from this Greek term, that 
English word would not fit here. For 
us, antitype means the original. Here 
antitypos  means “copy” (NASB, 
NIV).
The Holy Place (9:25)
It is true that the Greek simply has 
ta hagia (literally, “the holy things”). 
But we know from the Old Testa­
ment that the high priest once a 
year, on the Day of Atonement, en­
tered “the Most Holy Place” (NIV).
Appointed (9:27)
Ten d ifferent Greek verbs are 
translated “appoint” in the New Tes­
tament (KJV). Only here is apo- 
keimai rendered that way. In Luke 
19:20 it is used in its literal sense of 
“laid up” (KJV) or “laid away” (NIV). 
In the two other places in the New 
Testament where it occurs (Col. 1:5 
and 2 Tim. 4:8) it is used for spiritual 
things “ laid up” for the Christian. 
Here in Hebrews the thought is “just 
as man is destined to die once” 
(NIV). 1
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Answers to Prayer
A t lunch the other day conversation turned to a re­cent ecclesiastical personnel decision. Here is my 
transcript of the conversation. (The dramatic parsonae 
are personal friends of mine, so I hope you will forgive 
me for not naming them here.)
“Brother Alphonse is a very fine man,” says friend A. 
‘‘But I’m surprised that his name even came up for that 
situation. In fact, I would not have guessed that anyone 
there even knew him well enough to think of him as one 
for the post.”
Friend B responds, with some confidence, “Well, not a 
one of us really did know him. And none of us had earlier 
thought of him for this job. But the only other name 
proposed was Gaston’s. And, frankly, while none of us 
knew Alphonse, the majority of us didn’t like Gaston. His 
name had been tossed in by one of our own who is a 
Gaston fan, so we were forced to consider it seriously.” 
“Forced?” says friend A. “Did Gaston’s fan claim di­
vine revelation for his suggestion? Or was he perhaps 
cashing in on some political IOU from the rest of you? 
Surely you don’t owe him for your position!”
Friend B, still fairly confident that any fool can see the 
wisdom in the procedure, says, “Nope. No claims to 
revelation, except that he said he had prayed about it. 
But we all did that. And there were no political demands, 
of course. But you do know that Gaston reeks of money. 
He gives big to the Kingdom, and especially to our enter­
prise, our corner of the Kingdom. So, we were 
obligated— ‘forced’ probably is too strong a word. You 
and I both know that’s the way the world is.”
Choking back a remark about moral leadership, friend 
A asks a neutral question. “Tell me about your selection 
process.”
Friend B really relaxes now: “Well, we carefully con­
structed lists of desinble characteristics and necessary 
qualifications. Tedious process! Then we prioritized 
them. And, at last, we talked about some names. We 
talked about each fellow's “i.mage,” as best we knew it, 
and about his churchmanship. You know the process.” 
“How did Alphonse’s name get in there? I’m especially 
curious since you said that no one there really knew him 
and none had thought of him earlier on,” says friend A.
Friend B responds readily, again, “Well, we had assur­
ances from an Authoritative Source, citing other Author­
itative Sources, that Alphonse could really ‘do a good 
job’ for us.”
“Fascinating!” says friend A. “Do your Authoritative 
Sources really know your ‘corner of the Kingdom’ ”?
“Not really,” friend B says. “But of course we must 
take them seriously or the whole system is threatened.” 
Friend A giggles: “Wonderful! You must accept one 
name because its proposer has beaucoup bucks and 
you must accept the other suggestion to satisfy the 
system. You considered a name you didn’t like because 
‘that’s the way the real world is’ and one you didn’t know 
because we ‘mustn’t threaten the system.’ What hap­
pened to the list of criteria and necessary qualifications? 
Were there really only two folks on God’s earth capable 
of filling the job? Was there really no way to consider 
other possibilities?”
Now friend B really rounds on friend A. “You guys are 
all alike,” says friend B with a superior sniff. “ Idealists! 
You just don’t understand the dynamics of our enter­
prises, of superior Poohbahmanship. And you all have a 
knee-jerk reaction to cooperating with The System."
Friend A responds, not quite contritely, “Well, you’re 
certainly helping me to understand it. Tell me, did you 
pray as you entered the process, and along the way?” 
Friend B answers, warily. “Of course. I already said 
so. We aren’t pagans, you know. And this is the Lord’s 
work.”
Friend A then asks, “What did you pray for? What was 
said in the prayers?”
“Oh, I don’t remember exactly,” says friend B. “But 
there is record of the fact that we prayed, and several 
spoke of their private prayers. I’m sure that we prayed 
for insight, guidance, wisdom, blessing. You know about 
what we’d pray for."
Now friend A shows astonishment. “And divine guid­
ance led you to consider suggestions from a guy whose 
money you need but whose choice you couldn’t abide 
and from Authoritative Sources who know less of youi 
situation than you do? And divine wisdom and insighl 
led you to select an unknown because he must be more 
palatable than the known? What am I supposed to think 
of the source of the wisdom and insight that makes its 
choices on the basis of dislike rather than positive qual­
ification? Do you really believe, do you really want me to 
believe, that this was an answer to prayer? I happen to 
think that Alphonse will do a good job, but that will be a 
matter of God’s grace and fatherly protection. Surely 
you’ll not claim him as the answer to your prayers?"
Now friend B is righteously indignant. “Aw, c’mon,” he 
says, “you know better than that. And, besides, why 
take all of this so seriously?”
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VBS ADVANCE 
PLANNER
INTRODUCTORY PACKET KIT
CARRYING CASE and HANDY FILE COMBINATION
Free 14-D ay Exam ination Period!
Winning children to Christ. . . making Bible discoveries 
. .. introducing kids to your church. This is what the VBS 
program is all about. After prayer and spiritual prepa­
ration, the key to this success is advance planning, 
which begins with an Aldersgate Introductory Kit. Send 
for this handy tool which includes a sampling of all 
instructional and promotional materials in the Alders­
gate Curriculum.
This is a sturdy box with built-in handles for easy carry­
ing. Converts to handy file-box, and already has con­
venient file dividers.
One copy each of the TEACHING MANUALS and PUPIL 
BOOKS are included for you to examine and distribute 
early to your staff. Samples of the PUBLICITY SUPPLIES 
will help you begin early on your church and commu­
nity advertising strategy.
A MUSIC NOTES booklet provides all the music you’ll 
need, including new songs that may take some learn­
ing. The DIRECTOR’S HANDBOOK is loaded with ideas 
for starting, promoting, and running a VBS.
There is also the free VBS FILMSTRIP which is always 
helpful for recruiting, motivating, and inspiring VBS 
workers as well as acquainting the staff with the mate­
rials.
Also of great help in the kit are the Mission Packet, 
craft catalog, and advertising brochures.
How can YOU be sure these materials will meet your 
needs and fulfill the promise to help you run a fantas­
tic VBS this summer? Discover for yourself the unique 
features and teaching materials available in the IN­
TRODUCTORY PACKET KIT. Return under no obligation 
after 14 days. V-484 $13.95
DIRECTOR’S SUPPLIES
HELPS FOR PLANNING A SUCCESSFUL VBS
■VBS
DIRECTOR'S RESOURCE 
PACKET
1984  
DIRECTOR’S 
RESOURCE PACKET
“The Time-Saver”
Of special note this year is the brand 
new RECREATION HANDBOOK. A great 
tool to help plan activities for all age 
groups. Quality devotionals, posters, 
and other great items will save you 
hours of planning and work for open­
ings/closings in your Vacation Bible 
school. Looking up new music will no 
longer be a hassle. The unified clos­
ing program is simple to produce, re­
quires little practice and involves all 
age-groups. V-T984 $8.95
Prices s u b je c t to  c h a n g e  w ith o u t n o tice .
CONTENTS:
•  Recreation Handbook
• 6 large, four-color posters with a 
devotional story for each, to be 
used for five school open ings/ 
c lo s in g s /g e n e ra l assem b lies  
and /or open house.
•  1 large recruitment poster
•  1 large school song chart
•  Flag Pledge chart
•  20-minute (sound sheet) "Sing- 
a long ” m ini-musical with many 
voice combinations and variety of 
instruments.
•  Director’s guide
•  Unified Closing Program for open 
house, and sample bulletin
COMBINATION OFFER I n t roduc to ry  Packe t  & D i rec to r ’s Packet V-484C $21.90
Order AT ONCE from YOUR PUBLISHING HOUSE
cond-class postage paid at Kansas City, Mo. •  MARCH— MAY ’84
A momentous project now complete
BEACON DICTIONARY 
OF THEOLOGY
RICHARD S. TAYLOR, Editor
The culmination of 25 years of work by 
over 150 of today’s foremost Wesleyan 
theologians representing some 41 col­
leges and universities. Scholarly atten­
tion has been given to relating each of 
the 954 topics to the basic concepts of 
the Bible and theo logy and offering 
valuable insight into every subject cov­
ered. No important area o f theological 
concern has been neglected.
A ssociate  Editors: J. Kenneth G rider /  W illard H. Taylor
Its alphabetical listing, concise pre­
sentation, extensive cross-re ference 
system, and further reading feature add 
significantly to the convenience and 
benefit this volume can be to you per­
sonally.
In the same way a medical encyclo­
pedia serves as a guide to family health 
and well-being THE BEACON DICTIO­
NARY OF THEOLOGY is important to
spiritual health and growth. Itdeservesa 
p ro m in e n t p la c e  in eve ry  Christian 
home.
560 pages. Hardback. $2995
P rice  s u b je c t to  c h a n g e  w ithout notice ;
A Comprehensive Publication Providing Years of Enjoyable Use 
O rd er today from  YOUR PUBLISHING HOUSE
